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It never fails to amaze us how quickly paddlesports transitions from a 
hobby to a defining aspect of our identity. There are transitional stages 
where paddling is a sport or a passion, but for many of us, it will even-
tually change who we become and how we see the world. 

As we delve deeper into learning, this passion of ours can quickly rule 
our lives: dictating what we do when (when the wind is up, the waves 
are in, or the rivers are running, we go), who we connect with most 
frequently, and where we spend our free time and income. 

In the past few years, our industry has seen incredible growth. There has 
been an influx of numbers and paddlesport participants, yes. There has 
also been growth within our industry as we took the last few years to 
reflect on our strengths and weaknesses and consider anew what we 
want for our future and who we count as part of our community. 

By advocating for better access to the outdoors and continuing to deve-
lop adaptive boards, boats, and paddles, we welcome more with disa-
bilities to the water. We have ongoing work to continue to develop edu-
cation and access on this front, but our industry will be stronger for it. 

In extending our perception of where paddlesports can happen, we’re 
looking at urban centers, extending paddlesports to new communities, 
including ethnic minorities and indigenous peoples. In our efforts to 
become more inclusive, we have welcomed new people and better ce-
lebrated all those already on the water. 

We discovered new ways to enjoy our favorite spots through the growing 
rise of foiling and met new people through the increasing crossover of 
the paddlesport communities with wind and surf cultures. Meanwhile, 
the rising popularity of products like packrafts and fishing kayaks leads 
us to new waters. 

With global environmental crises such as climate change continuing 
to impact our daily lives, we are coming to terms with the importance 
of the waste we generate and how easy it is to take finite resources 
for granted. As our awareness of our impact grows, we become better 
consumers, demanding products and packaging that can or has been re-

cycled. We want products that think responsibly about our environment. 
We become better consumers by learning to differentiate between what 
we want and need. Globally, many have already tightened budgets and 
tried to buy less, prioritizing the essentials in the face of inflated living 
costs.

Here’s the thing about paddlesports, though. It is essential. Essential to 
our mental health, our overall well-being, and our ability to be the best 
version of ourselves. No matter how we use our paddles, our chosen dis-
ciplines continually push us outside our comfort zone. They showcase 
us at our best but never fail to humble or remind us where we can grow. 

This year at the Paddle Sports Show, we celebrated our industry and 
all we have accomplished together. We welcomed new companies and 
saw innovations in materials, product performance, design, and safety, 
many of which are highlighted here in the pages of our annual Paddler’s 
Guide. We connected with old friends and forged new partnerships. We 
reminisced over old times and made plans for new adventures. We at-
tended conferences that made us think harder about our role as in-
dividuals and the influence we can have when we work together. We 
took another step forward as many pledged to work towards creating a 
circular economy. We acknowledged the challenges we face next and 
strategized how to tackle them. We head into the next season with plans 
to build on all we have learned over the past three years, knowing that 
the next time we see each other, the cycle of learning and sharing and 
growing will begin again.

For us, every paddling season starts with our annual Paddler’s Guide. 
A collection of new products and classic favorites, displayed free of 
charge, as ever. As you flip through these pages or scroll online, we 
hope what you see gets you excited for the season ahead. We hope 
it gives direction for where and how best to spend your time, energy, 
and resources to improve yourself and your paddlesport community. We 
hope it makes you think. For old hats, we hope it makes you remember 
why we fell in love with paddlesports in the first place. For new learners, 
we hope it helps welcome you to this new sport, hobby, passion, or way 
of life. 
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The Hobie name has long been synonymous with water sports, bringing to mind bright California beaches and 
sun-kissed surfing or sailing enthusiasts. With the advent of the MirageDrive, a pedal propulsion system, Hobie 
burst into the paddlesports market in the late ’90s and soon became a major player and influence. We caught 
up with Gero Priebe, Hobie Kayak Europe Sales and Marketing Manager, to learn more about this iconic brand 
and its goals for the future. 

INTERVIEW: GERO PRIEBE

PGM: Paddlers Guide Mag: Gero, the name 
Hobie is iconic, nearly synonymous with 
watersports. Hobie is a surfing brand, a 
sailing brand, a kayaking brand. What is 
the driving force behind it all?
Gero Priebe: I am glad you reference Hobie 
as a surfing brand. Our founder, Hobie Alter, modeled everything the surf lifestyle 
and watersport industry stands for today—having a great time in, on, and around 
the water. Hobie’s roots lie in surfing and waterman culture; this helped strengthen 
our sailing brand, and is now doing the same for kayaking. Everyone at Hobie be-
lieves in our authentic, grassroots culture. We do what we love, and we love what 
we do. From surfboards and world-class catamarans to revolutionary pedal kayaks 
and stand-up paddleboards, Hobie is driven by a passion for delivering the most 
advanced, enjoyable, and accessible watersport products available

PGM: What role do paddlesports play in Hobie’s income and strategy? 
GP: Paddlesports represent over 90% of Hobie’s business these days. Our Mirage-
Drive pedal system redefined kayaking and made Hobie the leader in high-end 
pedal kayaks, shifting our identity from a surf and sailing company to a major kayak 
manufacturer. The booming paddle sports sector and the fast-growing market for 

“ONLY A BRICK AND MORTAR 
RETAIL STORE CAN CONVINCE 

THIS CUSTOMER TO MAKE A 
BETTER CHOICE.”

light, car top-able boats will weigh majorly in 
Hobie’s strategy and identity moving forward. 
We’re as driven as ever to bring something 
new to the paddle sports market, which has 
always been our goal. 

PGM: Is Hobie Kayak Europe a subsidiary or an importer?  
GP: Hobie Kayak Europe has always been an independent distributor/importer 
of Hobie’s kayak range in Europe. Last year in November, Hobie Kayak Europe 
was sold to Hobie Cat Company. Since then, we have been a full subsidiary and 
cover the entire Hobie kayak product range, minus the sailboats. This has been an 
important step for Hobie in Europe. Combining the whole product range – kayak, 
paddleboarding, surf, fishing – under one roof bolsters Hobie’s strategy to be the 
leading supplier of watersport equipment and the number one lifestyle brand in 
Europe while providing a clear and consistent identity for the Hobie brand in Europe 
and beyond. 

PGM: What has been your experience during the whirlwind our industry has 
seen in the past few years? What do you anticipate for the future?
GP: The trend and rise of interest in solo outdoor activities, such as paddle sports, 

 ©Hobie kayaks
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fishing, camping, etc., started before the first Covid 
restrictions were introduced. Luckily, our industry 
took advantage of the crisis, which gave – and this 
wasn’t anticipated initially —the development of an 
outdoor lifestyle and solo outdoor sports the final 
nudge. The industry has witnessed a rise in demand 
for our products and lifestyle. We all want to get out 
kayaking, fishing, and sailing and make great memo-
ries. This won’t change. Yes, the surge of consumer 
interest shows signs of cooling down, and next year 
might be difficult for our industry, given the energy 
crisis and geopolitical situation. However, demand 
is still higher than it was before the pandemic. That 
will not disappear. I am, therefore, very optimistic 
about the prospects for our industry.

PGM: What are Hobie’s market shares in 
paddlesports on the world and European levels?   
GP: ithout diving too deep here, Hobie has the wor-
ld’s number one-selling fishing kayak, which is still the Hobie Mirage Outback. With 
the Outback and our MirageDrive, we have dominated the kayak fishing industry 
for 20 years, a growing, fresh new sector within paddlesports.  

PGM: Hobie has found success in the high-end side of the market and in wel-
coming newcomers. What’s the secret recipe? Added value products, comfor-
table margins, great user experience? 
GP: There are many reasons for success, and 
I agree with all the ingredients you mention. 
However, our passion and customer expe-
rience are by far the most important. For any 
product that Hobie creates, the people who 
create it want it for themselves. The engineers 
working on new product designs and updates 
make them for themselves and continue de-
veloping products by using them. That is true 
across every Hobie product category, but it has 
an especially big role in kayak fishing. Take the MirageDrive, Hobie’s hands-free pedal 
drive. It was first introduced in 1997 and has undergone several rounds of refining to 
meet the needs of Hobie customers better. 

PGM: Tell us more about the Mirage iEclipse, which you unveiled this year 
at the Paddle Sports Show 
GP: The original hardboard Eclipse was the world’s first and favorite stand-up 
pedalboard and a prime example of Hobie’s ability to innovate new ways to enjoy 
the water. The Eclipse was a big hit with those who enjoy exercising outside and 
rentals looking to offer guests a unique experience. The new iEclipse, our inflatable 
version, offers remarkable rigidity and the same performance as the Eclipse in an 
ultra-lightweight and portable package that can fit in the trunk of a small car. Of 
course, the new hardboard version weighs only 20 kg (44 lb) and is also easy to 
transport.

PGM: How do you manage copycat products coming from Asian manufactu-
rers? Is there anything to be done besides innovating anew 
GP: Innovation will keep us ahead of the copycats. We are aware of their existence, 
but fortunately, things are not to the point where we view them as competition in 
Europe. I have never talked to a customer who said they bought a copy and were 
happy with it. It is always, “I wish I bought the real deal.” This customer may still 
purchase a Hobie and experience a pedal system as it should be. I am concerned 
about those who have negative experiences with a non–performing pedal system 
and decided against kayaking as a result. We have to meet with dealers, talk to po-

“THE BOOMING PADDLE 
SPORTS SECTOR AND THE 

FAST GROWING MARKET FOR 
LIGHT, CAR TOP-ABLE BOATS IS 
CLEARLY THE MAJOR PLAYERS 

FOR HOBIE’S STRATEGY 
MOVING FORWARD.”

tential new customers and get them into our boats, 
or at least give them the option to try. E-Commerce 
only does not help here. Only a brick-and-mortar re-
tail store can convince customers to make a better 
choice. .

PGM: Kayak fishing is gaining popularity in Eu-
rope, and Hobie has played a big part in this. 
What significant differences do you see between 
the US and the European markets? 
GP: Kayak fishing models and trends in Europe are 
the same as those in the US but run a few years 
behind. Where there was a higher interest in smaller 
kayaks a few years ago in Europe, we are now seeing 
a growing demand for bigger kayaks, such as our 
flagship, the Hobie Mirage Pro Angler 14 – 360. I 
am positive that we will reach a similar level here in 
Europe sometime in the future. 

PGM: You have taken a very active role in the development of Kayak Fishing 
in Europe through the sponsorship of events and the creation of a global 
tournament series. 
GP: Tournament fishing has become a very serious part of the sport and is absolu-
tely helping to grow the business. Over the years, we have established a highly re-
puted tournament system spanning the globe that became the blueprint for events 

in Europe and other parts of the world. Most 
rounds end up in the Hobie Fishing Worlds, 
held first in Australia in 2011, with nine two-
man teams representing the US, Singapore, 
Thailand, South Korea, and Australia. In 2012, 
the Worlds moved to Texas, and twice as many 
contenders took part, including a European 
team (which included me). In 2022, the Hobie 
Fishing Worlds 9 returned to Amal, Sweden, 
with 42 anglers representing 18 countries. All 
the anglers qualified via local events across 

the globe. One of the biggest qualifying rounds in Europe is our company-sponso-
red (along with our partners in fishing) Hobie Fishing European Championships. 
Since 2014, we have hosted events in different European countries: France, the 
Netherlands, Italy, Sweden, and even Serbia. 

PWM: How does the tournament work? Is it entirely run by Hobie?
GP: Kayak anglers from all over Europe compete in the European Kayak Fishing Tour-
nament, a Catch-Photograph-Release format, to be crowned European Champion. 
The angler with the largest total length wins. Scoring has become easy over the 
years. Instead of digital cameras and paper, anglers now use a tournament scoring 
app that provides a live leaderboard, letting anyone interested follow the event 
and tournament scoring live. It takes a lot of effort, passion, and a well-connected 
global team to organize events of this magnitude. Our dealers and local partners 
put a lot of hard work and effort into events during the season to help put kayak 
tournament fishing on the map. 

PGM: What strategy can we expect Hobie to take in 2023/24? Will you conti-
nue to lead the charge, bringing new products and ensuring you are ready 
when demand increases? 
GP: We need to promote our sport to a wider public as a sustainable way of spen-
ding time outdoors and living a healthy lifestyle. It’s a cool sport, and we all do 
well to focus on the actual experience of paddling, fishing, pedaling, and kayaking. 
Getting more people to have a great time in on and around the water with Hobie. 
That’s the main goal for 2023/24! 

 ©Hobie kayaks
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“IN THE SHORT TERM, DO NOT BE 
SURPRISED TO SEE SALES IN THE 
PADDLESPORT INDUSTRY THAT, 
WHILE NOT RECORD HIGHS, WILL 
NOT BE RECORD LOWS, EITHER.”

The past three years have seen continued growth in paddlesports and solidified 
our position as an industry capable of overcoming challenge after challenge. The 
uncertainties of Covid were met with ongoing global turbulence. Zero Covid regu-
lations continued in China even as the rest of the world returned to pre-pandemic 
norms. Russia invaded Ukraine, contributing to rising prices and energy and labor 
shortages, driving production costs up and straining finances. The United King-
dom cycled through prime ministers and left the European Union while American 
politics became increasingly divisive. When the industry saw its biggest increase 
in popularity in nearly two decades, retailers around the globe faced the surge in 
demand with empty shelves. We enter 2023 with fully stocked shelves, yet demand 
for paddlesport products is decreasing from pandemic highs, and production costs 
and inflation remain high. Nevertheless, a hesitant optimism for the future continues 
to buoy the industry. 

Notably, for the paddlesport industry, constraints on supply appear to be easing, 
even if they are not yet back to the pre-pandemic normal, writes JP Morgan. “For 
example, Shanghai-to-Los Angeles ocean freight rates are down 80% from the 
beginning of the year and 83% from the peak in the second quarter of 2021, but 
still 25% above the 2010-19 average.” Shipping rates are predicted to normalize 
by 2024 and will continue to drop throughout the next decade. (https://www.port-
technology.org/)

Inflation skyrocketed in 2022, reaching its highest rate in decades and raising 
the cost of living essentials, alongside luxury and leisure items, in nearly every 
country worldwide. As the year came to a close, inflation rates began to stabilize. 
Predictions call for inflation rates to continue declining globally throughout 2023 
but remain painfully high overall. Consumers feel the pressure as they face rising 
rent, food, and energy costs. With many rethinking their spending habits, where 
does this leave paddlesports?

In the short term, do not be surprised to see sales in the paddlesport industry that, 
while not record highs, will not be record lows, either. “Covid boomers,” newcomers 
who discovered paddlesports during lockdowns, have increased user numbers, 
and many are about ready for an equipment upgrade. Borders are open, but travel 
remains costly, and low-cost activities close to home maintain appeal. 

Though energy and raw materials will remain expensive for some time, keeping 
production costs high, brands have used the last two years to revamp and regroup, 
working towards products that are more sustainable and more efficient and environ-
mentally-friendly production practices. Many have hinted at projects in the works, 
and we can expect to see industry-wide releases of new or updated products in 
the next few years. 

Despite the turbulence of the past two years, 
paddlesports is poised to continue a positive trajectory. 
For the savvy shopper, there might be deals on the 
horizon. 

WHAT’S AROUND THE CORNER?   
A LOOK AT WHAT FULLY STOCKED SHELVES AND RISING 
PRODUCTION COSTS MIGHT MEAN FOR PADDLESPORTS. 

China lifting Zero Covid restrictions may bring the biggest significant changes for 
2023, alleviating the strains and pressures on the supply chains and labor forces. 
As conditions in China normalize, it may re-open the market to brands reliant on 
out-of-house production and open new markets altogether in the long run. 

In China, the middle class is on the rise, with 163 million currently representing 
nearly 14% of the country’s population. Stringent lockdowns have left people frus-
trated and seeking relief from rules, testing, and the city. With a public sector already 
pledging to increase the infrastructure and resources needed for outdoor activities 
and a growing youth and social media culture, we can anticipate a boom of interest 
in outdoor sports as Covid normalizes.

While the market won’t maintain its pandemic growth rate in Europe and North 
America, predictions call for it to remain above pre-pandemic norms. It might not be 
on the forefront of consumer minds, but the next year or two will continue to be an 
excellent time to be involved in paddlesports. With dropping demand, overstocked 
shelves, and more new products on the way, don’t be surprised to see a sale or two 
in the near future—and if we’re lucky, prices that will, at the very least, hold steady. 

While we remain optimistic, if the past three years have taught us anything, it’s 
that nothing is guaranteed. The best way to support our industry remains what it 
has always been. For consumers, it is buying smart, but buying, nonetheless. For 
manufacturers, it means producing smart, bringing products to market that people 
need that show genuine improvements from year to year. There are still difficult 
times ahead, and people likely won’t buy what they don’t need. It is up to us to keep 
paddlesports appealing and feeling essential to people’s lives, to remind and sell 
not just products but the escape getting out on the water offers and the version of 
ourselves paddlesports allows us to be.
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The past decade has seen a growing desire to make paddlesports more inclu-
sive and accessible to different communities, especially minority populations. 
Concentrated efforts have seen increased diversity in the imagery used to portray 
paddlesports. Bringing that diversity to the water requires actions that support our 
changing perceptions of what the “typical” paddler looks like and what qualifies 
as the outdoors. We must all continually ask, “why isn’t my paddling community 
as diverse as it could be?”

The belief that those interested in the outdoors, and by extension, recreational 
paddlesports, are largely middle-class and white is a self-fulfilling prophecy. By 
changing the imagery used to portray paddlesports, the industry is working to 
normalize Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC) participants and combat 
existing stereotypes. Even as the desire to welcome BIPOC communities to the water 
change, significant hurdles to participation and a sense of feeling welcome remain, 
including prohibitive financial costs, fear for personal safety, or a lack of access to 
gear or paddlesport education. 

Helping minority populations feel more welcome in paddlesports requires ongoing 
dialogue, as no two communities are the same. Partnerships with existing organi-
zations, foundations, and businesses working to close the diversity gap can amplify 
their efforts and impact. NRS has seen success with this strategy through its LEAD 
program, started in 2021, which supports existing initiatives with resources from 
gear to financial grants and education while helping increase their reach and 
platform on a global scale. The creation of internships and jobs for minorities in 
retail, education, or design can also help diversify paddlesports from the inside out.

In Europe and the US, facilitating programs that bring paddlesports to underre-
presented communities, rather than waiting for them to discover us, remains vital 
if we genuinely want paddlesports to become more representative of society. The 
International Canoe Federation already runs paddlesport education and talent 
identification programs, specifically in Olympic disciplines, to countries and regions 
where infrastructure does not exist in efforts to drive this change.  

It is a widespread belief that creating a connection with nature contributes to 
efforts to protect and preserve our wild places. Still, not all have easy access to 
alpine lakes, the open ocean, or remote river canyons. Embracing initiatives and 
products that get people on the water in highly populated areas, celebrating urban 
waterways, and supporting businesses and facilities that rent gear all help make 
paddlesports more approachable for a wider range of users and incomes. This helps 
open new markets and welcomes previously excluded populations by sharing the 
cost burden and the need to travel. 

If we expand our definition of paddlesport participation, we might be surprised to 
discover who we already find on the water. “Across the board, a lot of BIPOC folks 
paddle, just not in the paddle sports/recreation community,” reminds Paul Robert 
Wolf Wilson, Klamath Tribal Member and Chief Storyteller for the non-profit Rios to 
Rivers, which works to inspire river protection worldwide through work with indige-
nous youth. “My people, we paddle canoes.” 

For years now, it has been widely agreed that prices need to increase for the industry (and our dealers!) to 
survive. Those prices are now up, but are they the answer to the initial problem?  

CLOSING THE DIVERSITY GAP

“WE MUST ALL CONTINUALLY 
ASK, “WHY ISN’T MY PADDLING 
COMMUNITY AS DIVERSE AS IT 
COULD BE?”

Indigenous populations worldwide have deep roots in paddlesports and ties to the 
world’s waterways. However, they and their legacy have been largely overlooked 
or dismissed even as their designs are appropriated for recreation and sport. This 
omission has undoubtedly been to our detriment. In countries such as Ecuador, 
efforts to preserve free-flowing rivers and prevent environmental degradation have 
found indigenous peoples to be powerful allies.

Says Rīos to Rivers curriculum director Ashia Wolf-Wilson, “Tribal persons are linked 
to the lands they come from. When we talk about going out on our waters, it’s 
personal, and it’s an intimate relationship. In my eyes, I don’t think of kayaking just 
as a sport, it’s revitalizing connection and people.” 

It is well-proven that spending time in nature has physical and emotional benefits, 
including decreasing blood pressure and stress hormones and helping with cogni-
tive function and overall well-being. A commonly cited virtue of paddlesports is the 
sense of community and identity they bring. In New Zealand, a traditional Mīori 
style of outrigger canoeing known as Waka Ama is gaining popularity amongst 
younger populations. “The sport’s strengths and attraction for many of its partici-
pants seem to lie in its inclusiveness, accessibility, a firm grounding in Mīori and 
Pacific culture and its focus on hauora (well-being),” writes Sport New Zealand. 

Making paddlesports more accessible to indigenous and ethnic minority popu-
lations is crucial for the health and growth of our industry and our environment. 
It is also vital for our health, well-being, and sense of self. By creating space for 
other voices and experiences, especially those of color, we help our industry and 
environment have a future. We also might directly contribute to a better, healthier 
global society. 

©ICF/B.Bekassy
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Innovation for new products comes from many places, with inspiration found throug 
desire or need, a problem we attempt to solve, or pre-existing concepts. Imitation, 
by contrast, occurs when you directly copy an existing solution to a problem rather 
than develop a unique idea. Drawing the line between inspiration and imitation can 
be surprisingly difficult. For Matyas Hilgert of Hiko Sport, the designer's intention 
is critical. If the goal or essential question driving product development is, “‘Can 
we improve what is already out there?’ and the answer is yes,” he argues, “then by 
doing so, you are inherently unique.” 

Hilgert reminds us that appearance is only one way to differentiate products. Pro-
duct performance, functionality, affordability, or sustainability can differ greatly from 
designer decisions, even if the base aesthetic is similar. In the apparel sector, 
many brands purchase raw materials from the 
same sources, placing additional emphasis on 
product design and quality. Two garments might 
look similar, but do they perform the same? Do 
they achieve the same goals in the same way? 
Frequently, the more advanced or technical a 
product, the more opportunity for differentiation. 
Simple splash tops can be more similar than different than, say, dry tops or shorts. 

Stand-up paddleboards are another area where similarities can appear to outweigh 
unique designs, especially inflatables. Scroll through any Paddler’s Guide: Most 
cruiser boards are 10’6-10’8 long, 29”-32” wide, and 6” tall, with subtle nuances 
from rail placement and rocker profile to fin boxes, top sheet, and the materials 
and constructions used. 

Materials are frequently a driving factor in innovation and product differentiation, 
but it is a never-ending game of catch-up as what was groundbreaking becomes 
standard. Take, for example, drop stitch. In barely a decade, drop stitch transitioned 
from rarity to the norm for quality inflatables. In 2020, Starboard SUP, among others, 
debuted inflatables with a woven, not knitted, drop stitch core for lighter, stiffer, stron-
ger, and more responsive boards. More companies are quickly following suit. Soon, 
a woven drop stitch will become the industry standard until the next innovation in 
materials or construction is found. 

Not all brands have the resources to lead innovation, and no single brand will 
ever be the sole innovator in their field. “Everyone takes some influence from other 
sources; it’s natural to do so in design. The difference is how close your ideas are to 
your peers versus sources that are a few steps removed,” argues Palm Equipment’s 
Paul Robertson. Robertson, like many, frequently looks to other industries for ad-

This fall, brands came under fire for designs that felt a 
little too familiar. While far from the first (or last) time a 
“copy cat” call sounded, it raises the question, where 
do we draw the line between inspiration and imitation? 
How can we, as an industry, support innovation and 
unique design? 

TOO CLOSE FOR COMFORT
DRAWING THE LINE BETWEEN  
INSPIRATION AND IMITATION 

“ULTIMATELY, WE NEED NEW 
MATERIALS, IDEAS, AND 
VISION TO GROW AS AN 
INDUSTRY.” 

vances and ideas to adapt to paddlesports. “Looking sideways” is a critical source 
of inspiration. But adapting influences differs from copying a product, especially 
one within the industry. 

The paddlesport industry is small. Most major players in individual sectors are 
friends who have been in the game for many years. Rather than relying on patents 
or trademarks, many believe in developing products that are substantially different 
rather than substantially similar as a matter of respect. Yet, as Hilgert points out, “I 
can respect someone by staying far away from their design. Or I show someone 

respect by building upon their idea—basically gra-
tifying that the idea is a good one.”

To quote Oscar Wilde, “Imitation is the sincerest form 
of flattery.” However, the second half of his state-
ment is often left unsaid: “that mediocrity can pay to 
greatness.” A lack of originality suggests not unders-

tanding the problem you are working to solve. Take knock-off products, which bring 
the potential for poorly-made items to fail, endangering users. Gero Priebe of Hobie 
Kayak Europe points out that even when not life-threatening, a negative experience 
with a knock-off can turn potential enthusiasts away from the sport. Priebe views 
supporting brick-and-mortar stores with knowledgeable sales teams as a key way to 
educate consumers on choosing quality products and the right products for them. 

Ultimately, we need new materials, ideas, and vision to grow as an industry. “{Bor-
rowing} heavily from others stifles innovation and ultimately reduces consumer 
choice, which is not good for anyone in the long run,” reminds Robertson. Rather 
than investing time and resources into substantially similar products, we are better 
served by ideas inspired by our needs and experiences. While imitations can drive 
innovation, we must reward those taking on the risk and expense of R&D to set the 
bar. We reward them through industry awards, such as the Paddle Sport’s Show 
Product of the Year Awards, which annually showcases new innovations across 
market sectors. We reward them by being knowledgeable about our history and 
using that knowledge to educate consumers, encouraging them to support the 
brands putting in the work. 

It’s up to all of us to find the line and keep moving the standard forward. As we 
draw inspiration from each other, the goal should always be to do something better 
than it’s been done before. 

©Unsplash/marten-newhall
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kayaksession.com
paddleworld.com
supworldmag.com
paddlerguide.com

THE WORLD'S BIGGEST ONLINE PADDLESPORTS COMMUNITY
OVER 250,000 UNIQUE VISITORS EVERY MONTH!

Dealers & Advertising enquiries: info@kayaksession.com

THE WORLD'S PREMIER
PADDLESPORTS MEDIA GROUP

P R I N T  I  D I G I T A L  I  W E B  I  S O C I A L  M E D I A

• OVER 375,000 READERS PER YEAR •
KAYAK SESSION MAGAZINE
The International Whitewater Magazine
"If a photo speaks a thousand words, then Kayak Session in an encyclopedia..."
Released quarterly for the past nine years, Kayak Session has established itself as the prime resource for 
information on whitewater kayaking worldwide.

PADDLE WORLD MAGAZINE
The International Paddle Culture Magazine
Based on the same concept as Kayak Session, Paddle World in an annual issue magazine released every spring 
covering literally all paddlesports –sea kayaking, stand up paddlling, canoeing, recreational boating, kayak fiching, 
and more.

STAND UP PADDLE WORLD MAGAZINE
A annual special issue dedicated to Stand Up Paddling
This is the newest water sport that has taken the world by storm. SUP World Mag is an annual special issue started 
in the spring 2010 that covers nearly everything SUP has to offer; leisure, fitness, racing, family fun, touring, distance 
paddling.

THE PADDLER'S GUIDE - IN COLLABORATION WITH THE PADDLE SPORTS SHOW
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From June 2020 to March 2022, paddleboard sales surged as COVID lockdown 
measures and travel restrictions affected lives on a global scale. Stand-up paddling, 
with its accessibility, versatility, and gentle learning curve, became a go-to for fitness 
and leisure while maintaining social distance. 

By the end of 2022, the market had become flooded with paddleboards, now found 
in specialty shops, big box retailers, and even supermarkets. Yet, with travel possible 
again and the pressures of normal life returning, the influx of participants and the 
purchase of new boards soon waned. The future of SUP seemed to lose its luster 
until it seemed that suddenly, foils were everywhere. 

Foils have earned accolades for their ability to unlock potential in a wide range of 
conditions, from flat waters to chop, and for their unparalleled glide. While foiling 
uses a similar platform to paddleboards, the sensation they generate is something 
else entirely. 

“You get the serenity and the stability of stand-up paddling with the speed and 
extended glide time of foiling. Though it sounds relatively simple, the upgrade 
of the feeling is so intense that we don’t really have words to describe it,” writes 
LiftFoils on their website. 

Like stand-up paddling, part of foiling’s growing popularity comes from its versatility. 
“I love the versatility of the sport,” says Indiana Paddle & Surf Co. board developer 
Gunnar Biniasch in an interview with North Kiteboarding. “You can do so much 
with a foil: wing, windsurf, prone, paddle, dockstart pumping, and kite.” A benefit of 
the increasing cross-over with wind-based sports is getting foil devotees to pick 
up a paddle on the water on calmer days, especially with boards like the Fanatic 
Bee or Starboard Hyper Nut, which make multiple sports accessible in one board.  
 
Where foiling differs greatly from paddleboarding are accessibility and ease of use. 
A large part of paddleboarding’s popularity came from its intuitiveness. Users didn’t 
need to be experienced or paddle-fit to enjoy the day out. Foiling, which generates 
momentum through “pumping,” has earned a reputation as a more technical sport 
than stand-up paddling, or at least one that requires more buy-in before becoming 
proficient. For Aztron Founder Tony Yeung, this doesn’t disclude foiling as a point 
of entry into the SUP market. Rather, it speaks to the need to develop and market 
beginner-friendly foil setups that are affordable and easy to use, of which brands 
are beginning to take note. 

“Easier to use is definitely the main driving force for innovation on foil. On one side, 
more and more experienced SUP paddlers are wanting more excitement, so there 
is a need for beginner’s foil.” 

Since the beginning of the SUP industry, market 
participants have wondered how long the popularity 
of stand-up paddling will last. Are we nearing the end, 
or will foiling’s rise renew enthusiasm for the stand-up 
market?

RISING ABOVE THE REST  
MOVE OVER SUP. THERE’S A NEW BOARD IN TOWN.

“WHERE PADDLEBOARDING 
IS ACCESSIBLE, FOILING IS 
ASPIRATIONAL.”

Foiling’s technicality benefits the paddleboarding industry by creating a market 
for a high-end, added-value product that will help keep sales within the industry 
and generate demand for quality products that maintain higher margins. Where 
paddleboarding is accessible, foiling is aspirational. As such, it opens the doors to 
a market driven by different interests than the original paddleboard user, which isn’t 
necessarily negative. Though people of all ages, backgrounds, and interests can 
find a reason to foil, the market will likely remain niche enough that it is difficult to 
imagine non-specialty retailers carrying or selling foils en masse. 

Alongside new users and retail opportunities, foil’s rising popularity allows brands 
to differentiate themselves in a market saturated with similar products. SUP foils are 
gaining traction in the surf, flatwater, and racing scenes, driving the innovation of 
foil-specific boards that feature advances in construction and design. Innovations 
will continue as brands work to make foiling more accessible and affordable. The 
push for higher levels of performance, from the ability to generate higher speeds 
to lighter-weight foils that offer better maneuverability, will also drive innovation 
and demand for the high-end models. 

As foils improve, the more users they will attract. Regardless of how people learn to 
foil, a paddle is often a preferred method to generate the speed and stability nee-
ded to begin pumping or catch a wave. “SUP foiling is still ALL about your paddle. 
It’s your friend, if you let it be, as well as your main source of propulsion. Choose a 
good one and learn how to use it well,” advises Foilshop.co.uk. 

Foiling may never match paddleboarding in popularity or growth rate, but it doesn’t 
have to. As the sport grows, it will continue to generate excitement and interest, 
forcing consumers to look at paddleboarding anew. Ultimately, the foil bubble, too, 
will burst. Everything does. For the time being, the momentum is set to continue, 
generating new SUP users, sparking innovation and creating new revenue streams. 
We might as well enjoy the ride.

F. ©Scharscher/ Indiana
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In 2016, paracanoeing debuted at the Paralympic Game in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 
putting an international spotlight on the benefits of getting people with disabilities 
out on the water. Including a Va’a class, a Polynesian-style outrigger canoe, in the 
2021 Tokyo Paralympic Games signifies a broader trend: the paddlesport industry 
is on board to promote and grow adaptive paddlesports. It’s about time. 

Though the physical and mental benefits of spending time on the water are well 
documented, disabled paddlers have been largely neglected by the paddlesport 
community. These are not small numbers. According to the UN, at least one billion 
people worldwide have a disability, with control of $1 trillion in annual income. Even 
a portion of those resources could have long-lasting benefits for our community and 
environment. If we want to continue growing adaptive paddlesports—and we do—we 
need to focus on developing gear, public perception, and access to the outdoors. 

Adaptive Gear
26% of people will be affected by disability at some point. Many suffer from ar-
thritis, joint injuries, and other health problems. Adaptive equipment helps them 
enjoy getting out on the water, too, reminds Bending Branches in a blog post titled 
“Adaptive Kayaking and Canoeing Get More People on the Water.” 

“For me paddling is freedom. Freedom to exercise or explore in the same way an 
able-bodied person would,” says adaptive athlete and ICF athlete representative 
Patrick O’Leary. “I can paddle in a group trading washes and unless people know 
me they have no idea whats different.”

The natural stability of paddle craft has largely left adapting gear up to individuals. 
However, as more disabled paddlers join the ranks, products designed to take the 
needs of disabled users into account from the start are increasing, such as the Do 
Sport Trident Ability Board, seen at the 2022 Paddle Sports Show. The Trident Ability 
Board combines the stability of catamarans and outriggers with the accessibility 
of paddleboards in a wheelchair-friendly design that accommodates two people, 
one seated and one standing. 

The ama, or float, used to stabilize outrigger canoes is a highly adaptable and 
cost-effective way to make paddlesports safer for people with paralysis, spinal 
cord injuries, or limited coordination. Smaller-scale adaptation can be equally 
impactful: High-visibility tape or paint on paddles benefits the visually impaired, 
and mount-supported paddles or grip aids can make paddling more accessible 
and enjoyable. 

Perception & Education
While adaptive equipment helps facilitate an entry point into paddlesports, public 
perception of disabilities is an ongoing challenge. “Perception is always an issue. 
People with mobility issues can be perceived as at risk around water,” explains 

Rather than focusing on the limitations of those with 
disabilities, it’s time for the industry to take note of their 
ability to participate in paddlesports. 

OPEN WATERS AHEAD
WHY IT’S TIME FOR THE INDUSTRY TO EMBRACE 
ADAPTIVE PADDLING

O’Leary, who is an amputee of the leg. “Careful thought is always needed but in 
most cases a safe method of paddling is available.” 

ICF Vice President Lluis Rabaneda views perception as a key area where organi-
zations and federations can make a difference. “Awareness is the key hurdle to 
overcome. We need to continue educating every level of the paddling communities 
and give the tools to have an easy inclusion of the adaptive paddlers.”

Numerous educational resources on adaptive paddling exist, shared through private 
organizations and national and international federations. British Canoeing, which 
uses the term Paddle-Ability to refer to all paddlesport activities for disabled people, 
lists information on “Paddle-Ability” approved programs training, access, and clubs 
on their website. They remind us that while working with those with knowledge and 
experience in adaptive-specific paddling strategies is hugely helpful, much can be 
gained by including adaptive paddling activities in the primary sector rather than 
separating them.  
 
“Society is moving toward a more inclusive view of itself, where all persons of va-
rying abilities can contribute,” says Rabaneda. He continues, “Paddlesports and the 
paddlesport industry needs to see itself as an active participant in this movement. 
This means working to increase participation across different channels such as 
tourism, club, elite levels, or during rehabilitation.” 

Access to water
Increasing participation across any channel relies heavily on access to water and 
outdoor spaces, a significant challenge many non-disabled people have never 
considered. We should, as accommodations that build universal outdoor access, 
such as boat ramps or improved signage, benefit the entire paddlesport community. 
Supporting existing initiatives to improve water access is maybe the best place to 
start concentrating efforts to make paddlesports more accessible. 

“Not only are experiences in nature crucial for all human beings, it doesn’t take 
that much to make days on the water possible, says Canadian-based organization 
Access Revolution Founder Jordan Kertan. Through Access Revolution, Kertan, a re-
creational therapist, promotes and sells products that improve experiences on and 
access to the water. She continues, “It takes innovative equipment, a community 
that supports the vision and the dream to make it happen, and participants who 
are keen to get outside and enjoy nature together.” 
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Being a leader in the paddlesport industry often comes with a dark side: The more 
we grow, the more waste we generate, and the bigger our environmental impact 
becomes. It is a reality many are working to change not as an afterthought but from 
the get-go. “We need to start taking ownership not only for cleaning up the mess 
but for reducing the mess in the first place,” advocates Soul Waterman owner and 
designer Corran Addison. 

At a conference on the Paddlesports Footprint at the Paddle Sports Show in Lyon 
this fall, environmental consultant Henri Bourgeois Costa spoke of an imagined 
future with a circular economy where brands took full responsibility for the life of 
their products, from the materials used in their manufacture to what their end of life 
looks like and how a product is disposed of. Drawing on the example of Technica, 
who recently started an initiative to recycle or repurpose the many (17+) materials 
found in most ski boots, Costa reminded us that shifting the standards of an industry 
can start with one push. 

Durable and versatile products have long been a priority in paddlesports, from 
apparel and accessories to kayaks and paddleboards. As we refine and reduce 
our long-term environmental footprint, we expect to see more companies develop 
products with design innovations focused on durability, recyclability, reparability, 
and need. It seems simple, but thoughtful design provides a crucial foundation for 
avoiding products that spend more time in a landfill than on the water.   

Peak Paddlesport founder and designer Pete Astles sees product design, including 
the materials used, as critical. While innovations in the past have focused on using 
and incorporating recycled materials, “The key now is to design products so that 
they can be deconstructed and recycled at the end of their usable life. We must all 
push our suppliers for… components that can be reused, repurposed, or recycled 
at the end of the product’s life.” 

Unless products can be separated and compacted, the costs and impact of ship-
ping products for recycling are prohibitive and counterproductive. As Costa's Tech-

A surprising trend is on the horizon: stripped-back products focusing on versatility and durability. Is this the first 
step to reaching a circular economy? 

WHEN LESS IS MORE 
HOW SIMPLIFIED PRODUCTS ARE HELPING PADDLES-
PORTS WORK TOWARD A CIRCULAR ECONOMY.

nica example highlights, separating products into different materials and repurpo-
sing them takes thought and effort. There also needs to be a strategy to develop 
infrastructure and consumer buy-in.  

“Ideally, some industry-wide cooperation is required on these items along with 
consideration of how this can be achieved more easily during the design stage of 
any product,” points out Palm Equipment’s Paul Robertson. Astles agrees, advoca-
ting for the infrastructure provided “through clubs, dealers, and our own businesses 
so that our products can be easily returned for recycling and repairs.” 

Another solution is partnering with organizations such as TerraCycle, which provides 
free recycling solutions for typically hard-to-recycle waste and maintains large-
scale recycling programs in several countries. One program they currently offer 
in partnership with surf brand RipCurl collects and recycles old wetsuits, while 
The TerraCycle Global Foundation works to remove plastic waste from waterways. 

While it would be incredible if everything could be made with renewable or recycled 
materials, they don’t always provide the durability, longevity, or safety required by 
paddlesports. For Jochen Lettmann of Lettmann Kayaks, downcycling materials is 
important, but the best strategy is to encourage the use of products as long as it is 
safe. Lettmann, whose boats and paddles can last decades, promises customers, 
“We will do our best to repair your boat or paddle as long as it is possible.”

Agrees Matyas Hilgert of Hiko Sport, “Repairability is another way of very effectively 
extending product life span. Yes, it is not sexy because the word “repair” signals 
damage, but if Patagonia made the program successful so should we.” Hiko has 
begun small steps towards this goal, including a repair kit with their dry gear and 
working to educate customers on the need to repair rather than replace. 

Being fully responsible for the products we create requires being honest about the 
need for new products and educating customers to think the same way, even if it 
means fewer sales in the short term. It requires choosing materials that will last as 
long as possible with as minimal an environmental impact as possible. It requires 
getting creative. There is no shortage of opportunities for continued innovation as 
we work towards this goal. 

“Every environmental gain is also a gain for our company, especially regarding the 
recycling of materials,” says Tahe Outdoors in a 2022 interview with Boardsport 
Source. “The ultimate goal would be to be able to recycle all our boards at the end 
of their lives, which should be at least ten or twenty years.” 

Whether through longer-lasting products or products designed to be repaired and 
recycled, the less waste we generate, the better it is for our world. And that is better 
for paddlesports.

©R.Getraud
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Trailhead Paddle Shack has been a Canadian landmark for nearly 50 years. It began in 1976 as Trailhead, 
merging with the Paddle Shack in 2012. We met with co-owner Jason Yarrington to hear his perspective on the 
past few years, what makes TPS so special, and what is expected for 2023. 

INTERVIEW: JASON YARRINGTON
TRAILHEAD PADDLE SHACK – TRAILHEAD CANOES, 
OTTAWA, ONTARIO, CANADA

Paddlers Guide Magazine: Jason, please introduce your business to us. 
What does Trailhead Paddle Shack represent to the regional community in 
Ontario and Quebec?
Jason Yarrington: Ottawa is an amazing area for padding. We have world-class 
whitewater, world-class canoe tripping in nearby Algonquin Park, and great tou-
ring on our many lakes and the St Lawrence River. Trailhead Paddle Shack is the 
oldest outdoor store in Ottawa, Canada. Since its beginning, the store has been 
an institution in the world of paddle sports and outdoor gear in Eastern Canada.

PGM: Trailhead and The Paddle Shack were originally two separate stores, 
correct? What is the history behind Trailhead, The Paddle Shack, and your 
merge? 
JY: Trailhead was opened in 1976, while I opened The Paddle Shack in 2000. For 
12 years, we were competitors in the paddle sports business, located on the same 
street, before The Paddle Shack purchased Trailhead in 2012.  
Trailhead Canoes began in 1976 when the original Trailhead owners began a 
still-successful guiding business called Black Feather on the Nahanni River in 
the Northwest Territories. We continue to build all of our canoes in Canada with 
designs focused on performing on Canada’s many rivers and lakes.

PGM: TPS is a larger shop when it comes down to pure paddle sports retail 
players. What is your take on the fact that retailer numbers seem to reduce 
yearly? 
JY: I am seeing fewer and fewer pure paddle sports stores remaining across Ca-
nada. While paddling is our heritage and the main focus for us, from whitewater 
to sea kayaks, stand-up paddleboards, and canoes, we have diversified to include 
nordic and alpine touring skis, outdoor clothing, and camping equipment. In Ca-
nada, our lakes and rivers are frozen for half the year, so the ability to diversify 
is essential. Our relatively large size and diversity have helped us in this regard. 

PGM: Can you distill what makes Trailhead Paddle Shack what it is and why 
it works so well into a single sentence? 
JY: We hire paddlers in all facets of the sport to provide the best customer service 
and maintain a large selection of inventory year-round.  

PGM: In the two decades since you first founded the Paddle Shack, what 
main changes have you witnessed in paddle sports?
JY: Since taking over Trailhead in 2012, a few main things I’ve seen, at least for the 
North American market, is the change in ownership of many prominent paddling 
brands from private to corporately owned. From a sales standpoint, the largest 
changes have been the decrease in whitewater kayak sales, which were highest 
between 2004-2014, and the rise of stand-up paddleboards.

PGM: We saw you walking around at the Paddle Sports Show in France this 
past September. What were your biggest motivations for making the trip?  
JY: The biggest reason for me to go to the Paddle Sports Show is to meet and talk 
with the owners and CEOs of the brands, as well as discuss business with industry 
members outside of North America. I’ve found that this show has been great for 
finding unique brands that aren’t as prominent in North America, which we can 
then bring to our customer base in Canada. For example, since first attending the 
show a couple of years ago, we have been warehousing and distributing Norse 
Kayaks and partnered with Wave Sport, bringing it back to Canada. 

PGM: When coming to the Paddle Sports Show, you also come as a manu-
facturer of Trailhead Canoes. Do you have distributors in Europe? What are 
you looking for at a show as a manufacturer?
JY: No, I don’t currently have distribution set up in Europe, but I do sell Trailhead 
Canoe products to several accounts across Europe and the UK. Maybe one day, 
we’ll have Trailhead Canoes across Europe!

PGM: How have the past three years been for your shop? Have there been 
challenges as a retailer?   
JY: The last three years have been amazing for us. We worked really hard to 
find and buy inventory to meet the demands for boats and paddling gear, and 
it paid off. 

PGM: How would you describe 2022 as a retailer 
JY: 2022 was a whirlwind year. in terms of not knowing how long the increase in 
demand would last. By July, the bubble had burst, and we’ve since seen a return 
to pre-pandemic sales in many areas. 

PGM: How do you forecast 2023? What is your strategy for 2023? 
JY:  I think 2023 will see sales slightly higher than in pre-pandemic years. I believe 
the largest decreases will be in inflatable paddle boards and small rec kayaks. 
High-end canoes and sea kayaks continue to be an area where we expect growth. 
Coming out of the pandemic, hopefully, we’ll see a large portion of customers who 
purchased their first SUP, kayak, or canoe become lifetime paddlers.

©Jason Yarrington
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Equipment broadly encompasses all the little pieces that make a big difference, from inflation systems to roof racks to the PFDs that keep us 
safely and comfortably afloat. Splash gear, dry gear, and a wide range of base-layer options make going on adventures more feasible and 
more pleasant, no matter the weather. Spraydecks keep us in and water out, while accessories allow us to customize our gear and stay out of 
harm’s way. 

EQUIPMENT

WOMEN’S- SPECIFIC 
DRY/SPLASH GEAR
DRY SUITS
DRY TOPS & PADDLING JACKETS
FLEECE, LYCRA, 
& SYNTHETICS SUITS
WOMEN NEOPRENE

DRY/SPLASH  
GEAR
ALL-ROUND DRY SUITS
SUP DRY SUITS
SEA & TOURING DRY SUITS
DRY PANTS
DRY TOPS LONG SLEEVES
DRY TOPS SHORT SLEEVES
TOURING JACKET

NEOPRENE
WETSUITS
BOTTOMS
TOPS
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43
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FLEECE, LYCRA,  
& SYNTHETICS  TOP
FLEECE, LYCRA,  
& SYNTHETICS SUITS

HELMETS

PFDS
RECREATIONAL
SEA KAYAK
WHITEWATER
FISHING
RACING/COMPETITON
SUP
KIDS

SPRAYDECKS
TOURING
WHITEWATER

47

48

49

51
53
55
57
58
59
61

63
64

FOOTWEAR

EYEWEAR

LIFESTYLE & 
BEACHWEAR

FOIL BOARDS
FOIL & WINGS

ACCESSORIES
SAFETY ITEMS
KNIVES
PROTECTION
BAGS AND CASES
LIGHTS
TRANSPORT
FINS
PUMPS
OTHER

65
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71
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74
74
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77
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81
81
82
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WOMEN’S-SPECIFIC
DRY/SPLASH GEAR

DRY SUITS | DRYSUITS DEIGNED TO KEP YOU DRY AND COMFORTABLE WHETHER ON THE RIVER 
OR THE OCEAN, WITH WOMEN’S-SPECIFIC FEATURES AND CUTS. 

NEW
2023

NRS - WOMEN’S CRUX  
DRY SUIT
From the steep creeks in the East to the voluminous rivers in 
the West, the NRS Women’s Crux Dry Suit keeps paddlers warm 
and dry from the coldest Class III to the most remote Class V. 
Classic front-entry/drop seat design combines with waterproof-
breathable material and smart details to put this dry suit at the 
top of a paddler’s wish list. 

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL | Material: 4-layer 
Eclipse™ | Colors: Jade . Red 

NRS.COM

LEVEL SIX - FREYA
The Freya is a deluxe front-entry, women’s specific dry suit 
designed to stand up to the toughest tests on the water. This 
dry suit is constructed using our toughest waterproof-breathable 
nylon; Exhaust 3.0 and comes complete with features like the 
stealth double tunnel system, articulated spine, knees & elbows, 
rear relief zipper, and an adjustable waist-belt. From the SUP to 
whitewater, the Freya front-entry dry suit will have you feeling 
like a Norse Goddess. 

Sizes: XS . S .  M . L . XL . XLS |  
Color: Merlot . Crater Blue 

LEVELSIX.COM

AZTRON - MISSION  
WOMEN’S DRY SUIT
The women’s MISSION Drysuit is constructed of high waterproof 
fabric. It features TIZIP front entry and rear relief zippers, 2 sleeve 
pockets, thigh pocket, a removable hood, a pile-lined collar and 
reflective accents on the arms and hood. Everything you need 
for your sea adventure! 

Size: S - M . L - XL | Materials: 3-Layer Microfiber 
Waterproof Fabric . Smooth Skin . TIZIP 
MasterSeal Zipper | Suggestion: Icy, -6°C-12°C 
/ 21°F-54°F  

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

NEW
2023

NRS - WOMEN’S 
NAVIGATOR GORE-TEX PRO 
SEMI-DRY SUIT
Quickly adapt to the unpredictable conditions of open-water 
paddling. The NRS Women’s Navigator GORE-TEX Pro Semi-Dry 
Suit delivers superior waterproof, breathable protection designed 
to keep paddlers drier in high volume waters. In the Navigator, 
you can go with the tides and not let rain or squalls send you 
back to shore. The contoured volcano-style neoprene neck 
gasket dramatically increases comfort over a traditional latex 
gasket, and the articulated storm hood with multiple bungee 
adjustment points offers a custom fit. Volcano-style wrist over 
cuffs cover more surface area to reduce water contact with the 
gaskets underneath, while tough yet supple mesh drains any 
water caught between the two. Dropseat for easy relief even at 
sea. Constructed with 3-Layer GORE-TEX® Pro for best-in-class 
durable, waterproof-windproof-breathable performance.

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL | | Material: 3-layer 
GORE-TEX® PRO | Colors: Aqua 

NRS.COM

UPDATED

SANDILINE - KAYAK SUIT 
EXTREME 4L WS
The new Lady’s Extreme 4L Drysuit is designed to give the best 
performance for extreme kayaking and white-water activities. 
This suit is made with a breathable and highly waterproof 4 
layer cloth with Cordura reinforcements. A single zipper acts 
as a main entry zipper and a relief zipper, decreasing bulk and 
making the suit lighter, more comfortable, and easier to put on 
and take off. The new shape is designed for more freedom of 
movement, and unparalleled durability.

Material: Breathable & Waterproof 4 Layer Cloth 
| Waterproof: 20.000 mm | Breathable: 9.000 g/
sqm/24h | Features: Welded seams, Single TiZip 
masterseal dry zipper, Latex gaskets on wrists 
& neck, Superstretch neoprene gaskets, Cordura 
reinforcements, Reflective logos & inserts

SANDILINE.COM

NEW
2023

HIKO SPORT - CALYPSO 
AIR4.X W.DRY SUIT
The CALYPSO Air4 is a top of the line women’s dry suit that 
is here to keep you warm and dry even while pushing the 
boundaries of what’s possible in a kayak..

Colors: Inferno . Kaituna |  
Sizes: WS . WM . WL . WXL . W2XL

HIKOSPORT.COM

NEW
2023

https://nrs.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://aztronsports.com
https://nrs.com
https://sandiline.com
https://hikosport.com
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NRS -
WOMEN’S ORION PADDLING 
JACKET
The NRS Women’s Orion Paddling Jacket gives touring paddlers 
confidence with waterproof protection, quick-adapting features and 
a less-restrictive neoprene neck seal. The four-layer Eclipse ™ fabric 
and double-tunnel design provide dependable dryness, breathability 
and toughness at prices that won’t break the bank. The articulated, fully 
adjustable hood fits comfortably with or without a helmet and stows 
compactly when not in use, while the perforated face shield with a soft 
fleece interior blocks wind and spray without restricting airflow. Paddler’s 
Cut ™ guarantees ease of movement and athletic fit. New for 2023. 

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL  | Material: 4-Layer 
Eclipse™ | Colors: Lime

NRS.COM

NEW
2023

NRS -
WOMEN’S HELIUM SPLASH 
JACKET
As your skills advance, so should your gear. Keep up the paddling 
progression and level up to harsher conditions with the NRS 
Women’s Helium Jacket, a premium splash top featuring factory-
taped seams and technical HyproTex™ 2.5 fabric that wicks moisture 
away from your layers while repelling water on the exterior. The kayak 
overskirt and tunnel keep your cockpit dry, and the Paddler’s Cut™ 
provides maximum mobility and room to layer without bulk under 
your PFD. 

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL | Material: 40-denier 2.5 
layer HyproTex™ | Colors: Mediterranea/Aqua

NRS.COM

NEW
2023

NRS -
WOMEN’S RIPTIDE SPLASH 
JACKET
In the NRS Women’s Riptide Jacket, you’ll never wish you had 
stayed on the couch. Advanced waterproof-breathable technology 
pairs with an articulated hood, kayak overskirt and neoprene wrist 
gaskets to cover all your needs while prominent reflective accents 
increase visibility and open-water safety. Breathable HyproTex™ 
2.5 fabric wicks excess heat and moisture for maximum waterproof 
performance. Punch-through neoprene wrists offer more comfortable 
protection than latex gaskets. 

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL | Material: 40-denier 2.5 
layer HyproTex™ | Colors: Aqua/Mediterranea . 
Poppy

NRS.COM

NEW
2023

DRY TOPS & PADDLING JACKETS | JACKETS TO SHED WATER AND PROTECT FROM THE ELEMENTS 

KOKATAT - 
WOMEN’S STOKE DRY TOP
The women’s Stoke is an excellent all-around drytop that provides 
outstanding performance and features Kokatat’s proprietary 
waterproof and breathable Hydrus 3.0 fabric. Hydrus 3.0 consists of 
a tough nylon outer layer with a DWR finish to keep water out while 
a polyurethane micro-porous middle layer and a soft polyester inner 
layer work in tandem to manage interior moisture. The Stoke has a 
dual adjustable neoprene overskirt, a self-draining zippered chest 
pocket, factory sealed seams, latex gaskets, and neoprene punch-
through collar and wrist cuffs.

Sizes: S . M . L | Colors: Reef . Berry

KOKATAT.COM

KOKATAT - 
WOMEN’S JETTY JACKET
Lightweight, versatile, and packable, this women’s splash 
jacket features a pile-lined collar with a 1/4 front zip 
and removable multi-adjustable hood, ’’hook & loop’’ 
adjustable neoprene waist, and an adjustable gusseted 
neoprene splash cuffs. The Hydrus 2.5 waterproof 
breathable fabric keeps you comfortable and dry. The 
Jetty also features a self-draining sleeve pocket.

Sizes: S . M . L |  
Colors: Electric Blue . Orange

KOKATAT.COM

LEVEL SIX - ELLESMERE
The Ellesmere is a lightweight three season paddling 
jacket. This jacket is constructed from our eXhaust 2.5 
waterproof-breathable nylon and features a zip-away/
removable hood, high collar, adjustable wrist closures 
and an adjustable waistband.

LEVELSIX.COM

HIKO - NIMUE AIR4.X W. DRY 
TOP
The Nimue is designed to transform paddling the heaviest whitewater 
into dancing with waves. Ergonomically designed for female paddlers 
but lacking nothing on the Paladin, the Nimue embraces the female 
shape to offer maximum freedom of movement in a streamlined 
silhouette. Latex wrist and neck gaskets are protected by longer 
neoprene cuffs and high neoprene collar. A double tunnel waistband 
with microskin — neoprene with an adhesive finish for maximum seal 
against your sprayskirt—and our ’’Double Pull’’ system for a perfect fit.

Materials: Air4 . Cordura | Sizes: WS .WM . WL . WXL 
. W2XL | Colors: Inferno . Kaituna 

HIKOSPORT.COM

LEVEL SIX - NOVA
The Nova is a women’s-specific drytop constructed from a 
combination of our eXhaust 3.0-ply waterproof-breathable nylon 
on high-wear areas like the shoulders and arms while keeping the 
jacket light with our eXhaust 2.5-ply waterproof-breathable nylon on 
the torso. The Nova is designed to give you a completely unrestricted 
range-of-movement. The overlapping double tunnel and the Stealth 
Waistband system work with your skirt tunnel to provide you with a 
drier seal and better paddling experience.

Sizes: XS . S . M . L .  XL . XL |  
Color: Crater Blue . Merlot

LEVELSIX.COM

https://nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://www.levelsix.com
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LYCRA, FLEECE, SYNTHETICS SUITS | INSULATION AND WARMTH FOR ON THE WATER 
OR LOUNGING AT CAMP. 

LEVEL SIX - VESTA 
INSULATING UNI SUIT
 The Vesta uni-suit is a light yet warm layer to be 
worn under your paddling gear. The uni suit features 
a low profile collar to ensure comfortable wear under 
a paddling jacket and is constructed with flat-lock 
seams to prevent chafing and provide free movement. 
It includes a front and drop seat relief zipper for when 
nature calls. It will become your favourite piece of gear 
on and off the water.

Sizes:  XS . S . M . L . XL | Color: Black

LEVELSIX.COM

NRS - WOMEN’S LIGHTWEIGHT 
UNION SUIT
Layered under dry wear or worn solo at camp, the Union Suit is the key to 
shoulder season perfection. Recycled Eco Blend, high-stretch midweight fabric 
provides unrestricted range of motion and enhances breathability, letting 
excess moisture escape while retaining body heat. The soft, gridded interior 
delivers cozy comfort while the dropseat zipper lines up with your dry suit 
for midday convenience.

Sizes: XS. S. M . L . XL | Fit: Form Fit | Material: 71% 
recycled polyester . 17% polyester . 12% spandex | 
Colors: Vino 

NRS.COM

NEW
2023

KOKATAT - OUTERCORE 
HABANERO LINER
The Habanero takes the dry suit liner to a new level with body mapped 
fabrics and its unique zipper system. This paddling specific, one-piece 
insulator is compatible with all Kokatat dry suits including those with 
SwitchZip. The suit has a long front entry zipper and a second waist zipper 
that acts as a drop seat. 

Sizes: (Men) S . M . L . XL . XXL (Women) S . M . L. XLS | 
Color: (Men) Coal (Women) Ocean 

KOKATAT.COM

WOMENS

WOMEN NEOPRENE | INUSLATION DESIGNED TO 
KEEP YOU WARM WHEN WET. 

NRS - 
WOMEN’S HYDROSKIN 0.5 JACKET
Whether you need a layer over your bikini or want to turn your Shorty or 
Farmer Jane into full immersion protection, the HydroSkin 0.5 Jacket’s easy-
entry zipper lets paddlers quickly adapt to changing conditions. The premium 
nylon-spandex exterior sheds water and provides optimal stretch, while the 
soft, smooth and hydrophobic interior provides insane next-to-skin comfort. 

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL . XXL | Fit: Form Fit | Material: .5 mm 
HydroSkin® . Rashguard underarm panel | Colors: Poseidon 
. Quarry

NRS.COM

LEVEL SIX - 
SOMBRIO LONG SLEEVE 
NEOPRENE TOP
The Sombrio limestone neoprene rash top redefines comfort 
and warmth by utilizing a revolutionary new fabric containing 
thousands of tiny channels that allow your body to breathe and 
wick away moisture. The Jericho feels as comfortable as a cotton 
shirt next to your skin but has the warmth and protection of a 
neoprene wetsuit.

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL |  

LEVELSIX.COM

NEW
2023 UPDATED

HIKO SPORT -
NANI SPORTS BRA 
Swim suit top for active paddling and swimming. Made from 
super soft neoprene it provides enough support for you to remain 
confident face to face with the element in its wildest form.

Colors: Mulberry . Black . Olive | Sizes: WXS . WS . 
WM . WL . WXL . W2XL

HIKOSPORT.COM

NEW
2023

NRS - WOMEN’S 3.0 IGNITOR 
WETSUIT
The NRS Women’s 3.0 Ignitor Wetsuit features 3 mm of neoprene insulation 
and a Farmer Jane design for unrestricted range of motion. Now you can 
paddle longer without breaking the bank. Reinforced knees add protection 
and durability, while flat-lock seams provide against-the-skin comfort. Earth-
conscious construction includes neoprene insulation from recycled tires, 
dope-dyed recycled fabrics and water-based adhesives.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL  | Fit: Form Fit |  
Material: 3 mm recycled neoprene | Colors: Slate

NRS.COM

NEW
2023

LEVEL SIX - 
ANDORIA THERMAL TOP
Built specifically to be worn under dry tops, the Andoria 
features our grid pattern insulation technology for the 
best combination of warmth and moisture wicking 
performance. The flat locked seams around the neck, 
wrists and waist make this the perfect layer to wear 
under your dry top. It will be a favorite piece of gear 
on your next adventures.

Sizes:  XS . S . M . L . XL | Color: Black

LEVELSIX.COM.COM

https://www.levelsix.com
https://nrs.com
https://kokatat.com
https://nrs.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://hikosport.com
https://nrs.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://www.levelsix.com
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ALL ROUND DRY SUITS | DRYSUITS DESIGNED TO KEEP YOU DRY AND COMFORTABLE 

WHETHER ON THE RIVER OR THE OCEAN

SANDILINE - KAYAK SUIT 
BLACK EDITION
The Black Edition redefines the standards of a kayak drysuit. 
Specially designed for white water adventures and equipped with 
excellent technical features like the stretch cloth, the reflective 
inserts and a 100% waterproof pocket. The new cut guarantees 
unparalleled freedom of movement, while avoiding friction 
of the cloth and thus prolonging the lifetime of the dry suit. 
The TIZIP has been strategically placed on the torso, ensuring 
maximum freedom of movement. Thanks to the partnership with 
FIDLOCK we have designed a 100% waterproof pocket sealed 
with patented Gooper technology, able to accommodate a 
Smartphone up to 6.5 inches.

Material: Extremely durable 3-layer cloth . 
Stretch cloth | Waterproof: > 25,000 mm | 
Breathability: > 6000 g / m2 / 24h | Features: 
Welded seams, TIZIP® Masterseal hinges, 
Double latex and ultraspan, Neoprene cuffs on 
neck and arms, Heavy-duty CORDURA®, 100% 
waterproof Fidlock pocket

SANDILINE.COM

NRS - MEN’S AXIOM 
GORE-TEX PRO DRY SUIT
When the conditions are savage, staying warm and dry 
trumps bells and whistles every time. A basic dry suit 
design with a beyond-basic construction, the NRS Men’s 
Axiom Dry Suit uses GORE-TEX® Pro fabric to offer kayakers 
superior waterproof, breathable protection. Features include 
a YKK front chest zip for ease of entry and a re-designed 
waistband for a flatter, more comfortable fit while sitting. 
Strategically placed seams allow for a full range of motion 
while reducing friction wear points, enhancing the product’s 
life. Stay drier on high-volume rivers: the volcano-style over 
cuffs prevent fraying and water entry; mesh panels promote 
water drainage. Cordura-reinforced ankles, Gore-Tex Pro 
socks, and elasticized ankle cuffs streamline design and 
add durability. 

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Fit: Relaxed Fit | 
Material: 3-layer GORE-TEX® PRO |  
Colors: Blue . Chartreuse 

NRS.COM

NRS - MEN’S PIVOT DRY 
SUIT
Paddlers who crave the cold, be it glacial-fed rivers or 
backyard spring run-off, need gear that keeps them 
warm and dry from the put-in to the take-out and all the 
beatdowns in between. The NRS Men’s Pivot Dry Suit features 
a back-entry design to eliminate bulk in the chest and our 
advanced 4-Layer Eclipse™ fabric for dependable dryness, 
breathability and toughness. An updated cut and innovative 
details will earn the Pivot a coveted spot in the gear bag 
nearly year-round. 

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Material: 4-layer 
Eclipse™ | Colors: Red  

NRS.COM

KOKATAT - MERIDIAN DRY 
SUIT (HYDRUS 3.0)
For paddlers looking for a great dry suit on a budget, look no 
further than the Kokatat new Hydrus 3.0 Meridian dry suit. Made 
in Arcata, California, this suit has all the features of the GORE-
TEX PRO version as well as Kokatat’s limited lifetime warranty. 
The Hydrus Meridian has flexible nylon waterproof entry 
and relief zippers, integrated socks, and the seat and knees 
are reinforced with 330D Hydrus Tough. The new leg pattern 
provides better articulation for improved fit. The women’s version 
also includes new drop-seat zipper routing for improved in-boat 
comfort. 

Sizes: (Men) S . M . L . XL . XXL  
(Women) S . M . L. XLS | Color: (Men) Storm 
Blue . Tangerine  (Women) Purple Haze . Iris

KOKATAT.COM

KOKATAT - SWIFT ENTRY 
DRY SUIT
An excellent choice for the beginning or occasional boater, the 
new Swift Entry Dry Suit with relief zipper and socks will keep 
you comfortably dry all day. Made with Hydrus 3.0, Kokatat’s 
proprietary waterproof breathable three-layer fabric, the Swift 
Entry Dry Suit is designed to keep paddlers completely dry in 
extreme conditions. Along with updated latex collars and cuffs, 
which now feature punch through neoprene openings, the 
suit features a new leg pattern that has better articulation for 
improved fit. Additionally, the women’s version includes new 
drop-seat zipper routing for an in-boat comfort upgrade.

Sizes: (Men) S . M . L . XL . XXL . LK  
(Women) S . M . L. XLS | Color: (Men) Storm Blue 
. Tangerine  (Women) Rain

KOKATAT.COM

KOKATAT - ICON DRY SUIT
The new Icon dry suit, made with lightweight, rugged, and 
durable GORE-TEX PRO material, retains the same popular 
rear entry design with updated pattern and styling. The new leg 
pattern provides more articulation for increased movement and 
improved comfort. The women’s version also includes a new 
drop-seat zipper routing for better in-boat comfort. The rear entry 
flexible nylon waterproof zipper moves comfortably with the 
paddler in the most difficult moves. Additional features include 
an adjustable overskirt, GORE-TEX PRO socks, front relief zipper 
with flap, latex gaskets, and neoprene punch through over cuffs. 
Offered as part of Kokatat’s custom sizing and option program, 
the new Icon rear-entry dry suit pushes the upper limits of dry 
suit performance, designed to take a beating and keep you dry.

Sizes: (Men) S . M . L . XL . XXL (Women) S . M 
. L. XLS | Color: (Men) Black . Olive  (Women) 
Ice . Iris

KOKATAT.COM

NEW
2023

NEW
2023

NEW
2023

NEW
2023

NEW
2023

NEW
2023

https://sandiline.com
https://nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
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NRS - MEN’S FORAY DRY 
SUIT
The NRS Men’s Foray Dry Suit has all the features of a 
traditional dry suit without the unnecessary bulk of an 
overskirt. Designed for rafters, stand-up paddlers and other 
boaters who are crushing it in cold water without stuffing 
themselves into small plastic boats. Features a Paddler’s 
Cut™ for an athletic fit; tapered legs reduce drag when 
wading or swimming. Cordura® panel at the interior ankle 
offers additional abrasion resistance whether wading, 
swimming or hiking into the next mission. 

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL . G-XXL |  
Material: 4-layer Eclipse™ | Colors: Red . 
Blue 

NRS.COM

KOKATAT - MERIDIAN DRY 
SUIT (GORE-TEX)
The highly regarded Meridian dry suit is the definitive suit 
for whitewater and sea kayaking. Made with lightweight, 
rugged, and durable GORE-TEX PRO material. Features 
include a double zipper entry flap to keep water out of your 
boat, streamlined patterning on the legs for comfort and 
mobility, relief zipper flap, and drop seat routing that reduces 
interference with outfitting. The Meridian also has flexible 
nylon waterproof zippers, dual adjustable overskirt, GORE-
TEX PRO socks, zippered chest pocket, and latex gaskets with 
neoprene punch through collar and cuffs. A limited lifetime 
warranty and Kokatat’s custom sizing and option program 
ensures completely dry comfort for the life of the garment.

Sizes: (Men) S . M . L . XL . XXL (Women) S . 
M . L. XLS | Color: (Men) Mantis . Ocean . Red  
(Women) Red . Ice

KOKATAT.COM

NEW
2023

LEVEL SIX - CRONOS
The Cronos is an entry level dry suit designed to keep you on 
the water longer without breaking your budget. Constructed 
using our eXhaust 3.0 waterproof breathable nylon, this front-
entry drysuit features a neoprene punch through neck with a 
latex neck gasket, latex wrist gaskets, and integrated socks to 
keep you dry and protected. From beginners to seasoned water 
adventurers, the Cronos is will serve you and your budget well. 

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL . XXL |  
Color: Molten Lava . Crater Blue

LEVELSIX.COM

UPDATED

LEVEL SIX - ODIN
The Odin is a deluxe front-entry dry suit designed to stand up 
to the toughest tests on the water. This dry suit is constructed 
using our toughest waterproof-breathable nylon; Exhaust 3.0 
and comes complete with features like the stealth double 
tunnel system, articulated spine, reinforced knees & elbows, 
relief zipper, and an adjustable waist-belt. From the SUP to 
whitewater, the Odin front-entry dry suit will have you feeling 
like a Norse god. 

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL . XXL |  
Color: Molten Lava . Crater Blue 

LEVELSIX.COM

UPDATED

PEAK PS - 
DELUXE EVO
Our shoulder entry whitewater suit featuring 10mm YKK 
Aquaseal, curved, flexible entry and vertical relief zips (siz- es 
S - XL only). X4 nylon fabric with reinforced high wear areas plus 
double neck and wrist seals gives a super tough and reliable 
One Piece Suit for all river paddlers. Comes with storage bag / 
changing mat made entirely from waste materials. 

Materials: Breathable and durable X4 midweight 
recycled nylon with 20m waterproofing . 
Reinforced X4 midweight elbows, knees, seat 
and ankles | Features: Recycled YKK pocket zips | 
Weight (M) : 1620 g

PEAKUK.COM

PEAK PS - 
WHITEWATER EVO
A unique and innovative suit, the Whitewater is our leg entry 
river suit and features tough, X4 nylon fabric and double 
neck and wrist seals. The unique 10mm YKK Aquaseal leg 
entry system allows easy entry and unrivalled freedom of 
movement and paddling comfort. Comes with storage bag / 
changing mat made entirely from surplus materials.

Materials: Breathable and durable X4 
heavyweight recycled nylon with 20m 
waterproofing . Reinforced X4 heavyweight 
elbows, shoulders, knees, seat and ankles . 
Bioprene Aquaout . X4 | Features: Recycled 
YKK pocket zips | Weight (M) : 1600 g

PEAKUK.COM

UPDATED
COLOR

https://nrs.com
https://kokatat.com
https://levelsix.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://Peakuk.com
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AZTRON - VOYAGE MEN’S 
DRY SUIT
AZTRON not only keeps you safe but keeps you dry. Our 
fashionably designed VOYAGE Men’s Drysuit is here to 
accompany riders during those fiercest conditions. It features a 
3-layer breathable and high water fabric, 100% waterproof TIZIP 
zipper with stitching and glued seams. Altogether, it creates a 
watertight layer and keeps all water out.         

Size: S . M . L . XL | Materials: 3-Layer Microfiber 
Waterproof Fabric . Neo Flex 3.0 Neoprene . TIZIP 
MasterSeal Zipper | Suggestion: Icy, -6°C-12°C 
/ 21°F-54°F 

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

LEVEL SIX - EMPEROR
Updated with our new stealth waist band system, slimmer fit 
below the waist and a internal waist belt. The Emperor is a heavy 
duty drysuit built to stand up to the toughest tests on the water. 
From whitewater kayaking to expedition paddling and kayak 
fishing, the Emperor offers unparalleled durability and comfort 
while keeping you dry. This drysuit is constructed using our ultra-
tough eXhaust 3.0 fabric and incorporates Cordura panels to 
reinforce high wear areas like the knees and elbows and seat 
panel. The careful attention to detail and included features make 
for one of the toughest, most versatile and most reliable drysuits 
ever created. The Emperor will give you the ultimate protection 
and confidence while on the water.

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL . XXL | Color: Molten 
Lava . Citron . Crater Blue 

LEVELSIX.COM

UPDATED

HIKO SPORT - ODIN AIR4.X 
DRY SUIT
The ODIN Air4 is a top of the line men’s dry suit that is here to 
keep you warm and dry even while pushing the boundaries of 
what’s possible in a kayak.

Colors: Inferno . Kaituna |  
Sizes: S . M . L . XL . 2XL

HIKOSPORT.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - ATOM 
SUIT
The best of our team proven Atom jacket made into a new’ 
simpler’ tougher whitewater suit. The new cut reduces the 
number of seams’ positioning them to minimise wear. A flexible 
YKK AquaSeal entry zip’ heavy duty double taped socks’ and 
UK made latex seals are there to keep you dry. The women’s 
version features a YKK AquaSeal dropseat relief zip.

Sizes: (men’s) S . M . MB . L . XL . XXL | 
Colors: (men’s) Flame+Chilli . Cobalt+Ocean 
| Sizes (women’s) WS . WSR . WM . WL . WXL | 
Colors: (women’s) Ocean+Cobalt

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

ALL ROUND DRY SUITS | DRYSUITS DESIGNED TO KEEP YOU DRY AND COMFORTABLE 
WHETHER ON THE RIVER OR THE OCEAN

FULL BODY SUITS TO KEEP YOU DRY AND COMFORTABLE IN ALL CONDITIONS, 
SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR STAND UP PADDLE USE.SUP DRY SUITS |

STAND OUT - 
FJORD DRY SUIT
Fjord; named for one of the most spectacular marine 
ecosystems; this drysuit is a product of sustainability and 
performance. The Fjord drysuit makes paddling during winter 
carefree while also helping to reduce the consumption of our 
world’s natural resources. The extra-long zipper makes putting it 
on an easy process and the second slider at the bottom can be 
used as a hygienic zipper!

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL . XXL

STANDOUT-SPORT.COM

HIKO - 
VALKYRIE CC4.N PADDLE 
SUIT
SUPer’s and packrafter’s armor of choice: this semi-dry will keep 
you out paddling when the weather is far from warm, but you 
aren’t worried about full immersion. An elastic neoprene with 
glide skin on the inside for maximum adhesion and comfort 
and minimum water entry. Latex-free wrist gaskets made from 4 
mm-thick e.prene prevent breakage when used commercially. 
Large front entry waterproof TIZIP® zipper makes getting in and 
out simple and easy. Anatomically cut paddling design allows 
for a free range of motion, and an adjustable waist ensures 
optimum fit and eliminates bulk. Integrated Cordura socks keep 
feet dry and protected.

Material: E.Prene . Air4 . Cordura | Sizes: S . M . 
L. XL. 2XL | Colors: Red . Navy 

HIKOSPORT.COM

https://aztronsports.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://standout-sport.com
https://hikosport.com
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SEA & TOURING DRY SUITS | THE ULTIMATE COLD WEATHER AND COLD WATER WEAR FOR 
OCEAN EXPEDITION AND EXPLORATION.

YAK - STRATA DRY SUIT
The Strata is the natural evolution of the immensely popular 
Apollo touring top and Chinook dry trousers, combined with 
some super tough materials to keep the elements where they 
should be, on the outside! Cordura reinforcing, YKK Aquaseal zips, 
Glideskin neoprene seals, fabric feet internal braces and a high 
storm collar with stowable hood are just some of the features 
that will keep you warm, dry and comfortable, regardless of the 
conditions that you chose to paddle in. 

Material: 20k 3 layer Breathable | Features: 
Cordura reinforcing . YKK Aquaseal Zips

YAKADVENTUREEQUIPMENT.COM

LEVEL SIX - FJORD 2.0
The Fjord is our expedition-style drysuit. Updated with a front 
entry zipper for easy in and out, It’s constructed from our 3 ply 
eXhaust material for durability and breathability. This drysuit 
features our new stealth waistband system, and internal elastic 
shoulder straps allow you to wear the top like a bib pant in hot 
weather and a Fleece lined collar & fixed storm hood.. 

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL . XXL |  
Color: Molten Lava . Citron 

LEVELSIX.COM

UPDATEDKOKATAT - ODYSSEY DRY 
SUIT
A pinnacle product for serious touring and sea kayakers, Kokatat’s 
Odyssey Dry Suit is constructed of rugged and durable GORE-
TEX Pro fabric. It features everything you need for your kayak 
adventure. Nylon waterproof front entry and rear relief zippers, 
two sleeve pockets and a thigh pocket to store essentials. A 
removable hood lets you go from playing in the surf to protection 
from the wind and rain. Removable internal suspender system for 
in camp and on water comfort, a pile-lined collar and reflective 
accents on the arms and hood. A limited lifetime warranty and 
Kokatat’s custom sizing and option program ensures completely 
dry comfort for the life of the garment.

Sizes: (Men) S . M . L . XL . XXL (Women) S 
. M . L. XLS | Color: (Men) Mantis . Tangerine  
(Women) Ice . Mantis

KOKATAT.COM

NEW
2023

KOKATAT - SUPERNOVA 
ANGLER SEMI-DRY SUIT 
(GORE-TEX)
For kayak anglers looking for the ultimate comfort and 
protection in a paddling suit, the Supernova Angler is a front 
entry fishing specific paddling suit built with rugged and 
breathable GORE-TEX PRO fabric. The single layer of rugged 
fabric is lighter and dries faster than sewn-on reinforcement 
patches and provides the protection needed to withstand the 
demands of kayak fishing. Nylon waterproof front entry and 
relief zippers, a comfortable Neo Cinch Collar, latex wrist 
gaskets with adjustable hook and loop cuffs, and GORE-TEX 
PRO socks with gravel guards keep water out, and a covered 
relief zipper adds protection when handling your catch. 

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL .LK |  
Colors: Sandbar . Red

KOKATAT.COM

PEAK PS - 
ADVENTURE EVO
Our shoulder entry sea kayaking / touring suit features tough and 
flexible 10mm YKK Aquaseal entry and vertically orientated relief 
zips (sizes S - XL only). The X4 midweight nylon and bombproof 
construction give high performance and total security, whilst the 
adjustable hood stashes neatly into its collar. Comes with storage 
bag / changing mat made entirely from waste materials. 

Materials: Breathable and durable X4 midweight 
recycled nylon with 20m waterproofing . 
Reinforced X4 midweight elbows, knees, seat 
and ankles | Features: Recycled YKK pocket zips | 
Weight (M) : 1570 g

PEAKUK.COM

PEAK PS - 
EXPLORER EVO
A unique, leg entry sea kayaking suit featuring our innovative 
fully waterproof leg entry system. The 10mm YKK Aqua- seal zip 
allows easy entry and total freedom of movement when paddling, 
whilst the supersoft Bioprene neck gives the ideal compromise 
between paddling comfort and protection. Comes with storage 
bag / changing mat made entirely from surplus materials.

Materials: Breathable and durable X4 midweight 
recycled nylon with 20m waterproofing . 
Reinforced X4 midweight elbows, knees, seat 
and ankles | Features: Recycled YKK pocket zips | 
Weight (M) : 1640 g

PEAKUK.COM

https://crewsaver.com/uk/yak
https://www.levelsix.com
https://kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://Peakuk.com
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DRY PANTS | PANTS TO KEEP THE LOWER BODY DRY WHILE PADDLING.

NRS - 
MEN’S FREEFALL DRY PANTS
Designed for dry, athletic performance. The NRS Men’s Freefall dry 
pant is constructed with our well-loved and time-tested HyproTex 
2.5 lightweight, breathable fabric for season-after-season wear. 
HyproTex™ 2.5 fabric construction for advanced waterproof, 
breathable performance.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Material: 40-denier 2.5 
layer HyproTex™ | Colors: Gray

NRS.COM

NRS - 
MEN’S RECOIL GORE-TEX PRO 
DRY BIB
The NRS Men’s Recoil Dry Bibs are designed with versatility in mind. 
A full-height, premium dry bib, the Recoil features a reimagined 
overskirt construction that provides unparalleled dry protection 
when mated with the top of your choice; mix and match tops for 
a variety of air and water temperature combos. The integrated 13’’ 
overskirt folds down over the full-height bibs and mates with the 
inner tunnel of a dry top to create a watertight seal while adjustable 
wishbone suspenders for a customized fit. Constructed with 3-Layer 
GORE-TEX® Pro for best-in-class waterproof-windproof-breathable 
performance.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Material: 3-layer GORE-
TEX® PRO | Colors: Gray

NRS.COM

PEAK PS - 
STORM PANTS X4 EVO
Storm Pants X4 feature a heavyweight X4 recycled nylon with 
reinforced knees, seat and ankles, and a waterproof YKK 10mm 
Aquaseal front fly. Twin shoulder straps and a double waist give 
superb fit and protection.

Materials: Breathable and durable X4 heavyweight 
recycled nylon fabric with 20m waterproofing . 
Reinforced X4 heavyweight recycled nylon knees, 
ankles and seat . X4 breathable, waterproof and 
durable fully taped socks with flatlocked seams | 
Weight (M) : 955 g

PEAKUK.COM

PEAK PS - 
EXPLORER SALOPETTES EVO
Our top end sea / touring pants feature a unique 10mm double 
ended YKK Aquaseal entry / relief zip. The fully waterproof socks 
and bombproof X4 fabric are perfect for sea kayaking, canoeing 
and touring in all conditions.

Materials: Breathable and durable X4 heavyweight 
recycled nylon fabric with 20m waterproofing . 
Reinforced X4 heavyweight recycled nylon knees, 
ankles and seat . X4 breathable, waterproof and 
durable fully taped socks with flatlocked seams | 
Weight (M) : 770 g

PEAKUK.COM

NEW
2023

NEW
2023 NEW

2023

NEW
2023

NEW
2023

PALM EQUIPMENT - ATOM 
PANTS
Dry pants for tough conditions’ made from durable’ highly 
waterproof XP 3-layer fabric with heavy duty reinforcement at the 
seat and knees. Cut for comfort and durability on or off the water’ 
with fewer seams’ positioned to minimise wear. The twin waist 
design seals with your paddle jacket to make a versatile two-piece 
suit’ with double taped 4-layer socks keep you comfortable in the 
water.

Sizes: (men’s) S . M . L . XL . XXL | Sizes 
(women’s) WS . WM . WL . WXL | Colors: Jet Grey

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

https://nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
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SANDILINE - 
PANTS ADVANCED 3L
The Advanced Pants are designed to give the best balance between 
comfort & performance for a variety of watersports. Lighter and 
more comfortable than the Extreme series and its predecessor the 
Semidry pants, these pants are made with a 3 layer cloth. The inner 
tunnel is made with light, stretchable and highly breathable GT3 
waterproof cloth with a rubber band at the top to avoid sliding. With 
this solution the pants are even more comfortable and dryer than the 
previous model. Water tightness at the ankles is provided by the very 
comfortable and stretchable UltraSpan neoprene cuffs.This neoprene 
allows a tight fit without compromising the comfort.

Material: Breathable waterproof 3-layer cloth . 
Super-stretch Ultraspan Neoprene | Waterproof: 
20.000 mm | Breathable: 6.000 g/sqm/24h | 
Features: Light and Stretchable cloth for Inner waits 
tunnel, Welded seams, Duratex reinforcements

SANDILINE.COM

PEAK PS - 
STORM PANTS X2.5 EVO
Storm Pants X2.5 feature a midweight X2.5 recycled nylon with 
reinforced knees, seat and ankles. The men’s feature elasticated, 
twin shoulder straps whilst the ladies version has a double waist 
for easy entry / exit.

Materials: Breathable and durable X2.5 midweight 
recycled nylon fabric with 20m waterproofing . 
Reinforced X2.5 heavyweight recycled nylon knees, 
ankles and seat . X4 breathable, waterproof and 
durable fully taped socks with flatlocked seams | 
Weight (M) : 750 g

PEAKUK.COM

LEVEL SIX - 
BREAKWATER BIB 2.0
Designed for fishermen and paddlers alike, the Breakwater bib dry 
pant functions as a fishing wader or can be combined with either 
whitewater or touring paddling top for superior protection from the 
elements. The low profile neoprene shoulder strap system allows air 
circulation and maximum comfort under fishing vests and dry tops.

Sizes:  XS . S . M . L . XL . XL . XXL | Color: Charcoal

LEVELSIX.COM

HIKO SPORT - 
LIL SENDER JR. SPLASH PANTS
A waterproof bib pants for the small explorers out there. Improvment 
on QUEST pants.

Colors: Kaituna . Inferno | Sizes: 128-164

HIKOSPORT.COM

LEVEL SIX - 
SURGE DRY PANT
The Surge is a 3-season lightweight dry pant. Constructed from a 
blend of our eXhaust 2.5 and eXhaust 3.0 waterproof breathable 
nylon fabrics. High wear areas like the knee and seat panels use 
eXhaust 3.0 for added durability and low wear areas feature our 
eXhaust 2.5 for more lightweight breathability. Pair the Surge dry 
pants with any of our tops for lightweight breathable protection from 
all the elements.

Sizes:  XS . S . M . L . XL . XL . XXL | Color: Charcoal

LEVELSIX.COM

PEAK PS - 
SEMI PANTS EVO
Classic semi dry pant, constructed from recycled ripstop polyester 
and featuring our double DBS twin ankle seals, and a secure Aquaout 
Bioprene waist. 

Materials: Breathable and durable X2.5 lightweight 
recycled ripstop polyester with 10m waterproofing . 
Tougher X2.5 midweight polyester seat and knees . 
Aquaout Bioprene waist seal | Weight (M) : 450 g

PEAKUK.COM

UPDATEDUPDATED UPDATED

KOKATAT - MEN’S 
WHIRLPOOL BIB (HYDRUS 3.0)
The Hydrus 3.0 Whirlpool Bib is a versatile choice for paddlers on a 
budget. The Whirlpool Bib has an incorporated overskirt that mates 
with double-skirted drytops to create a versatile two-piece system to 
keep you comfortably dry all day. Other features include a zippered 
top loading chest pocket, adjustable suspenders, self-draining seat 
and knee reinforcement patches, front relief zipper, and Hydrus 3.0 
socks.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Color: Lichen

KOKATAT.COM

https://sandiline.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://hikosport.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://kokatat.com
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DRY TOPS LONG SLEEVES | JACKETS TO KEEP YOU DRY AND COMFORTABLE WHILE PADDLING 

YOUR FAVORITE WATERS.

NRS - MEN’S FLUX DRY TOP
Kayakers looking for reliable dryness and breathability trust the NRS 
Men’s Flux Dry Top. Purpose-built with room to layer underneath 
without restricting mobility, so when you miss that boof stroke, you 
can’t blame the Flux. 

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Material: 4-layer 
Eclipse™ | Colors: Salsa . Fjord

NRS.COM

LEVEL SIX - CUSTOM DRY 
DECK COMBO
The ultimate dry deck. The choice is yours! Choose any dry top and 
any spray skirt and we will combine them together in house using 
our professonal sewing and seam tape machines. 

Multiple Combinations

LEVELSIX.COM

LEVEL SIX - NEBULA
The Nebula is our highest performance dry top. This 4 season dry 
top features a cut that gives you a completely unrestricted range of 
motion making it a perfect option for play boaters and river runners 
alike. The nebula is constructed from a blend of our exhaust 2.5 
and more robust exhaust 3.0 fabrics for the best combination of 
weight, breathability and abrasion resistance. It features British latex 
wrist and neck gaskets and a 0.5 mm neoprene adjustable over 
cuff for durability. It has an extra-long lightweight double tunnel and 
features our new stealth waistband system for a waterproof seal 
over your spray skirt.

Sizes:  XS . S . M . L . XL . XL . XXL | Color: Crater 
Blue . Merlot . Citron

LEVELSIX.COM

LEVEL SIX - DUKE
The Duke is a 3-season paddling dry top constructed from our 
lightweight eXhaust 2.5-ply waterproof breathable nylon and 
features a cut that gives you a completely unrestricted range-of-
movement. The neoprene punch through neck offers great comfort 
for long days on the water. The overlapping double-tunnel and 
Stealth waist band system work with your skirt tunnel to provide you 
with a drier seal and better paddling experience.  

Sizes:  S . M . L . XL . XL . XXL |  
Color: Black . Citron . Molten Lava

LEVELSIX.COM

NEW
2023

NEW
2023

UPDATEDUPDATED

PALM EQUIPMENT - ATOM 
JACKET
From wind’ rain and baking sun to full immersion in icy water’ your 
jacket goes through it all to keep you paddling at your best. The 
Atom is our most advanced whitewater jacket’ made from durable 
XP 3-layer fabric’ with great freedom of movement. This expedition 
top will perform time and time again in the harshest environments’ 
keeping you looking good all the way to the take-out.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL. XXL | Colors: Chilli+Flame’ 
Cobalt+Ocean

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

NEW
2023

NRS -
MEN’S STRATOS PADDLING 
JACKET
Paddlers looking to commit to heavier whitewater without 
committing to the price tag of premium dry wear need the NRS Men’s 
Stratos Comfort-Neck Jacket in their gear bag. Features advanced 
waterproof, breathable fabric construction and functional, yet 
comfortable, neoprene neck gasket. Latex gaskets, volcano-style over 
cuffs on wrists and athletic fit are perfect for warmer days or water 

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Material: 40-denier 2.5 
layer HyproTex™ | Colors: Blue . Flare

NRS.COM

NEW
2023

https://nrs.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://nrs.com
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AQUADESIGN - HIPTECH TOP
The HIPTECH premium windbreaker is the perfect kayak anorak for 
staying dry on whitewater or at sea. Its innovative 3-layer textile 
technology combined with an ultra-stretch neoprene collar and cuffs 
provide excellent waterproofing (10000 Schmerber).

Sizes : S . M . L . XL . XXL | Colors : Blue . Orange

AQUADESIGN.EU

HIKO SPORT - PALADIN 
AIR4.X DRY TOP
Paladin Air4.X is top of a line men’s dry jacket to keep you warm 
and dry while pushing the boundaries of white water kayaking 
even in the ’’off-season’’. It is the newest evolutionary step in the 
Paladin line.

Colors: Kaituna . Inferno  | Sizes: S . M . L . XL . 2XL

HIKOSPORT.COM

SPADE KAYAKS - HEXAGON
For the Hexagon Dry Top we tried to leave out any unnecessary bells 
and whistles and focused on fit and comfort of movement instead. 
This lightweight and simple yet robust jacket will keep you dry while 
shredding without getting in the way of your paddling. It comes in 
two stylish color ways featuring a rugged 3-layer polyamide fabric.L

SPADEKAYAKS.COM

KOKATAT - OM DRY TOP
The OM dry top pays homage to Kokatat founder Steve 
O’Meara. Made with lightweight, rugged, and durable 
GORE-TEX PRO material, the OM is Kokatat’s most 
advanced dry top. The fit allows for better mobility while 
the latex gaskets with neoprene punch through cuffs on 
the neck and wrists provide superior waterproof comfort. 
The OM’s adjustable double tunnel waist has a lightweight 
GORE-TEX PRO inner skirt and Ariaprene, a sustainable 
alternative to neoprene, that provides an infinitely 
adjustable fit. 

Sizes: (Men) S . M . L . XL . XXL (Women) S 
. M . L | Color: (Men) Mantis . Ocean . Red  
(Women)  Ice . Mantis

KOKATAT.COM

_
-

-

-

PEAK PS -
PRO LONG
Fully waterproof, windproof and featuring our Aquaout Velcro wrist, 
neck and waist seals, the Pro Long is ideal as a beginner jacket and 
for school & group use alike. 

Materials: Breathable and durable lightweight X2 
nylon with 10m waterproofing . Neoprene neck with 
opening Velcro enclosure | Weight (M) : 370 g

PEAKUK.COM

LEVEL SIX -
BOREALIS
The Borealis is a long-sleeve semi-dry top constructed from our 
award-winning eXhaust 2.5 ultralight (UL) waterproof-breathable 
nylon. This top is designed to be light, breathable and offers users a 
full range-of-motion. The Borealis features our  overlapping double 
tunnel and our new Stealth waist cinch system to work with your 
skirt and provide you with a dry seal and better paddling experience.

Sizes:  XS . S . M . L . XL . XXL | Color: Crater Blue . 
Molten Lava . Ultraviolet

LEVELSIX.COM

PEAK PS -
PRO KIDZ
The Pro Kidz is fully waterproof, windproof and features our Aquaout 
Velcro wrist, neck and waist seals. High specified jacket to get even 
the smallest of paddlers on the water. 

Materials: Breathable and durable lightweight X2 
nylon with 10m waterproofing . Neoprene neck with 
opening Velcro enclosure | Weight (K8) : 240 g

PEAKUK.COM

KIDS

SANDILINE -
JACKET ADVANCED 3L
The Advanced Jacket is designed to give the best 
balance between comfort & performance for a 
variety of watersports. Feel free, warm and dry with 
each paddle stroke.

Material: Breathable & Waterproof 
3 layer cloth | Waterproof: 20.000 
mm | Breathable: 6.000 g/sqm/24h 
| Features: Welded seams, Velcro 
adjustable belt, Lightweight and highly 
breathable, Inner belt cloth (spraydeck 
tunnel), Double wrist cuffs

SANDILINE.COM

https://aquadesign.eu
https://hikosport.com
https://spadekayaks.com
https://kokatat.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://www.nrs.com/
https://www.levelsix.com
https://Peakuk.com
httpq://sandiline.com
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AND TEMPS.  

LEVEL SIX - VEGA SHORT 
SLEEVE DRY TOP
The Vega is a short-sleeve dry top constructed from a combination 
of our eXhaust 3.0-ply waterproof-breathable nylon on high-wear 
areas like the shoulders and arms while keeping the jacket light 
with our eXhaust 2.5-ply waterproof-breathable nylon on the torso. 
The Vega features our stealth waistband system that works with your 
skirt tunnel to provide you with a drier seal and better paddling 
experience. 

Size: XS . S . M . L . XL . XXL | Colour: Crater Blue

LEVELSIX.COM

UPDATED

SANDILINE -
JACKET ADVANCED 3L SHORT 
SLEEVE
The Short Sleeve Advanced Jacket is designed to give the best 
balance between comfort & performance for a variety of watersports. 
Feel free, warm and dry with each paddle stroke.

Material: Breathable & Waterproof 3 layer cloth 
| Waterproof 20.000 mm | Breathable: 6.000 
g/sqm/24h | Features: Welded seams, Velcro 
adjustable belt, Lightweight and highly breathable, 
Inner belt cloth (spraydeck tunnel), Neck and arms 
cuffs

SANDILINE.COM

HIKO SPORT -
ICARUS AIR4.X S/S DRY TOP
Whether you want to keep your kayak extra dry while playboating and 
in big water, or the water is cold and the air is hot, this shortie will be 
your favourite go-to! And don’t worry, it won’t meltA double tunnel 
waistband to provide a tight seal against your sprayskirt. Equipped 
with our ’’Double Pull’’ system where pulling forward on the waist 
tabs simultaneously tightens the front and back and is then secured 
via hook-and-loop on the front for a perfect fit.

Colors: Kaituna . Inferno | Sizes: S . M . L . XL . 2XL

HIKOSPORT.COM

PEAK PS - COMBI EVO
Perfect for the Alps. The Combi features our unique latex bicep seals 
and can be combined with our Combi Sleeves to give a warmer 
option. A lightweight, tough and versatile whitewater jacket.

Sizes: XS. S. M. L. XL. XXL | Purple . Black

PEAKUK.COM

KOKATAT - 
MEN’S TRINITY DRY SHORTY
The Trinity is a fully-featured shorty drytop made with durable GORE-
TEX PRO fabric. Intended for warmer days when you need to protect 
your core and stay dry. Latex neck and bicep gaskets are covered 
by superstretch neoprene self-draining cuffs and collar. The dual 
adjustable neoprene outer waistband provides a superior seal with 
the spray skirt, keeping less water from getting into the boat. New 
one-hand adjustable Cordloc attached to the Lightweight GORE-TEX 
PRO inner skirt.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Color: Tangerine

KOKATAT.COM

KOKATAT - 
KNAPPSTER SEMI-DRY SHORTY
In warmer conditions, the Knappster delivers outstanding 
performance, breathability, and comfort in the surf or at the local 
play hole. Made with GORE-TEX Paclite® technology, the Knappster 
features factory sealed seams, punch-through bicep cuffs, Neo Cinch 
collar, double skirt, and an adjustable neoprene waistband.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Colors: Ocean . Mantis

KOKATAT.COM

https://www.levelsix.com
https://sandiline.com
https://hikosport.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
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nrs.com

PERFORMANCE // REIMAGINED

Determined to create the ultimate dry suit for paddlers, we started 
over at the beginning. We collected input from the planet’s best 
paddlers and designed every cut and cuff, seam and seal, to their 
specifications. Then, we built the Axiom with reliable YKK® AquaSeal™ 
zippers and the most advanced waterproof-breathable material 
ever made, GORE-TEX® Pro. The result is a dry suit that not only 
outperforms all others, but re-defines what a dry suit can be.

BACK TO THE DRAWING BOARD

Available at select retailers world wide.

Scan for all NRS 
GORE-TEX Pro
dry wear.
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JACKETS TO SHED WATER AND AND PROTECT FROM THE ELEMENTS 
WHILE EXPLORING ON LAKES OR THE OCEAN

DRY/SPLASH GEAR
TOURING JACKETS |

PEAK PS - 
PS SMOCK
Featuring a durable, fully waterproof X2.5 fabric and a handy hip zip 
pocket, the PS Smock is a lightweight & breathable jacket, perfect 
for marathon paddling, SUP, touring, biking and so much more. The 
opening neck seal’s internal baffle sets this jacket apart from the rest 
of the market as a truly high intensity, waterproof garment.  

Materials: Highly breathable and durable X2.5 
lightweight recycled nylon with 10m waterproofing 
| Features: Recycled YKK zips . Reflective logos | 
Weight (M) : 310 g

PEAKUK.COM

PEAK PS - 
PS HOODY
Featuring a water resistance YKK Aquaguard full length zip, 
and handy twin front pockets, the PS Hoody is a light- weight & 
breathable jacket, perfect for paddling, SUP, tour- ing, biking and 
much more. Made using recycled nylon and sustainable Bioprene 
neoprene seals.

Materials: Highly breathable and durable X2.5 
lightweight recycled nylon with 10m waterproofing | 
Features: Water resistance YKK Aquaguard full front 
zip opening . Aquaout sustainable Bioprene wrists | 
Weight (M): 475 g

PEAKUK.COM

PEAK PS - 
ADVENTURE SINGLE EVO
Tough, highly waterproof and breathable X2.5 recycled ny- lon fabric, 
with twin sleeve pockets makes the Adventure Single still the ’go to’ 
jacket for all sea kayaking and touring paddlers. 

Materials: Breathable and durable X2.5 midweight 
recycled ripstop nylon with 20m waterproofing | 
Features: Reflective sleeve stripes . Recycled YKK 
pocket zips | Weight (M): 710 g

PEAKUK.COM

NRS -
MEN’S RIPTIDE SPLASH 
JACKET
A splash jacket only on paper, on the water, the NRS Men’s Riptide 
Jacket delivers advanced waterproof, breathable protection for 
paddlers willing to gamble on the conditions. The articulated hood 
and half-zip neck give quick adaptability to changing conditions. 
The kayak overskirt and neoprene wrist gaskets help stay drier 
and provide all-day comfort. Prominent reflective accents increase 
visibility and open-water safety; breathable HyproTex™ 2.5 
fabric wicks excess heat and moisture for maximum waterproof 
performance. Punch-through neoprene wrists offer more comfortable 
protection than latex gaskets. Three adjustment points on the 
articulated hood provide a customized fit; two bungee cinches at 
the neck and one on the back of the hood. Two splashproof, zippered 
sleeve pockets allow for stashing small essentials.

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL  | Material: 40-denier 2.5 layer 
HyproTex™ | Colors: Flare . Chartreuse/Gray . Blue

NRS.COM

NEW
2023

NEW
2023

NEW
2023

NEW
2023

NRS -
HAMPION JACKET
Adventure anglers head to the water even when the clouds threaten 
and the couch beckons. The NRS Champion Jacket is fishing 
functionality at its finest. Neoprene cuffs keep water out, whether 
you are reaching in water to grab fish, landing and releasing, holding 
the rod and reel, or taking paddle strokes to the next zone. The zipper-
close pockets are fleece lined and placed for easy access even when 
wearing a PFD. The adjustable hood offers adaptable protection. 
Relaxed fit with room in shoulders and reflective accents on the 
hood let you can cast in comfort. The HyproTex™ 2.5 mm material is 
durable, breathable, and lightweight and comes in colors that won’t 
startle fish or disrupt the environment. Pair with the Champion Bibs 
for maximum protection.  

Sizes: S . M . L . XL | Material: 70-denier 2.5 layer 
HyproTex™ | Colors: Olive/Dark Shadow

NRS.COM

NEW
2023

YAK - 
APOLLO TOURING TOP
Blue is the new red! Given the popularity of the Apollo in its original 
red, we’re adding a blue colourway for 2023. Latex wrist seals, a 
fully adjustable inner neck seal and twin waist seals keep the water 
out, whilst the storm collar and stowable high vis hood will make life 
more pleasant when the weather throws its worst at you. 

Material: 10k 2.5 layer Breathable | Features: Storm 
Collar with Hood .  3 Way Performance Cut

YAKADVENTUREEQUIPMENT.COM

NEW
2023

https://Peakuk.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://crewsaver.com/uk/yak
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PEAK PS - OCEAN BOTHY
The Ocean Bothy is for when the weather gets bad. It fits over your 
other kit to provide a shelter against wind and rain - in your boat 
or on land. As worn by numerous award-winning expedition teams. 

Materials: Breathable and durable X2.5 lightweight 
recycled ripstop nylon with 10m waterproofing | 
Features: Reflective sleeve stripes . Recycled YKK 
pocket zips | Weight (M) : 510 g

PEAKUK.COM

UPDATED

LEVEL SIX - 
JUNEAU
The Juneau is a high-performance top designed to keep you 
warm on the water in cold weather. This top is constructed from 
a combination of our eXhaust 3-ply waterproof-breathable nylon 
on high-wear areas like the shoulders and arms while keeping the 
jacket light with our eXhaust 2.5-ply waterproof-breathable nylon 
on the torso. 

Sizes:  XS . S . M . L . XL . XXL |  
Color: Citron . Molten Lava

LEVELSIX.COM

LEVEL SIX - 
KENORA
The Kenora is a full-featured 3-season jacket. It is 
very lightweight and compact thanks to our award-
winning eXhaust 2.5 UL waterproof breathable nylon. 
This jacket features eXhaust 2.5 on the high wear 
areas to give the ultimate combination of weight 
savings and abrasion resistance. The double tunnel 
and single Stealth cinch waist system work with 
your skirt tunnel to provide a great seal at the waist, 
while the adjustable cuffs ensure a watertight seal 
at the wrists.

Sizes:  XS . S . M . L . XL . XXL |  
Color: Citron . Molten Lava

LEVELSIX.COM

PEAK PS - 
ADVENTURE SINGLE DOUBLE 
EVO
Tough, waterproof and breathable X4 recycled nylon fab- ric, with 
twin sleeve pockets, stowable hood in a fleece lined collar and a 
double waist makes the Adventure Double the ultimate multi-day 
paddle jacket. 

Materials: Breathable and durable X4 midweight 
recycled ripstop nylon with 20m waterproofing 
| Features: Reinforced heavyweight X4 elbows . 
Recycled YKK pocket zips |  
Weight (M): 990 g

PEAKUK.COM

PEAK PS - TOURLITE HOODY
The Tourlite Hoody is perfect for 3 season touring and sea kayaking. 
Great too for guided use where your clients require a little more 
protection and performance from their kit. Made using recycled 
polyester and sustainable Bioprene neoprene seals. 

Materials: Breathable and durable X2.5 lightweight 
recycled polyester with 10m waterproofing . Aquaout 
sustainable Bioprene wrists and waist seals | 
Features: Recycled YKK pocket zips |  
Weight (M): 490 g

PEAKUK.COM

UPDATED

NRS -
MEN’S TOR SPLASH JACKET
New for 2023: The NRS Tor Jacket delivers lightweight, waterproof 
protection with quick-adapting features for unpredictable conditions. 
Explore peaceful lochs and splashy harbors in comfort and style. 
The paddler’s cut enhances athletic performance while the half-hip 
hoodie design offers efficient ventilation and easy layering or de-
layering; stow when not in use.  

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Material: 40-denier 2.5 
layer HyproTex™ | Colors: Blue . Red

NRS.COM

NEW
2023

PALM EQUIPMENT - 
CHINOOK JACKET
Paddle on lake, river or sea, through wind, rain and 
spray. The Chinook is light enough to pack away 
small, but with the waterproof protection you need 
when the weather rolls in. A volume adjustable 
hood keeps the wind and rain out, and the internal 
adjustable neck closure and latex wrist gaskets 
keep out waves.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL  .  WS, WM, WL, 
WXL | Colors: Cobalt, Gold (Mens), 
Gold (Womens)

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT -  
VANTAGE JACKET
A single waist paddling jacket that’s quick and easy to throw on when 
the weather changes. The fleece-lined kangaroo-pouch pocket will 
keep your hands warm and out of the wind. Wear it to paddle or just 
to walk the dog. It packs down into its own hood to store away for 
an unexpected downpour.

Sizes (men’s): S . M . L . XL . XXL | Sizes 
(women’s) WS . WM . WL . WXL | Colors: Chilli . 
Ocean . Olive (Mens) . Purple . Teal (Womens)

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

https://Peakuk.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://nrs.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
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PADDLER’S
GUIDE 2023 NEOPRENE

FLOTATION AND WARMTH FOR THOSE SPENDING TIME IN OR ON 
THE WATER.WETSUITS |

AZTRON - 
KEPLER K2 - MEN’S 
WETSUITS FRONTZIP FULL 
SUIT 2/2MM 
The KEPLER K2 combines high-tech material for ultimate 
stretch and performance. The front-zip fullsuit features 
super-soft N-Flex 3.0 neoprene with power seams, which 
gives you freedom of movement where needed without 
compromising comfort and style. The front zip version 
makes sure there’s nothing to interfere with your paddle 
power. Highly durable nylon in the leg area makes the K2 
a very robust companion for your water adventure. Other 
features: Fullsuit 2/2mm; Power seams; YKK front zipper; 
Aquabarrier; Thin neck construction; Hex-tech kneepads; 
Drain holes design; Non-slip cuffs

Size: 48/S . 50/M . 52/L . 54/XL . 56/2XL | 
Materials: N-Flex 3.0 Neoprene (100%) . 
80% Neoprene . 20% Nylon | Suggestion: 
Warm, 15°C-24°C / 59°F-75°F 

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

AZTRON - 
KEPLER K1 - MEN’S 
WETSUITS FRONTZIP 
SHORTY 3/2MM 
The K1 Shorty is packed with the best material and features. 
This is a durable suit made from a combination of Super- 
flexible N-Flex 3.0 and N-Flex 2.0 neoprene, which stands 
for high-quality fabric with an awesome stretch ratio. The 
long sleeve design with water barriers at ankles and cuffs 
help to keep water out. The K1 Shorty comes in a front YKK 
zipper entry that makes it easily accessible for all riders.

Size: 48/S . 50/M . 52/L . 54/XL . 56/2XL | 
Materials: N-Flex 3.0 + 2.0 Neoprene . 80% 
Neoprene . 20% Nylon | Suggestion: Mild, 
12°C-21°C / 54°F-70°F 

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

AZTRON - 
STELLA WOMEN’S 
BODYSUIT
Surf in style! The STELLA from our Bodysuit collection is for 
adventure-filled surf and paddle days, featuring Lycra® Xtra 
LifeTM for extreme comfort and flexibility. Sun protection 
with UPF 50+. Enjoy whatever you love and leave the 
rash to us. Other features: One-piece bodysuit; Ultra-soft, 
stretch fabric with UV, chorine properties; Long sleeve style; 
Perforated panels for water flow; Zipper at center back; Print 
texture fabric

Size: XS . S . M . L . XL | Materials: 82% 
Polyester . 18% Elastane . YKK Zipper

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

AZTRON - 
KEPLER K1 - MEN’S 
WETSUITS BACKZIP 
FULLSUIT 3/2MM
This season we take the wetsuit to the next level. KEPLER K1 
has been refreshingly designed to maximize performance 
for an affordable price. The 3/2mm construction with N-Flex 
2.0 neoprene provides warmth and quick drying. The 
minimal-panel design with a power seam increases next-
to skin comfort to the max. The back-zip version features an 
additional protection pad at the skin, and the 2mm panel 
in the arms improves flexibility and comfort even further.

Size: 48/S . 50/M . 52/L . 54/XL . 56/2XL 
| Materials: N-Flex 2.0 Neoprene (75%) . 
80% Neoprene . 20% Nylon | Suggestion: 
Mild, 12°C-21°C / 54°F-70°F  

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - 
BLAZE LONGJOHN
Our premium cold water wetsuit – supple, warm and quick 
drying. Made from 3 mm Neospan – extremely stretchy 
neoprene with a super soft feel. The plush Quick Dry 
lining drains and is dry to the touch much faster than 
conventional wetsuits, making this suit a joy to put on. A 
classic longjohn design, with full length two way front entry 
zip and Supratex reinforced panels. it’s glued and blind 
stitched with GlideSkin neoprene ankles to seal the suit 
and keep you comfortable – perfectly at home in cold water. 
Available in men’s and women’s..

Sizes: S, M, MT, L, XL, XXL  .  WXS, WS, WM, 
WL, WXL | Colors: Jet grey

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

HIKO SPORT - CANYON 
BALL OVERALL HOOD 
This suit has been developed in cooperation with world-
class canyoneering pros and guides. It was designed to 
meet the comfort standards of professionals and to exceed 
the durability standards for commercial purposes.

Colors: Inferno | Sizes: 42/44 - 58/60

HIKOSPORT.COM

NEW
2023

NEW
2023

https://aztronsports.com
https://aztronsports.com
https://aztronsports.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://hikosport.com
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WITH A STRONG ABILITY TO KEEP PADDLERS WARM WHEN WET, 
NEOPRENE MAKES FOR USEFUL LAYERING ON THE WATER.BOTTOMS |

LEVEL SIX - 
JERICHO NEOPRENE PANT
The Jericho Pant will keep you toasty while out for cool early 
mornings paddles. Wish they came in your preferred length? Follow 
the dashed lines and cut to one of the five lengths, plus there is 
no need for sewing when you’re finished cutting them. Designed 
with large pockets to stash your belongings, these 0.5mm limestone 
neoprene leggings are your go-to paddling pants.

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL . XXL | Color: Heather Grey

LEVELSIX.COM

SANDILINE - 
PANTS ONE 42
One 42 is our new line of carefully designed body hugging baselayer 
clothing. It is warm, comfortable and performance oriented. Made out 
of thin 0.5 mm neoprene it is super strechable and always returns to 
its original shape. On the inside there is a soft fleece thermal layer 
that is pleasant on the skin and warm on cold days. Also avaible in 
shorts and 3/4 models.

Material: 0.5 mm Neoprene | Features: Inner micro 
fleece thermal lining . Outer nylon super-stretch 
lining . Flat 4 needle stitching

SANDILINE.COM

LEVEL SIX - 
SOMBRIO NEOPRENE PANT
The Sombrio Pant will keep you toasty while out for cool early 
mornings paddles. Wish they came in your preferred length? Follow 
the dashed lines and cut to one of the five lengths, plus there is 
no need for sewing when you’re finished cutting them. Designed 
with large pockets to stash your belongings, these 0.5mm limestone 
neoprene leggings are your go-to paddling pants..

Sizes: S . M . L .  XL . XXL | Color: Heather Grey

LEVELSIX.COM

UPDATED

UPDATED

PRADO SPORTSWEAR - 
SHORTS
Weither you want to go and hunt the biggest waves on the planet 
or enjoy your local lake tour. With it’s 3mm neoprene it will keep you 
warm and protected.

Features: Double Layered . Tear Resistant Fabric | 
Neoprene: 3 mm, (2 mm on the belly)      

PRADOSPORTSWEAR.COM

NEW
2023

PALM EQUIPMENT - 
NEOFLEX LEGGINGS
On or in the water, these lightweight 0.5 mm neoprene capri pants 
have a thermal lining to keep you comfortable. Made from eco-
friendly limestone neoprene with recycled face fabric. Warm, flexible 
and simple, with a high back waist for a suprerb fit.

Sizes: (men’s) S . M . L . XL . XXL, (women’s) WS . 
WM . WL . WXL | Colors: Jet grey

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

NEW
2023

PEAK PS - 
KIDZ NEOSKIN
Tough and warm neoprene legwear designed especially for children. 
Based on our adult’s range with the best materials and construction 
possible. Shorts, Strides, and Pants for kayaking, canoeing, and more.

Sizes: (Yrs) 6. 8. 10.12 | Colors: Blue

PEAKUK.COM

https://www.levelsix.com
https://sandiline.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://pradosportwear.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://Peakuk.com
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PADDLER’S
GUIDE 2023 NEOPRENE

WITH A STRONG ABILITY TO KEEP PADDLERS WARM WHEN WET, 
NEOPRENE MAKES FOR USEFUL LAYERING ON THE WATER.TOPS |

SANDILINE - SHIRT 
ONE 42
One 42 is our new line of carefully designed body 
hugging baselayer clothing. It is warm, comfortable 
and performance oriented. Made out of thin 0.5 mm 
neoprene it is super strechable and always returns to 
its original shape. On the inside there is a soft fleece 
thermal layer that is pleasant to the skin and warm 
on cold days. Also available in a short sleeve model.

Material: 0,5mm Neoprene | Features: 
Inner micro fleece thermal lining . 
Outer nylon super-stretch lining . Flat 4 
needle stitching

SANDILINE.COM

NRS - 
MEN’S IGNITOR JACKET
The NRS Men’s Ignitor Jacket gives recreational 
boaters a basic but versatile option for immersion 
protection while putting the environment front 
and center. With 2 mm neoprene insulation and 
a full YKK® zip entry, slip on this jacket when the 
temperature is cool, or the splash is chilly. Earth-
conscious construction includes neoprene insulation 
from recycled tires, dope-dyed recycled fabrics and 
water-based adhesives. 

Sizes: S . M . L . XL . XXL | Fit: Form Fit 
| Material: 2 mm recycled neoprene | 
Colors: Black

NRS.COM

LEVEL SIX - 
JERICHO LONG SLEEVE 
NOEPRENE TOP
The Jericho limestone neoprene rash top redefines 
comfort and warmth by utilizing a revolutionary new 
fabric containing thousands of tiny channels that 
allow your body to breathe and wick away moisture. 
The Jericho feels as comfortable as a cotton shirt 
next to your skin but has the warmth and protection 
of a neoprene wetsuit..

Sizes: XS . S .  M . L . XL . XXL | Color: 
Heather Grey

LEVELSIX.COM

NEW
2022

UPDATED

NRS - CLUTCH POGIES
#Warmhandsarecool. We all know frozen hands are no good for your paddling or the rescue. These pogies 
are clutch when you’re paddling in frigid conditions, literally. With materials designed to maximize heat 
retention and product life, the innovative Clutch Pogie will enhance the quality of your cold water (or 
cold weather) paddling life. Features our thickest neoprene construction and a warm, fuzzy interior with 
the classic bare-hand design to enhance paddle control for an ultra-warm winter paddling experience. 

Sizes: Universal | Material: 5 mm neoprene . Graphene lining |  
Color: Black

NRS.COM

NEW
2022

PALM EQUIPMENT - 
NEOFLEX LONGSLEEVE
On or in the water, this lightweight longsleeve 0.5 
mm neoprene shirt has a thermal lining to keep 
you comfortable. Made from eco-friendly limestone 
neoprene with recycled face fabric. It’s warm, flexible 
and simple, for a superb connection with the water.

Sizes: (men’s) S . M . L . XL . 
XXL, (women’s) WS . WM . WL 

. WXL | Colors: Jet grey

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

NEW
2023

NEW
2023

AZTRON - NEO - MEN’S JACKET 2.5MM 
2023 
Beat the cold this winter with AZTRON Neo Jacket! Designed as an extra thermal layer, this jacket 
fits right over your wetsuits. The N-Flex 2.0 neoprene fabrics and soft lining give you more stretch, 
but it’s also completely water and wind proof, allowing you to enjoy your session away from the 
cold in any season.

Size: 48/S . 50/M . 52/L . 54/XL . 56/2XL |  
Materials: 80% Neoprene . 20% Nylon

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

WITH A STRONG ABILITY TO KEEP 
PADDLERS WARM WHEN WET, 
NEOPRENE MAKES FOR USEFUL 
LAYERING ON THE WATER.

GLOVES |

https://sandiline.com
https://nrs.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://nrs.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://aztronsports.com
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PADDLER’S
GUIDE 2023 APPAREL

BEST FOR BASE-LAYERS, WITH OPTIONS FOR INSULATION, 
THERMO-REGULATING, AND SUN PROTECTION.FLEECE, LYCRA, SYNTHETICS TOPS |

NRS - 
MEN’S SILKWEIGHT BAJA SUN 
SHIRT
Blending style, comfort and performance, the NRS Men’s Silkweight 
Baja Sun Shirt extends sun protection to the neck and hands with 
a higher collar and thumb holes. The quarter-zip neck provides 
quick ventilation on hot days, while seam placement avoids high-
friction zones so you can row, paddle, or swim in comfort. Integrated 
antimicrobial elements prevent the build-up of funky smells. The 
100% recycled technical fabric enhances the body’s natural cooling 
process by wicking excess moisture and drying quickly while also 
providing UPF 50+ sun protection.

Sizes: S. M . L . XL . XXL | Fit: Regular Fit | Material: 
85% recycled polyester . 15% recycled spandex | 
Colors: Olive. Sea Angel . Mediterranea . Koi 

NRS.COM

PRADO SPORTSWEAR - 
TECHNICAL BASELAYER
The smart thermoregulation of the Climatherm fabric allows the 
material to adapt to every weather, even if it varies. That’s why this is 
the perfect shirt to wear under a drytop or without, as a rashguard.

Features: Smart Thermo Regulation . Fast Dry . 
Antibacterial Textile | UPF : 40+ | Weight: Super 
Light (151 g for short sleeve medium, 194 g for the 
longsleeve)

PRADOSPORTSWEAR.COM

LEVEL SIX - 
ROMULUS THERMAL TOP
Built specifically to be worn under dry tops, the Romulus features 
our grid pattern insulation technology for the best combination of 
warmth and moisture wicking performance. The flat locked seams 
around the neck, wrists and waist make this the perfect layer to 
wear under your dry top. It will be a favorite piece of gear on your 
next adventures.

Sizes:  S . M . L . XL . XXL | Color: Black 

LEVELSIX.COM

AZTRON - 
RASH GUARDS MENS
The AZTRON rashguard collection adds effortless protection and 
comfort to any surf or SUP session. Made from premium silky smooth 
polyester elastane fabric, these rashguards add comfort to style. Built 
in a tight fit, these long sleeve rash shirts are equipped with 50+ UPF 
sun protection, so your skin stays safe.

Size: 48/S . 50/M . 52/L . 54/XL . 56/2XL | Materials: 
85% Polyester . 15% Spandex 

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

NEW
2023

NEW
2023

NEW
2023

PALM EQUIPMENT - HELIOS 
HOODIE
The relaxed fit of this UPF 50+ hooded longsleeve swim shirt is 
comfortable whether wet or dry. The soft wicking fabric works equally 
hard as a winter baselayer as it does to protect you from the summer 
sun. Available in men’s and women’s.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL  . WS, WM, WL, WXL | 
Colours: Ocean + Navy (men’s), Navy + Ocean 
(women’s)

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

NEW
2023

KOKATAT - 
SUNCORE LONG SLEEVE SHIRT
SunCore rashguard insulators are a lightweight, high-stretch 
construction of polyester and spandex that will absorb very little 
water and dry quickly. Paddling specific patterns and flat stitched 
seams prevent chafing. SunCore provides UPF 30+ sun protection.

Sizes: (Men’s): S . M . L . XL . XXL | Sizes: (Women’s) 
S . M . L . XL |  Light Grey . Electric Blue

KOKATAT.COM

https://nrs.com
https://pradosportswear.com/
https://www.levelsix.com
https://aztronsports.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://kokatat.com
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NRS - 
MEN’S EXPEDITION WEIGHT 
UNION SUIT
When the conditions call for maximum insulation, the NRS Men’s 
Expedition Weight Union Suit delivers the most advanced thermal layer. 
Cozy yet breathable 100% recycled four-way stretch fleece combines with 
a paddling-specific design for unrestricted mobility even under a dry suit. 
YKK double-pull, front entry zipper with interior fabric flap provides against-
the-skin comfort while stirrups keep legs from riding up. Gasket-friendly cuffs 
for better under-dry suit layering. 

Sizes: S. M . L . XL . XXL | Fit: Form Fit | Material: 94% 
recycled polyester . 6% recycled spandex | Colors: Dark 
Shadow  

NRS.COM

LEVEL SIX - 
VULCAN INSULATING UNI 
SUIT
The Vulcan unisuit is a light yet warm layer to be worn under 
your paddling gear. The unisuit features a crew neck to ensure 
comfortable wear under a paddling jacket and is constructed 
with flatlock seams to prevent chafing and provide free 
movement. It includes a front and drop seat relief zipper for 
when nature calls. This will become your favorite piece of gear 
on and off the water.. 

Sizes:  S . M . L . XL . XXL | Color: Black

LEVELSIX.COM

NEW
2022

PALM EQUIPMENT - 
TSANGPO SUIT
The ultimate one piece baselayer for cold conditions, made 
from super soft, stretchy Pontetorto fabric, treated with 
Polygiene odour control. The soft, natural feeling fleece, 
flatlock seam construction, and two way zipper access make 
it so comfy you’ll never want to take it off. The women’s version 
featurs a elasticated drop seat.

Sizes: (men’s) S . M . L . XL . XXL | Sizes: 
(women’s) WS . WM . WL . WXL | Colors: Jet 
Grey 

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

BEST FOR BASE-LAYERS, WITH OPTIONS FOR INSULATION, 
THERMO-REGULATING, AND SUN PROTECTION.FLEECE, LYCRA, SYNTHETICS SUITS |

https://nrs.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
http://sandiline.com
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PADDLER’S
GUIDE 2023 HELMETS
PROTECTIVE HEAD COVERINGS MADE TO RESIST IMPACT AND PROTECT YOUR NOGGIN FROM THE HITS THE RIVER CAN DELIVER

SWEET PROTECTION - 
ROCKER FULL FACE HELMET
The Rocker Fullface is a high-tech carbon fiber reinforced full-
coverage helmet offering the most extensive protection available 
in any paddlesports helmet. The advanced helmet construction 
combines the elasticity of injection-molded thermoplastic with the 
rigidity and strength of carbon fiber. This enables us to effectively 
tune the shell and liner for different properties in different areas for 
optimized performance. The Rocker Fullface is a proven performer 
for gnarly creeking around the world.

Construction: Carbon Fiber Reinforced | Features: 
Full-face . Occigrip

SWEETPROTECTION.COM

SWEET PROTECTION - 
ROCKER HELMET
The Rocker helmet is a high-performance helmet for the roughest 
conditions. This is a high-tech carbon fiber reinforced helmet and 
our clear team favorite and go-to helmet for performance. The 
advanced helmet construction combines the elasticity of injection-
molded thermoplastic with the rigidity and strength of carbon fiber. 
This enables us to effectively tune the shell and liner for different 
properties in different areas for optimized performance

Construction: Carbon fiber Reinforced

SWEETPROTECTION.COM

SWEET PROTECTION - 
STRUTTER HELMET
Originally designed in 1997 and still the most iconic helmet in 
paddlesports, the Strutter offers impressive low-volume protection 
for river running and playboating. Inspired by the original baseball 
cap, the computerized 3D shape provides great style and comfort 
and more importantly offers impressive protection performance for 
its low volume and style.

Weight: 400g 

SWEETPROTECTION.COM

AZTRON - WATERSPORT 
HELMET H7
If you’re looking for a helmet with outstanding impact resistance, 
the H7 Water Helmet is here for you. This helmet has everything you 
need for foiling, river paddling or wakesurfing. Featuring a lightweight 
ABS outer shell with EVA foam lining and dial system, the H7 Water 
Helmet promises comfort and safety. All AZTRON helmets are CE-
certified.

Size: S/M 52-60 . L/XL 58-64 | Material: High 
Impact ABS Outer Shell

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

AZTRON - SKATE HELMET HS9
Protection, Style & Comfort. Our first skate helmet SKATE HS9 meets 
the needs of our skaters in one piece. Built with a durable outer 
shell and carefully cushioned with high-quality memory foam, 
this CE-approved helmet protects your most valuable asset from 
harm and injuries. Multiple-ventilation system creates a breathable 
environment, keeping your head cool even in hot weather. An 
adjustable dial system ensures a seamless fit between the head 
and the helmet, while the padded ear cover grants extra safety to 
the skaters. Display yourself without any fear of falling!

Size: S/M 52-60 . L/XL 58-64 | Material: High 
Impact ABS Outer Shell

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

PEAK PS - PEAKPS HELMETS
The perfect water sports helmet for kayaking and canoeing group 
and centre use. CE / UKCA approved and featuring an easy to use, 
replaceable size adjuster wheel. Colour coded chin straps make for 
blissful size allocation.

Certification: CE / UKCA approved | Features: High 
impact EVA | Sizes: XL (58-60cm) XXL (60-62cm) | 
Weight (SM) : 415 g

PEAKUK.COM

NEW
2023

NEW
2023

NEW
2023

https://www.sweetprotection.com/
https://www.sweetprotection.com/
https://www.sweetprotection.com/
https://aztronsports.com
https://aztronsports.com
https://Peakuk.com
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SWEET PROTECTION - 
WANDERER II HELMET
The Wanderer II helmet is an updated version at a lower price. It 
features all of the renown features and offers dependability and 
durability for all round river use. It was first introduced in 2008, has 
been updated several times since, and this is the latest edition.

Features: Direct Ventilation . Occigrip

SWEETPROTECTION.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - SHUCK 
HELMET
Like a pea in a pod – wearing the Shuck helmet feels natural, fitted 
and secure. With a tough ABS shell and multi-impact EPP liner, the 
Shuck protects you from the kinds of hits kayaking, rafting and other 
watersports can serve up. Dial in your fit with the occipital stabiliser 
keeping the helmet secure and seated in place. The quick drying 
fabric liner which cups your head is treated with Polygiene odour 
control to keep it fresh (it’s washable too).

Sizes: S (51-54 cm) . M (55-58 cm) . L (59-
62cm) | Colors: White . Blue . Red . Black 

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

WRSI - TRIDENT HELMET
A high impact carbon composite shell creates an exceptionally 
lightweight and safe helmet, giving advanced paddlers extra 
protection and style points to match.

Sizes: S/M . M/L . L/XL | Material: Carbon composite

NRS.COM

WRSI - CURRENT HELMET
WRSI’s exclusive safety technology, including three-layer impact 
absorption and the Interconnect Retention System, gives you a safe 
and solid helmet at a price any paddler can afford.

Sizes: S/M . M/L . L/XL |  
Material: ABS plastic with a polyurethane sub-
shell

NRS.COM

WRSI - MOMENT HELMET
With full-face protection and WRSI’s proven, proprietary technology, 
the Moment gives you ultimate protection for big drops and shallow 
rivers.

Sizes: S/M . M/L . L/XL |  
Material: ABS plastic with a polyurethane sub-shell

NRS.COM

WRSI - CURRENT PRO 
HELMET
The WRSI Current Pro adds an adjustable visor and removable ear 
pads to the time-tested Current for extra comfort and protection.

Sizes: S/M . M/L . L/XL |  
Material: ABS plastic with a polyurethane sub-
shell

NRS.COM

https://www.sweetprotection.com/
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://nrs.com
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RECREATIONAL | OFFERING EXTRA FLOTATION AND OPTIONAL SAFETY SAFETY GEAR FOR USE WHILE PADDLING.

KOKATAT - WKNDR
The WKNDR life vest is designed for comfort and 
compatibility with high seatbacks. The zip front-
entry vest features a thin foam rear panel that 
allows paddlers to sit comfortably in boats with 
high seatbacks without being pushed forward by 
an oversized rear panel. The vest sits lower in the 
front and sides for unrestricted paddle strokes 
while sculpted PVC-free Gaia foam and PE panels 
wrap around the paddler for a secure fit. Two large 
front pockets provide ample storage and have 
handwarmer pockets behind them to keep hands 
warm on cooler days.

Sizes (Buoyancy LBS/OZ): XS/S 
(16/00) . M/L (16/00) . XL/XXL 
(16/00) | Colors: Red . Coal . 
Mantis | Certification: ISO (Europe) 
. Harmonized (US Coast Guard & 
Transport Canada) 

KOKATAT.COM

SECUMAR - VIVO 50
Specially designed for use in canoes, the VIVO 50 is simply worn by 
pulling over the head and fixing the crutch strap keeping the sides 
clean for unhindered paddling. Use the front mesh pocket for your 
Mars Bar or Kendall Mint Cake!.

Sizes: > 40 kg /50 N | Colors: Orange/Navy 

SECUMAR.COM

SECUMAR - CAMINO
The CAMINO has a skin-tight fit with adjustable straps, side fasteners 
within the seam and shoulder area for better fitting, extra soft SECU 
foam and abrasion-proof material. The size indication is shown with 
colors 30-40 kg – orange, 40-70 kg – green, 70-90kg - red, 90-120 
kg – yellow.

Sizes: 30-40 kg . 40-70 kg . 70-90 kg . 90-120 kg 
| Colors: Hawaiian . Ocean/Navy     

SECUMAR.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - ACE PFD
Sometimes less is more. The Ace is our minimalist PFD’ trimmed 
down to the essentials’ easy to adjust and smoothly styled. With 
60 N of floatation, and our 3D waist to hold it firmly in place, it’s ICF 
accredited for use in slalom competition (not including XXS size)’ 
it’s just as smooth competing on whitewater as it is cruising around 
the bay on your SUP.

Sizes: XXS (KS) . XS/S . M/L . XL/XXL, Colours: 
Chilli+Flame, Cobalt+Ocean 

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - 
MEANDER PFD
Our easy-going touring PFD and a firm favourite 
for a wide range of watersports. Lightweight and 
slimline, the Meander is easy to use, with a simple 
zip entry, secure waist buckle closure and a useful 
zipped pocket for your belongings.

Sizes: (men’s) XS/S (45 N) . M/L 
(50 N) . XL/XXL (55 N) | Colors: 
Olive . Cobalt . Flame . Harelequin  
| Sizes: (women’s): WXS/S (40 N) 
. WM/L (45 N) . WXL/XXL (50 N) | 
Colors: Teal . Purple . Flame

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

AQUAGLIDE - AG 
PADDLE PFD
The AG Paddle Vest is a US Coast Guard and 
Transport Canada approved life vest, available in 
three fully-adjustable sizes for custom fit on a wide 
range of paddlers. Ideal for all recreational and 
performance touring applications, the high-backed 
design allows paddler to sit more comfortably in 
boats with taller seat backs.

Material: 200d Nylon Ripstop Outer 
Shell | Features: Lightweight .  
Durable | Sizes: XS/S . M/L . XL/2XL 

AQUAGLIDE.COM

BALTIC LIFEJACKETS 
- RADIAL E.I
Baltic’s new Radial life jacket is made from 
recycled material, continuing with the same 
uncompromising quality. In this updated version 
of the Radial, the float material is made from 
recycled polyethylene and the fabric from recycled 
polyester. The Radial life vest is developed for an 
active life on the water. The Radial is a comfortable 
and flexible life jacket with a total of six adjustment 
options, two on each side and on both shoulders, 
all for the best fit. Thanks to the design of the life 
jacket, it gives the user a very good ability to move 
and is therefore a good life jacket for kayaking or 
dinghy sailing.

Colors : Green . Red . Black Orange/navy 
| Size: 25-40kg 40-50kg . 50-70kg, 
70+kg

BALTIC.SE

NEW
2023

NEW
2023

PFDS

https://kokatat.com
https://secumar.com
https://secumar.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://aquaglide.com
https://baltic.se
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SEA KAYAK | OFFERING EXTRA FLOTATION AND OPTIONAL SAFETY SAFETY GEAR FOR USE WHILE SEA KAYAKING.

HIKO - MIKMAQ PFD
Comfortable low cut vest designed to provide great flotation along 
with unrestricted movement.

Colors: Yellowfin . Inferno | Size: S/M . L/XL . XXL

HIKOSPORT.COM

PEAK PS - EXPLORER ZIP
Front opening PFD, the first choice of hardened explorers and 
professional guides all over the world. The storage features radio, 
flare and rear hydration pockets, plus two huge chest pockets. 
Available in ladies sizes that feature a stepped chest foam for 
increased comfort. 

Certification: ISO 12402-5/6 approved | Floatability: 
55-70N of Gaia environmentally friendly soft 
flotation foam | Weight (LXL) : 1110 g

PEAKUK.COM

NRS - CVEST MESH BACK PFD
The NRS cVest PFD is a life jacket purpose-built for sea kayakers. A 
medium-profile life jacket featuring multiple pockets and numerous 
attachment points and designed for touring. The high back 
accommodates most sea kayaking seats and the mesh lower back 
adds welcome ventilation during long days on the water. Reflective 
accents add visibility in low-light conditions.

Sizes: XS/M . L/XL . XL/XXL | Material: 400-denier 
ripstop nylon | Colors: Lime . Red | Certification: CE 
EN 393 . EN ISO 12402-5 

NRS.COM

NEW
2023

PEAK PS - OCEAN WRAP
The award winning, unique, wrap entry PFD for sea kayaking and 
touring: a front entry system, with the storage, safety and comfort of a 
vest. The Ocean Wrap’s unique construction also allows for the ladies 
sizes to feature an innovative chest foam layout, giving unparalleled 
comfort and fit. 

Certification: ISO 12402-5/6 approved | Floatability: 
60-80N of Gaia environmentally friendly soft 
flotation foam | Weight (LXL): 1180 g

PEAKUK.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - 
KAIKOURA PFD
Wind, waves and exposure – open water can remind you how 
small we are. The Kaikoura is perfect for tackling big adventures, 
whether you’re using one blade or two. Flex Fit buoyancy foam is 
the final word on comfort and safety. With carefully placed pockets 
and stowage, the Kaikoura will carry everything you need, close to 
hand – even when conditions get rough.

Sizes: XS/S (60 N) . M/L (70 N) . XL/XXL (80 N) | 
Colors: Blue . Red 

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

HIKO SPORT - ENDURANCE 
PFD
The name says it all. Clean construction and PE foam to minimze 
the weight during long a race or an expedition that requires you to 
paddle long distanece without stopping.

Colors: Kaituna | Size: S/M . L/XL . XXL

HIKOSPORT.COM

PFDS

NEW
2023

https://hikosport.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://nrs.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://hikosport.com
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PEAK PS - TOURLITE 
ZIP
The Tourlite Zip is the ideal PFD for individuals 
looking for a simple, high quality touring buoyancy 
aid. Two large chest pockets give ample storage 
and the easy waist and side adjustments make 
the Tourlite Zip a pleasure to fit and wear. Ladies 
sizes feature stepped chest foam.

Certification: ISO 12402-5 approved 
| Floatiabilty: 60-80N of Gaia 
environmentally friendly soft flotation 
foam | Weight (LXL) : 950 g

PEAKUK.COM

PEAK PS - TOURLITE 
ZIP
The Tourlite Zip is the ideal PFD for individuals 
looking for a simple, high-quality touring buoyancy 
aid. Two large chest pockets give ample storage, 
and the easy waist and side adjustments make the 
Tourlite Zip a pleasure to fit and wear. Ladies’ sizes 
feature stepped chest foam.

Sizes: L10/12. L14/16. SM. LXL. XXL |  
Colors: Blue. Red

PEAKUK.COM

AQUADESIGN - 
OCEAN
The Ocean vest is the perfect accessory for 
kayaking in the sea or river and is pleasant to wear 
even for long sessions. Many different pockets 
make it easy to carry all the necessary safety 
equipment. It keeps you hydrated with a one-liter 
water bag and warms your hands with its padded 
ventral opening.

Sizes: M/L. XL/XXL | Colors: Red |  
Material: Cordura® 1000D . PVC foam 
.YKK® zipper | Certification: ISO EN 
12402-5

AQUADESIGN.EU

KOKATAT - GUIDE
Designed with the professional sea kayak guide 
in mind. The Guide incorporates everything you 
could possibly need in a full-featured Type V rescue 
vest. Features include reinforced shoulders, strong 
swimmer harness and rescue belt, excellent fit for 
all-day comfort, and usable storage space. Made 
with GAIA® PVC-free foam.

Sizes: S (16/05) . M (16/05) . L 
(16/06) . XL (16/13) | Colors: Glacier. 
Red . Mantis | Certification: US Coast 
Guard

KOKATAT.COM

KOKATAT - NEPTUNE
Designed as a technical touring life vest, the 
Neptune has all the comfort, durability, pockets, 
and organization you will need for a day, week, or 
month on the water. This rugged front-entry life vest 
is made with durable 210D high-tenacity ripstop 
nylon fabric. The articulated shell and sculpted 
foam panels wrap your torso in unprecedented 
comfort. All webbing adjustments are front and 
center for easy fitting. Five pockets, including 
pockets for VHF radio and folding knife, reflective 
tape, a hydration sleeve, and attachment points 
for a knife and strobe, round out the features on 
this vest.

Sizes: XS/S (16/00) . M/L (16/00) . 
XL/XXL (16/00) | Colors: Red . Leaf 
. Reef | Certification: ISO (European 
Union) . Harmonized (US Coast 
Guard & Transport Canada)

KOKATAT.COM

KOKATAT - WOMEN’S 
NEPTUNE
Designed as a technical touring life vest, the 
women’s Neptune has all the comfort, durability, 
pockets, and organization you will need for a 
day, week, or month on the water. This rugged 
front-entry life vest is made with durable 210D 
high-tenacity ripstop nylon fabric. The articulated 
shell and sculpted foam panels wrap your torso in 
unprecedented comfort. All webbing adjustments 
are front and center for easy fitting. Five pockets, 
including pockets for VHF radio and folding knife, 
reflective tape, a hydration sleeve, and attachment 
points for a knife and strobe. 

Sizes: XS/S (16/00) . M/L (16/00) . 
XL/XXL (16/00) | Colors: Reef . Leaf 
. Red | Certification: ISO (European 
Union) . Harmonized (US Coast 
Guard & Transport Canada)

KOKATAT.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - 
PEYTO PFD
Smooth looks and subtle curves conceal a 
highly capable touring buoyancy aid. A supple 
face fabric, shaped foam floatation, and easy 
strap adjustment give the Peyto a comfortable 
fit. Hidden hand warmers, front pockets which 
swallow up a radio or other essentials, and a rear 
pocket to accommodate a drinks reservoir make 
this a premium all-season PFD. It is made of 
environmentally friendly Gaia PVC-free foam and 
has reliable metal-free YKK zips that won’t corrode.

Sizes: (men’s) XS/S (60 N) . M/L (65 
N) . XL/XXL (70 N) . (women’s): WXS/S 
(45 N) . WM/L (50 N) . WXL/XXL (60 
N) | Colors: (men’s) Teal . Cobalt . 
Chilli . (women’s): Teal . Chilli

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

BALTIC SAFETY - X4
The X4 kayaking buoyancy aid has been 
developed in collaboration between Baltic Safety 
Products and Melker of Sweden. The fit gives the 
wearer great mobility for full range of movement 
when paddling. Get the optimum fit with three 
adjustment possibilities, with shoulder and two 
side straps. A front zip and quick release buckle 
around the waistband ensure a secure fit. One 
zippered pocket on the front for easy access, and 
one open pocket with an elastic loop to attach 
keys or phone drybag. Increased visibility with 
retro-reflective patches both on the front and on 
the back.

Sizes: 40-50 kg . 50-70 kg . 70-90 kg 
. 90+ kg | Colors: Black . Reflex

BALTIC.SE

https://Peakuk.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://aquadesign.eu
https://kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://baltic.se
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WHITEWATER | OFFERING EXTRA FLOTATION AND OPTIONAL SAFETY GEAR FOR USE ON HIGH-LEVEL WHITEWATER.

KOKATAT - 
HUSTLER
The low-profile HustleR rescue life vest is designed with features 
veteran paddlers and guides demand; a quick release chest harness, 
O-ring attachment for standard cow tail, a sleeve designed to fit 
Kokatat’s River Tow Tether and a covered front lash tab for rescue 
knife. The large, extra-deep clamshell front pocket with two-way 
zipper allows for internal organization. Covered in rugged 500D 
Cordura®, two stacked and sculpted pre-curved foam panels wrap 
and float around the torso to allow optimal fit on varied torso sizes. 
Adjustable shoulders and side adjustments allow for a secure fit.

Sizes (Buoyancy LBS/OZ): XS/S (16/00) . M/L 
(16/00) . XL/XXL (16/00) | Colors: Mantis . Black | 
Certification: US Coast Guard . ISO (Europe)

KOKATAT.COM

KOKATAT - 
HUSTLE 
The Hustle is a must-have life vest for active paddlers. Two stacked 
and sculpted GAIA PVC-free and PE foam panels wrap and float 
around the torso to allow optimal fit on varied torso sizes, providing 
all-day comfort. A large clamshell front pocket with two-way zipper 
allows for internal organization and keeps items securely inside. 
Covered in durable 210D high tenacity ripstop Nylon, the Hustle has 
adjustable padded shoulder straps and three side adjustments to 
ensure a secure, safe fit. A single lash tab on the vest’s front allows 
for attachment of a rescue knife or other accessories.

Sizes (Buoyancy LBS/OZ): XS/S (16/00) . M/L 
(16/00) . XL/XXL (16/00) | Colors: Red . Mantis 
. Coal | Certification: ISO (Europe) . Harmonized 
(US Coast Guard & Transport Canada)

KOKATAT.COM

AQUADESIGN - 
GILET EXPEDITION PRO 
The EXPEDITION PRO 140N rafting lifejacket is a must-have for rafters 
looking for a reliable and durable lifejacket. Specially designed for 
class I to III rivers, it meets the ISO EN 12402-5 safety standard. It is 
a jacket that will be perfect for recreational rafting.

Sizes: XS . S . M/L . XL/XXL | Material: Cordura® 
1000D . PVC Foam | Certification : ISO12402-5

AQUADESIGN.EU

HIKO SPORT - 
GUARDIAN 3D PFD 
The Guardian 3.D is here to keep you safe and equipped in the most 
demanding situations. Its 3D shaping ensures it stays as close to you 
as you’d want your guardian angel. 

Colors: Kaituna . Inferno . Stealth |  
Size: XS . S/M . L/XL . XXL

HIKOSPORT.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - RIFF PFD
Paddle, play, repeat. This low profile PFD has plenty of float in a 
secure wrap-around fit. It’s made even more comfortable by 
neoprene padded shoulder and underarm panels. Super easy to 
put on with side entry buckles, the top buckle is captive making it 
easier to fasten it one handed. The clean lines of the Riff conceal 
a large clamshell pocket and a hidden river knife stash pocket..

Sizes: XXS (50 N),  XS/S (60 N) . M/L (70 N) . XL/
XXL (80 N) | Colors: Chilli . Jet grey . Teal

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

NEW
2023

NRS - ZEN
The NRS Zen PFD is a low-profile rescue jacket with all the features 
essential to assist guides and experienced paddlers in a swiftwater 
rescue situation.

Sizes: S/M . L/XL . XXL | Material: 400D Ripstop 
nylon with Cordura® reinforcements

NRS.COM

https://kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
https://aquadesign.eu
https://hikosport.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://nrs.com
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PEAK PS - RIVER WRAP
The next level of PFD for whitewater kayakers: a front entry system 
with the storage, safety, and comfort of a vest. Winner of Product of 
the Year at Paddle Expo, the River Wrap’s unique construction allows 
the ladies’ sizes to feature an innovative chest foam layout, giving 
unparalleled comfort and fit.

Sizes: L10/12. L14/16. SM. LXL. XXL |  
Colors: Black. Purple

PEAKUK.COM

PEAK PS - RIVER GUIDE
The benchmark of whitewater PFDs. Features our unique, adjustable 
chest harness, the cleanest chest harness on the market. A 
cavernous front pocket, accessed side on, along with specific easy-
access, vertical knife, and sling pocket, makes PFD organization a 
dream. Ladies’ sizes feature stepped chest foam.

Sizes: L10/12 . L14/16 . SM . LXL . XXL |  
Colors: Red. Blue

PEAKUK.COM

PEAK PS - RIVER VEST
Tough and versatile, the River Vest features a huge central pocket 
with separate pockets for carabiners and a river knife. Easy to adjust 
sides allow a close fit, while the Olympic cut gives a low profile, high 
performing flotation device suitable for most paddling. Ladies’ sizes 
feature stepped chest foam for increased comfort.

Sizes: L10/12. L14/16. SM. LX . XXL |  
Colors: Black. Purple

PEAKUK.COM

KOKATAT - 
MAXIMUS CENTURION
The Maximus Centurion high floatation rescue life vest features wide, 
contoured neoprene shoulder straps that allow an independently 
suspended front flotation panel to move in concert with the paddler 
for unrestricted movement. The comfortable, side-entry design has 
webbing adjustments in the front for easy fit adjustments. Top loading 
integrated front pocket and detachable Belly Pocket allow room to 
carry all your gear. Made with Gaia® PVC-free foam, the Centurion 
also features a quick-release chest harness and O-ring and is tether/
tow system ready.

Sizes: XS/S (16/05) . M/L (17/05) . XL/
XXL (18/00) | Colors: Mantis . Black . Red | 
Certification: ISO (European Union) . US Coast 
Guard . Transport Canada

KOKATAT.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - NEVIS PFD
The Nevis PFD is the culmination of research from UCLan, design by 
Barney Caulfield, and testing worldwide by Bren Orton. At its core is 
the Delta Fit adjustment system. Two wings wrap your ribs, reducing 
pressure on your abdomen, helping you breathe, and increasing 
mobility. Set-up to go in five fluid steps, with fewer buckles (including 
new load-tested, aircraft-grade aluminum hardware). The Nevis has 
the world’s first Piggyback adjustable quick-release chest harness 
so that releasing your harness doesn’t affect the fit of your PFD. The 
Nevis sets a new standard in fit and safety.

Sizes: XS/S (60 N) . M/L (70 N) . XL/XXL (80 N) | 
Colors: Flame+Chilli . Lime+Mint . Ocean+Cobalt

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - FXR PFD
One PFD for everything from rivers to tide races. It’s the comfiest, 
coolest-looking buoyancy aid. Under the bright, clean exterior are 
rated shoulder straps with aircraft-grade aluminum hardware. With 
the new utility-draw front pocket and the new UCLan adjustable 
safety harness, the FXr is ready for action.

Sizes: XS/S (60 N) . M/L (70 N) . XL/XXL (70 N)

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

AQUADESIGN - UPANO
The UPANO vest was specially designed for guides and 
canoe-kayak professionals. Its top-of-the-range construction in 
1000D Cordura® fabric and PVC foam makes it comfortable, 
durable, and long-lasting. Perfectly adapted to the morphology 
with balanced buoyancy and numerous adjustments, the 
UPANO frees the kayaker’s movements for optimal practice in 
whitewater. A true Swiss Army knife, the UPANO vest includes 
all the safety elements essential for guides and kayaking 
enthusiasts in the high river. Features plenty of storage, plus 
drop ball, leash with carabiner, safety release belt, knife holder, 
and reinforced shoulders; Everything you need to feel safe 
and comfortable.

Sizes: S. M/L. XL/XXL | Colors: Blue/Black . 
Red/Black | Material: Cordura® 1000D . PVC 
foam . YKK® zipper | ISO: EN 12402-5

AQUADESIGN.EU

AQUADESIGN - TRISULI
Professional vest par excellence, the Trisuli was 
created for guides and demanding athletes. Thanks to 
a premium cut and design materials, the Trisuli vest 
offers maximum comfort. Its numerous pockets and 
functions such as its knife holder, safety belt/releasable 
leash with large opening carabiner guarantee quick 
and easy access to safety in all situations.

Sizes: M/L. XL/XXL | Colors: Red/Black 
. Yellow/Black | Material: Cordura® 
1000D . PVC foam . YKK® zipper | ISO: 
EN 12402-5

AQUADESIGN.EU

https://Peakuk.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://kokatat.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://aquadesign.eu
https://aquadesign.eu
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KOKATAT - LEVIATHAN
The Leviathan is the ultimate kayak fishing life vest, with 14 pockets 
and multiple fixture options allowing anglers to carry a selection of 
lures, tools and gear wherever they choose. This high-performance 
recreational vest features body-mapped Gaia® foam panels 
contoured precisely to wrap around the torso for a secure and 
comfortable fit. Ultra-light, quick-drying Ariaprene™ mesh back and 
shoulders compliments the high-back seats, and the 210D high 
tenacity, rip-stop nylon withstands the demands fishing equipment 
can put on a vest. Fleece-lined hand warmer pockets are a bonus 
on chilly days.

Sizes (Buoyancy LBS/OZ): XS/S (16/00) . M/L 
(16/00) . XL/XXL (16/00) | Colors: Olive . Orange 
. Gray (Women’s) | Certification: ISO (Europe) . 
Harmonized (US Coast Guard & Transport Canada)

KOKATAT.EU

NRS - KAAKI
The evolution of NRS Chinook Fishing PFD, our best-selling life 
jacket, is the result of our designers listening to the reviews of 
anglers worldwide. With reconfigured pocket designs, the Chinook 
makes catching the adventure safer and more effective on the 
water. PlushFit™ foam and a high-back design create an extremely 
comfortable vest for any type of raft or kayak seat. Two large 
clamshell pockets (sized for tackle boxes) feature updated internal 
organization systems. Additional features include a rod holder, strobe 
attachment point, reflective accents and knife lash tab. Certified in 
accordance with EN ISO 12402-5.

Sizes: XS/M . L/XL . XL/XXL | Material: 400-denier 
ripstop nylon | Colors: Charcoal . Bark | 
Certifications: EN ISO 12402-5 . CE EN 393.

NRS.COM

NEW
2023

PALM EQUIPMENT - KOLA 
ANGLER PFD
This highback fishing PFD can store everything but the kitchen sink 
and it stays comfortable and light on the water. The cutaway back 
panel works with taller seats, while the slimline front lets you move 
freely. Choose how and where you want to stow your gear, with 
everything close to hand. The Kola Angler’s clamshell pockets fold 
open for a clear view of the compartments within. There is a study 
stow point for pliers or braid scissors and multiple webbing and 
snap D-ring attachment points, including a landing net hanger at 
the back. Stay safe and be seen with SOLAS hi-vis panels and a clip 
point on the shoulders for your strobe. It is made of environmentally 
friendly PVC-free foam and has reliable metal-free YKK zips that 
won’t corrode.

Sizes: (men’s) XS/S (45 N) . M/L (50 N) . XL/XXL 
(55 N) | Colors: Jet Grey . Flame 

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

KOKATAT - 
WOMEN’S LEVIATHAN
The Leviathan is the ultimate women’s kayak fishing life vest, with 
14 pockets and multiple fixture options, allowing anglers to carry a 
selection of lures, tools, and gear wherever they choose. This high-
performance recreational vest features body-mapped Gaia® foam 
panels contoured precisely to wrap around the torso for a secure 
and comfortable fit. Ultra-light, quick-drying Ariaprene™ mesh back 
and shoulders compliments the high-back seats, and the 210D high 
tenacity, ripstop nylon withstands the demands fishing equipment 
can put on a vest. Fleece-lined handwarmer pockets are a bonus 
on chilly days.

Sizes: XS/S (16/00) . M/L (16/00) . XL/
XXL (16/00) | Colors: Grey . Orange . Olive | 
Certification: ISO (European Union) . Harmonized 
(US Coast Guard & Transport Canada)

KOKATAT.COM

NRS - CHINOOK OS PFD
With the fit and design inspired by our most popular life jacket, the 
Chinook OS Fishing PFD has added features for open-water safety 
and convenience. The Chinook OS is a Type III, medium profile life 
jacket delivering 16.0 pounds of flotation. PlushFit™ foam and a 
high-back design combine to create an extremely comfortable vest 
for any type of raft or kayak seat.

Material: 400D Ripstop nylon |  
Colors: Orange . Red | Sizes: XS/M . L/XL . XL/ XXL

NRS.COM

NRS - SHENOOK
Purpose-built for female anglers, the Shenook fishing PFD has all 
the features of our best-selling Chinook with a women’s cut and 
styling. Designed to make you more effective on the water, the 
Shenook offers endless organization and attachment points for all 
your fishing tools.

Sizes: XS/M . L/XL . XL/XXL | Colors: Charcoal |  
Level: High End | Material: 400D Ripstop nylon

NRS.COM

https://nrs.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://kokatat.com
https://nrs.com
https://nrs.com
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PEAK PS - RACER PRO YOOF
The perfect first-time PFD for your little paddler, with a low profile cut 
giving superb comfort & minimum restriction. Great for learning the 
basics of paddling, but equally at home at a competition or simply 
splashing around. Discrete removable crotch strap, compatible with 
spraydeck tunnels.

Certification: ISO 12402-5 approved | Floatability: 
45-60N of Gaia environmentally friendly soft 
flotation foam | Weight (Y) : 520 g

PEAKUK.COM

PEAK PS - RACER PRO PDF
Low profile, high performance race PFD giving superb comfort and 
minimum restriction. Not only great for competition paddlers, but 
also perfect for SUP, touring or fitness paddling. The Racer Pro has 
been worn by multiple Olympic, World and European Champions.

Certification: ISO 12402-5 approved and 
ICF registered | Floatability: 45-60N of Gaia 
environmentally friendly soft flotation foam | Weight 
(LXL) : 630 g

PEAKUK.COM

PEAK PS - RACER ST2022
The new benchmark in high performance racing gear, the ST2022 
changes the game again, with minimal body foam, sleek shoulder 
straps and no body straps. A skin tight fit so the racing lines will be 
cut like never before..

Certification: ISO 12402-5 / 6 approved and 
ICF registered | Materials: SS4 four way stretch 
polyester spandex fabric with 20m waterproofing 
and
20m breathability

PEAKUK.COM

PEAK PS - MARATHON RACER
Designed for paddlers looking for a low profile, high performance 
fit but with plenty of storage and hydration options including a rear 
h2o bladder pocket and a front pock- et large enough to fit a drinks 
bottle with stiff straw. The Marathon Racer has proven hugely popular 
with distance paddlers, explorers, and stand up paddle boarders. 

Certification: ISO 12402-5 approved | Floatability: 
55-65N of Gaia environmentally friendly soft foam | 
Weight (LXL) : 790 g

PEAKUK.COM

UPDATED

HIKO SPORT - ZEPHYR 
BALLER COMBO 
Tasked with building the ultimate decktop for extreme slalom the 
choice of design was simple. We selected our BALLER 87 skirt with 
a reinforced deck that is ready to take the boat on boat beating. It 
would not be for racing if was not attached to the ZEPHYR top - light 
and stretchy so you can let the rest follow your tail.

Colors: Black . White . Coral Blue | Sizes: S . M . 
L . XL . XXL

HIKOSPORT.COM

NEW
2023

HIKO - 
SALUKI K+PFD
Low profile vest designed for competitive racing. A Low profile front 
panel plus flexible neoprene shoulder straps give a comfortable fit 
without restricting movement. Foam is shaped to stay closer to the 
body of the racer. The vest has three side-adjustable straps running 
the circumference to provide an ideal fit and internal high-strength 
shoulder straps for safety. Two different versions provide the best fit 
in each discipline; One is for kayakers with shorter shoulder straps 
and one for canoeists with longer shoulder straps. Approved by the 
ICF and ISO 12402-5 and 12402-6 certified.

Sizes: XS. S/M . L/XL | Colors: Black | Certification:  
ICF  Approved . ISO 12402-5 and 12402-6

HIKOSPORT.COM

RACING COMPETITION | FLOTATION DESIGNED TO MAXIMIZE COMFORT AND PERFORMANCE 
SO YOU CAN GIVE IT YOUR ALL WHEN EVEN MILLISECONDS COUNT.

https://Peakuk.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://Peakuk.com
https://hikosport.com
https://hikosport.com
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SUP  | OFFERING EXTRA FLOTATION AND OPTIONAL SAFETY GEAR FOR USE WHILE STAND-UP PADDLING

BALTIC LIFEJACKETS - 
SUP PRO
The SUP PRO buoyancy aid is developed specifically for 
Stand Up Paddleboarding. The SUP Pro is designed to 
give the user maximum mobility, both on the board and 
in the water. This buoyancy aid has a long body, which 
is well suited for SUP use. Suitable for beginners as well 
as experienced paddlers it is designed to give the user 
maximum mobility, both on the board and in the water. 
The buoyancy material has a unique design and division 
on the front.It is thin, compact and flexible which makes 
it easier for the wearer to get up on the board from the 
water and makes the buoyancy aid follow the paddle 
movement.

Sizes: 30-50kg, 50-70kg, 70-90kg, 90+kg | 
Colors: White/navy Orange/navy

BALTIC.SE

SECUMAR - FREE 100
An inflatable Rescue Device for swimmers, stand-up-
paddlers and all watersports on and in the water. Fully-
fledge inflatable lifejacket buoyancy chamber with 100 
N; Quick activation in only 3 steps; Lightweight: only 
500g; Printed folding instruction; Reusable by replacing 
CO2-cartridge; 2-tone whistle; Protective cover made 
of cordura; Rapid stabilization of men and vest: After 
stabilization, head and airways remain above the water 
level.

Sizes: > 40 kg /50 N |  
Colors: Black/Orange

SECUMAR.COM

SECUMAR - VIVO 100
The folded, packed VIVO 100 offers even better mobility 
and doesn’t offer buoyancy when you don’t need it. This 
inflatable lifejacket is manually fired, so you can perform 
an Eskimo roll or similar manoeuvre with less hindrance 
and only pull the firing cord when necessary.

Sizes: > 50 kg /100 N |  
Colours: Orange/Navy

SECUMAR.COM

AZTRON - VESTA / 
CHIRON SAFETY VEST
Offering maximum protection with style, the VESTA and 
CHIRON safety vests set the tone for 2023! The two 
upgraded vests are designed specifically for SUPers to 
maximize their safety while optimising the fun on the 
water. Made of soft N-Flex neoprene and purposely 
designed with no padding below the waistline, these 
vests grant top-level comfort and mobility. Both vests 
meet CE standards and pass the strictest EN-12402 
50N testing.

Size: 48/S . 50/M . 52/L . 54/XL . 56/2XL | 
Colors:  Purple . Ocean Bluey | Materials: 
N-Flex 2.0 Neoprene (75%) . NBR foam

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

AZTRON - NYLON 
SAFETY VEST 2.0  - 
AQUA/GREY
Performance Features:
- 50N ISO-12402 certified (buoyancy aid) 
- Strong & lightweight nylon fabric
- Lightweight EPE foam
- Side entry with YKK zipper
- Reflective panel for emergency situation
- Comfortable wearing with high waist design

Size: 48/S . 50/M . 52/L . 54/XL . 56/2XL | 
Colors: Aqua . Grey | Materials: Lightweight 
Nylon - EPE foam/ YKK Zipper

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

SECUMAR - FURIO
The innovation award 2023 winning SECUMAR FURIO is 
a new hybrid impact vest and was developed especially 
for kite-surfing, foiling- and skiff-sailing or SUP. The FURIO 
combines the advantages of a 50 Newton buoyancy aid 
with impact protection with the benefits of an additional 
manually activated 110 Newton lifejacket buoyancy 
chamber, providing a total of 160 Newton of buoyancy 
in a potentially dangerous situation. 

Sizes: S 60-80 kg (Chest: 88-100 cm) . M 
70-90 kg (Chest: 95-105 cm) . L 80-100 kg 
(Chest: 100-115 cm) . XL 90-115 kg (Chest: 
110-125 cm) | Colors: Black/Orange

SECUMAR.COM

NEW
2023

https://baltic.se
https://secumar.com
https://secumar.com
https://aztronsports.com
https://secumar.com
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SECUMAR - SECUFIT
This inflatable lifejacket offers freedom of movement for 
canoeists, rowers and paddlers. The outer cover has an 
ergonomic shape so that it barely touches the neck. It is well 
padded with softshell material to maximize comfort. The back 
strap can be easily adjusted to the individual body size. The 
cover of the SECUFIT is equipped with reflective strips for better 
visibility.

Sizes: > 50 kg / 150 N |  
Colors: Navy

SECUMAR.COM

AZTRON - ORBIT SAFETY AIR 
BELT - AQUA/GREY
Keep you afloat! ORBIT Air Belt is designed to cater for all levels of 
riding. Whether you’re looking for added buoyancy or just peace of 
mind when on the water, our ORBIT belts will boost your confidence. 
The compact design features a lightweight nylon pouch with an air 
bladder inside. This unique design guarantees safety and enhance 
your ride without compromising movement. The ORBIT meets CE 
standard and pass the rigorous testing process. Other features: 
D-ring clip point for extra attachment; ISO 12402-5 50N air bladder 
with reflective panels; Compatible with 16-24g CO2 gas (*Cylinder 
is not standard)

Size: One Size | Color: Aqua & Grey | Materials: 
Nylon . PVC 50N Safety Bladder

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - 
SOLO VEST PFD
Make it a cool day paddling in this low profile vest PFD. Its 
slim shape affords you great freedom of movement. The 
Solo Vest is easy to put on and adjust, with the side entry 
buckles and padded neoprene shoulder adjustment. Keep 
your sunscreen and essentials close to hand in the neat 
expanding front pocket.

Sizes: XXS (50 N),  XS/S (60 N) . M/L (70 
N) . XL/XXL (80 N) | Colors: Chilli . Jet grey 
. Teal

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - 
GLIDE PFD
This waist belt PFD conceals a 100 N floatation 
bladder which can be instantly inflated when you need 
it’ at the pull of a cord. Perfect for stand up paddle 
boarding’ the Glide has a handy phone-sized pocket 
and D-ring clip points. Sitting comfortably out of the 
way when not in use’ the Glide fastens securely over 
your head after inflation.

Sizes: One size (100 N) |  
Colors: Blue . Red

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

https://secumar.com
https://aztronsports.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
http://secumar.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
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SECUMAR - BRAVO 
PRINT
100N Foam lifejacket for babies and small children with 
especially soft SECU foam filling. Anyone boating on 
inland waterways or in sheltered waters can kit their 
kids out with the SECUMAR Bravo Print foam lifejacket 
as an alternative to an inflatable lifejacket.

Sizes: 5-10 kg . 10-15 kg . 15-20 kg . 20-30 
kg | Colors: Bright Orange/Dolphin Design

SECUMAR.COM

PEAK PS - KIDZ ZIP
A fully ISO 100 approved lifejacket designed to be as 
safe, easy to fit & as much fun as possible. Two fun 
designs and loads of helpful features make the Kidz 
Zip the new gold standard in flotation devices for 
children. Highly specified materials, components and 
construction methods.

Certification: ISO 100 Approved kids life 
jacket with buoyant collar | Floatability: 
40-50N of Gaia environmentally friendly 
soft flotation foam | Materials: Tough 
ripstop 600d polyester / nylon shell | 
Weight (Sprog) : 700 g

PEAKUK.COM

KIDS | EXTRA FLOTATION AND SAFETY FOR THE LITTLE’UNS. 

ANGRY MULLET - 
LACHINE
As a parent with a child that’s starting to push their 
limits, everything changes when there is the possibility 
of a child being sucked down. Most crotch straps don’t 
work, and if the child doesn’t tighten the jacket properly, 
it can come off. The Lachine features an internal sticky 
neoprene belt that you close around the childs waist. 
This prevents the jacket being pulled up over the head. 
Two angled ’’armpit’’ straps are synched down, which 
prevents the jacket riding up over the chin. And lastly, 
the snap buckle in the front can be passed through the 
loop on the LOVE sprayskirt.

Sizes: One size (kids 6-12)

SOULWATERMAN.COM

PEAK PS - 
RACER PRO YOOF
The perfect first-time PFD for your little paddler, with 
a low profile cut giving superb comfort & minimum 
restriction. Great for learning the paddling basics but 
equally at home at a competition or simply splashing 
around. Discrete removable crotch strap, compatible 
with spraydeck tunnels.

Sizes: Y | Colors: Lime. Orange

PEAKUK.COM

https://baltic.se/
https://secumar.com
https://peakuk.com/
https://peakuk.com/
https://kokatat.com/
https://soulwaterman.com
https://peakuk.com/
https://www.paddlerguide.com
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http://soulwaterman.com
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BUILT TO KEEP THE WATER OUT IN A VARIETY OF CONDITIONS.

STROMM RIDE - PELICAN 
GRIP
The ani-slip grip application of Pelican Grip on the spraydeck tunnel 
results in greater stability at the cockpit rim if the kayak is made in 
thermoforming technology. The spraydeck does not slip off.

Features: 41 5PA cockpit Pelican Argo 100 GRIP . 41 
5PS cockpit Pelican Sprint 100 / 120 braces GRIP . 
41 5PF cockpit Pelican Fazer 100 GRIP

STORMMRIDE.COM

STROMM RIDE - VARIANT
The touring Variant deck is a profiled deck made of  double lined 
3 mm neoprene. The top layer is SD Super Density neoprene called 
Small Diamond Neoprene. The bottom layer is covered with a latex 
seal against water leaks.

Cockpit Suitability: 83-86 cm (XL suitable for 
cockpits 88-94 cm)

STORMMRIDE.COM

NEW
2023

NEW
2023

TOURING |

PALM EQUIPMENT - 
ROANOKE DECK
For extended adventures by kayak’ the right spraydeck is vital. Get the 
protection of a neoprene deck with the breathability of a fabric waist 
tube with the Roanoke spraydeck. Equipped with elasticated deck 
lines’ and a light waterproof XP 3-layer waist tunnel’ the Roanoke 
has a durable reinforced rim’ and is shaped for comfort on long 
paddling trips.

Sizes: Deck: R3’ R4’ R5’ R6 Waist: adjustable (60 
– 127 cm)

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

ANGRY MULLET - DINO
This skirt is designed for really young kids who have neither the 
mental presence nor the strength to pull a skirt off the boat in the 
event of a capsize. Keeping water out of the boat allows them to 
progress and play about in waves without water swamping the boat, 
as well as mentally making the use of a skirt a ’’normal’’ part of 
the equipment. In the event of a capsize, the skirt pulls off on its 
own—the flipping action itself pulls on the skirt sides, and it pops off.

Cockpit size: Mini Cockpit | Tunnel size: Adjustable 
waist

SOULWATERMAN.COM

ANGRY MULLET - LOVE
The LOVE is made for the Sould Waterman Ride and Firefox XS.Super 
stretch Neoprene with bungee tension regulation makes it easy to 
get on and off. This helps kids become independent, while allowing 
you to set skirt pop tension to your kids skill level. It also comes with 
a waist loop so a strap from the front loop can be added for an 
’’easy-to-find’’ pull strap, or to clip a PDF front buckle into to ensure 
that your child’s vest can never come off.

Sizes: XS . S

SOULWATERMAN.COM

PEAK PS - EXPLORER
Tough and reliable spraydeck designed especially for sea kayaking 
and touring. Bombproof neoprene and latex construction with 
adjustable map holding shock cord on top.

Tunnel sizes: S . ML . XL | Deck sizes: Composite. 
Keyhole . Bigdeck | Colors: Black

PEAKUK.COM

https://stormmride.com
https://stormmride.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://soulwaterman.com
https://soulwaterman.com
https://peakuk.com/
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LEVEL SIX - ACE
The Ace is our most technically sophisticated 
sprayskirt and is designed for the most advanced 
whitewater paddler and the harshest conditions. 
If you’re looking for a skirt for big water, advanced 
play or creeking, this is your best bet. The Ace is 
built to stand up to the wear and tear of lots of 
days on the water, boat over boat rescues, and just 
about whatever else you can throw at it.

Cockpit Size: Large . Extra Large |  
Tunnel Size: S . M . L . XL

LEVELSIX.COM

LEVEL SIX - CLUB
The Club is a bungee sealed skirt that is perfect 
for everyday use. The Club employs a super 
stretchy neoprene deck and a bungee seal that 
fits easily and comfortably on a variety of cockpit 
sizes. A flange with silicone grip on the underside 
increases the seal against your boat. The Club is 
the perfect beginner to an intermediate skirt.

Cockpit Size: Large . Extra Large | 
 Tunnel Size: S/M . L/XL

LEVELSIX.COM

PADDLE PEOPLE - 
°HF SILVERBACK
More safety, more comfort, best seal and high 
resistance.

Materials: High performance x-tuck 
neoprene with Aramid panels | Sizes: 
KH . Big . S-Big

PADDLE-PEOPLE.COM

LEVEL SIX - KING
The King is a rubber sealed whitewater skirt 
featuring Rotex neoprene panels for added 
resistance against abrasion from your paddle. 
Tested on the Ottawa River, the King employs a 
super stretchy neoprene deck. It stays dry, provides 
a firm fit in the cockpit rim, and stands up to 
hardest paddling.

Cockpit Size: Large . Extra Large |  
Tunnel Size: S . M . L . XL

LEVELSIX.COM

LEVEL SIX - JACK
The Jack is a bungee sealed whitewater skirt 
based on the fit and construction of our randed 
skirts. The Jack employs a super stretchy neoprene 
deck and a bungee seal that fits easily and 
comfortably on a variety of cockpit sizes. A flange 
with silicone grip on the underside increases the 
seal against your boat. The Jack is a perfect skirt 
for all levels of paddlers.

Cockpit Size: Large . Extra Large |  
Tunnel Size: S . M . L . XL

LEVELSIX.COM

UPDATED

UPDATED UPDATED

UPDATED UPDATED

PALM EQUIPMENT - 
ORBIT DECK
Don’t buckle under pressure. Our rand is designed 
to stay on your kayak through even the biggest 
hits’ and the implosion proof centre section 
soaks up the impacts. Aramid fibre reinforced 
KNytex protects against abrasion on the outside 
whilst Gripsil keeps things in place underneath. An 
extended body tube’ with O-ring seal’ add to the 
Orbit’s fully loaded checklist of features.

Deck: R4’ R5 Waist: XS/S’ M/L’ XL/XXL 
| Colors: Jet grey

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

PEAK PS - 
WHITEWATER
The Whitewater Deck is our toughest spraydeck 
and will not let you down. Constructed from 
bombproof 5 mm neoprene, this spraydeck has 
seen off some of the toughest rivers on the planet 
by some of the best kayakers around.

Tunnel sizes: S. ML. XL | Deck sizes: 
S . Keyhole . Bigdeck . Huge | Colors: 
Black

PEAKUK.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - 
IMPACT DECK
The Impact is our premium shockcord deck for 
whitewater freestyle paddling. A burly 9.5 mm 
shockcord holds it in place’ and the seamless 
O-ring seal keeps the waist tube where you want 
it. The Nytex-reinforced rim shrugs off wear and 
tear’ and a three-quarter dry lip seals water out.

Deck sizes: R4 . R5 |  
Tunnel sizes: XS/S . M/L . XL/XXL

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

BUILT TO KEEP THE WATER OUT IN A VARIETY OF CONDITIONS.WHITEWATER |

https://www.levelsix.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://paddle-people.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://peakuk.com/
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
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PUT YOUR BEST FORWARD WITH THESE WATER-SPECIFIC SHOES.

NRS - MEN’S PADDLE 
WETSHOE
Even with a high-top design for added support and protection, 
the NRS Men’s Paddle Wetshoe maintains a low profile for fitting 
into tight boats. Thick neoprene coupled with a soft interior lining 
provides maximum insulation; a hardy rubber sole protects your feet 
from rocks. 2 mm thick Terraprene neoprene upper with titanium 
adhesion for increased warmth. Cush 5 mm neoprene insole, 3 mm 
high traction sole and 2 mm plastic shim provide comfort, traction 
and protection. Reinforced toe and heel for long-lasting durability. 

Sizes: US whole sizes 6-14/EU whole sizes 39.5-
48 | Material: 3 mm neoprene . 3 mm rubber . 5 
mm neoprene | Color: Black

NRS.COM

NRS - MEN’S KICKER 
WETSHOE
Superior warmth, protection and traction in a low-profile design, 
the NRS Men’s Kicker Wetshoe is a long-time favorite of rafters and 
stand-up paddlers thanks to a thick 3 mm neoprene upper and 3 mm 
patterned rubber sole. 2 mm plastic shin offers additional protection, 
and a naturally shaped toe box provides a roomy non-binding fit. 
Reinforced at the toe and heel for long-lasting durability.

Sizes: US whole sizes 5-14/EU whole sizes 38.5-
48 | Material: 3 mm neoprene . 3 mm rubber | 
Color: Black

NRS.COM

NEW
2023

NEW
2023

AZTRON - ASTER NEO MEN’S 
WATERPROOF BOOTS
Stay warm and comfortable with the ASTER Neo Boots. This functional 
boots is packed with a number of features that make sure your ride 
is cozy and dry. The N-Flex 2.0 outer neoprene offers one of the best 
stretches to durability ratio for flex properties. The FlareMesh quick-
dry lining on the inside guarantees ultra-soft and optimal warmth 
for your feet. Finished with 100% GBS glue taping on all seams for 
the ultimate waterproof boots.

Size: EU 37 . 38/39 . 40 . 41/42 . 43 . 44/45 . 46 | 
Materials: 90% Neoprene . 10% Nylon . N-Flex 2.0 
(75%) . FlareMesh Lining

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

AZTRON - DNA MEN’S SHOES
Functionality, comfort and fashion come together in the water shoe 
collection! These extremely lightweight water sports shoes are this 
season’s essentials for on the water. With the quick-drying and 
perforated material, combined with an outsole rubber featuring 
water drains, the DNA support your feet in a comfortable way during 
all kinds of water activities. It now also comes with an adjustable 
Velcro strap for personalized comfort. So you can put on your shoes 
in just seconds.

Size: EU 36 . 37 . 38/39 . 40/41 . 42 . 43 . 44/45 
. 46 | Color: Black | Materials: Polyester 92% . 
Spandex 8% . Rubber outsole

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

NEW
2023

NEW
2023

PALM EQUIPMENT - PAW 
SHOES
Low profile, mid-height water shoes – the ultimate bootie when 
flexibility and contact with a board or boat are your priority. Made 
from 4 mm Quick Dry thermal neoprene with a durable Flex Direct 
sole and stabilising strap for optimum grip.s.

Sizes: UK 4 – 12 | Colors: Jet grey

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - 
GRADIENT BOOT
The Gradient steps it up. Now revamped with fewer seams’ tougher 
components’ and reinforcement where it matters. Our Vibram sole’ 
molded from confidence-inspiring HydroGrip rubber, is the ultimate 
in wet traction. The boot is shaped to provide ankle support whilst 
remaining low profile to fit comfortably in a kayak. You can remove 
the insole if you want extra space inside for thick socks. The upper is 
reinforced from heel to toe with thick scratch rubber.

Sizes: UK 5–14 | Colors: Black

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

https://nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://aztronsports.com
https://aztronsports.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
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LEVEL SIX - RIVER BOOT
Fully Redesigned, the River Boot 2.0 features a vulcanized rubber 
sole and toe cap along with 3 mm neoprene for warmth and comfort. 
The velcro strap and bungee-collared top allow you to adjust the 
fit easily and makes putting the boot on and taking it off a simple 
task, even when wet.

Sizes: 5 . 6 . 7 . 8 . 9 . 10 . 11 . 12 . 13

LEVELSIX.COM

LEVEL SIX - CREEK BOOT
The Creek Boots are designed to be a stable and durable way to 
protect your feet while on shore or in your boat. These boots come 
equipped with a thick yet soft rubber sole and higher cuff to provide 
your feet with comfort and protection. The Creek Boots are an 
effective start to protecting your feet.. 

Sizes: 5 . 6 . 7 . 8 . 9 . 10 . 11 . 12 . 13

LEVELSIX.COM

KOKATAT - PORTAGE
The Portage is a ultra-flexible neoprene booty with a durable outsole 
for walking to the launch site or scouting the next drop. This 3 mm 
neoprene paddling booty is ideal for whitewater and sea kayaking. 
It’s durable, medium weight traction outsole with a fiberboard insole 
makes walking on the rivers edge or to the launch point comfortable, 
while remaining ultra flexible. The Portage also features Kokatat’s 
unique hidden lace system.

Sizes: US 6 . 7 . 8 . 9 . 10 . 11 . 12 . 13 (whole 
sizes) EU 38 . 39 . 41 . 43 . 43.5 . 44.5 . 46 . 47.5 
| Color: Blue

KOKATAT.COM

KOKATAT - SCOUT
A lightweight, mid-high paddling booty that slips on easily and offers 
great protection and support. The 3 mm double-lined neoprene 
upper provides protection both in and out of the boat. The foot 
bed is built using a medium thickness vulcanized rubber outsole 
with vulcanized rubber toe cap and heel counter for traction. The 
hook and loop instep adjustment strap provides the lateral support 
necessary for extended hikes or portages.

Sizes: US 6 . 7 . 8 . 9 . 10 . 11 . 12 . 13 (whole 
sizes) EU 38 . 39 . 41 . 43 . 43.5 . 44.5 . 46 . 47.5 
| Color: Black

KOKATAT.COM

NRS - FREESTYLE WETSHOES
A playboater’s go-to bootie, the lightweight NRS Freestyle Wetshoe 
is crazy flexible, perfect for fitting into tight boats. The naturally 
shaped toe box and high-rise design provide additional comfort 
and protection for all-day boating. Constructed with 3 mm thick 
neoprene upper for maximum warmth with a 3 mm neoprene insole 
for added comfort.

Material: 3 mm neoprene | Colors: Black |  
Sizes: (Men’s): 5-13

NRS.COM

NRS - ARROYO WETSHOES
Lightweight and super flexible, the NRS Arroyo Wetshoe features a 
basic design that provides comfortable protection for boaters on a 
budget. Flexible, sleek design for tucking into tight kayaks or packing 
into stuffed gear bags. Constructed with 1.5 mm thick neoprene 
upper for extra warmth and a 1.8 mm rubber outsole for protection 
and optimal grip. Available in both Men’s and Women’s (pictured) 
models.

Material: 1.5 mm neoprene |  
Colors: Black . Poseidon | Sizes: (Men’s): 6-13 | 
Sizes: (Women’s) 5-11

NRS.COM

https://www.levelsix.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://kokatat.com
https://kokatat.com
https://nrs.com
https://nrs.com
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BARZ OPTICS - CABO 
CARBON
The Cabo floating model fitted with Polarised - 
Photochromic - reader lenses is an award winner 
around the world. Barz Optics were the first in the world 
to use such a lens. The Cabo is available fitted with 
polarised grey or amber lenses, polarised reader lens 
in grey or amber and the above - the lens transitions 
from Cat1 (around 15% dark) in low light to Cat3 
(75%) in full sun. Reader options are +1.50, +2.00 
and +2.50.

BARZOPTICS.COM

BARZ OPTICS - 
KIAMA BLACK
The Kiama model is available fitted with 
a back strap or without. It floats in both 
fresh and salt water and can be fitted with 
RX Prescription lenses.

BARZOPTICS.COM

BARZ OPTICS - GROM 
CARBON
The kids Grom suits children from about 8 to 12 yrs. 
The glasses are fitted with polarised lenses and they 
float in fresh or salt water. 

BARZOPTICS.COM

EYEWEAR
PROTECTION FROM SUN AND THE WIND HELPS PREVENT FATIGUE AND KEEPS YOU LAZER-FOCUSED. 

BARZ OPTICS - 
FLORES READER
The super lightweight Flores frame 
(22gms) is fitted with G15 or rose 
polarised lenses or with HD Amber lenses 
with small bi focals in their base - +1.50, 
+2.00 or +2.50 powers. 

BARZOPTICS.COM

SWEET PROTECTION - 
MEMENTO RIG® REFLECT
The Memento sport performance sunglasses represents progressive 
and casual styling within the sport performance sunglasses 
collection. Poor vision shall no longer be your master. The Memento 
is defined by its large frame that goes all around the cylindrical lens, 
slightly thinner and lighter than the other models. The Memento has 
a stable and rigid frame and temples, and the wider application 
creates more space between the lens and eyes for comfort. 

Technology: RIG® lens | Lens: 1.8 mm Cylindrical 
lens with high impact resistance

SWEETPROTECTION.COM

SWEET PROTECTION - 
RONIN RIG® REFLECT
The Ronin sport performance sunglasses are especially designed 
for high-intensity sport activities, but you can also wear these in 
confidence for everyday use. Poor vision shall no longer be your 
master. Featuring our premium 2.2mm thick machined edges Toric 
lens and a semi frameless design, the Ronin provides unrivalled field 
of vision and superior optical properties. 

Technology: RIG® lens | Lens: 2.2mm Toric lens with 
high impact resistance

SWEETPROTECTION.COM

SWEET PROTECTION - 
SHINOBI RIG® REFLECT
The Shinobi sport performance sunglasses is our aggressive 
Premium-model with solid lens attachment for high speed activities. 
Poor vision shall no longer be your master. Benefitting from the same 
premium 2.2mm thick machine edged Toric lens from the Ronin, the 
Shinobi has an extremely stabile and easy-to-switch lens attachment 
technology. Slide back the two buttons located on each temple, 
squeeze in the middle of the nose bridge – change lens, and snap 
right back in on the go. 

Technology: RIG® lens | Lens: 2.2mm Toric lens with 
high impact resistance

SWEETPROTECTION.COM

https://barzoptics.com
https://barzoptics.com
https://barzoptics.com
https://barzoptics.com
https://www.sweetprotection.com
https://www.sweetprotection.com
https://www.sweetprotection.com
http://bzoptics.com
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LIFESTYLE & BEACHWEAR | WHEN YOU WANT TO TAKE RIVER OR SURF STYLE TO THE STREET. 

SWEET PROTECTION - 
HUNTER SHIRT
The Hunter Shirt is offers great versatility for various activities as 
well as everyday life. Thanks to the recycled, 4-way stretch fabric, it 
is extremely comfortable and gives you the freedom of movement 
you look for in a shirt. It is moisture wicking, quick drying during 
activities and has strategic mesh ventilation panels which makes 
it an easy choice of shirt that you can use all day (and night) and 
stay comfortable. 

Weight: 150g

SWEETPROTECTION.COM

SPADE KAYAKS - WHERE YOU 
FIND US
As kayakers we’re fortunate to get to see places that hardly anyone 
else gets to see. These are the places we love, the places we want 
to protect. Made from 100% organic cotton. Available in White and 
Milky Soca Green. 

Sizes: S-XL | Colors: White . Soca Green

SPADEKAYAKS.COM

SPADE KAYAKS - CARD TRICK 
HOODY
This slightly oversized hoody is made from 100% organic cotton 
and is perfectly suited to be worn on top of our T-shirts. Available 
in Midnight Blue. 

Sizes: S-XL | Colors: Midnight Blue

SPADEKAYAKS.COM

AQUATONE - STRAW HATS - 
BLACK/PINK
Lighter and Cooler! Our new 2023 straw hat is woven with 100% 
natural straw. Features include an internal custom elastic sweatband 
that stretches to fit your head and an adjustable tightening strap that 
keeps the hat secure in all conditions.

Size: One Size | Color: Black & Pink | Materials: 
100% Natural straw

AQUATONE.COM

SPADE KAYAKS - RILS-T
Rain is Liquid Sunshine might be one of the most profound truth 
kayakers face every day. Comes with a genuine fit and is made from 
100% organic cotton. Available in White and Midnight Blue.

Sizes: S-XL | Colors: White . Midnight Blue

SPADEKAYAKS.COM

SWEET PROTECTION - 
HUNTER PANTS
The Hunter Pants are the ultimate full-on pants with just the right 
look. These pants have recycled stretch fabric mapping for optimal 
fit and movement, and all the technical features you can wish for in 
a pair of pants, such as separate panel in the seat area to prevent 
sag and tearing, an extra pocket with power stretch so your phone 
won’t move around and adjustable waistband with the whole back 
in steady elastic that you can close and tuck. You will love that the 
buckle is at the side, making sure you won’t feel it when you lean 
forward. The extra hook and bar on the fly give you extra security 
while being active. It’s possible to wear protection underneath the 
pants, and the fit is articulated for knee guards. 

Weight: 183g

SWEETPROTECTION.COM

NEW
2023

NEW
2023

NEW
2023

NEW
2023

NEW
2023

NEW
2023

https://www.sweetprotection.com
https://spadekayaks.com
https://spadekayaks.com
https://aquatone.com
https://spadekayaks.com
https://www.sweetprotection.com
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NRS - 
ICON HAT
A hat for iconic trips and backyard adventures, sunrise casts, and 
fireside stories. The NRS Icon Hat fits in wherever the journey takes 
you. Pinch front, five-panel construction with a pre-curved bill and 
mesh back are never out of style. Adjustable plastic snapback 
provides a customizable fit. 

Sizes: One size fits most |  
Material: Cotton Twill . Mesh 

NRS.COM

NRS - 
POM BEANIE
Chunky, funky and designed for cozy comfort, the NRS Pom Beanie 
is welcome river-side, slope-side, or around the fire pit in your own 
backyard. 100% acrylic tight knight holds its shape and is easy to 
wash—if you ever take it off.

Sizes: One size fits most |  
Material: 100% Acrylic | Colors: Charcoal/Black 

NRS.COM

NEW
2023

NEW
2023

NRS - MEN’S GUIDE SHORT
When your work is also your vacation, you need apparel that can 
handle the grind and the play. The NRS Men’s Guide Short features 
a durable, quick-dry construction to handle long days on the water 
and an extensive pocket design to carry everything you need for side 
hikes, eddy casts and all that’s in between. Rugged, four-way stretch 
Element™ fabric hangs comfortably, dries fast and handles the wear 
and tear of wilderness adventures. 

Sizes: 30 . 32. 33. 34 . 36 . 38 . 40  | Fit: Form Fit 
| Inseam: 28 cm/11’’ | Material: 89% nylon . 11% 
spandex Element™  | Colors: Sea Moss . Dark 
Shadow      

NRS.COM

NEW
2023

NRS - WOMEN’S GUIDE 
SHORT
Built to withstand long days on the water, side hikes at camp and 
longer days rigging and de-rigging, the NRS Women’s Guide Short 
delivers comfort and utility. The rugged, four-way stretch Element™ 
fabric is comfortable, dries fast and holds up for the whole season. 
Five-pocket design features three zippered pockets (rear, cargo and 
side stash) and two standard front pockets. Female-specific cut and 
9’’ inseam for maximum coverage, so you don’t have to sacrifice 
comfort or utility.

Sizes: 4. 6. 8. 10 . 12 . 14. 16 | Fit: Form Fit | 
Material: 89% nylon . 11% spandex Element™  | 
Colors: Gunmetal . Poseidon   

NRS.COM

NEW
2023

AZTRON - 
LAGUNA 1-PIECE SWIMSUIT UPF 
50+
Meet the waves in our long sleeve bodysuits. This line combines function 
and fashion in sporty style with ultimate sun protection UPF 50+. The 
one-piece LAGUNA swimsuit is made with LYCRA® fabric that’s stretchy, 
breathable, and soft next-to-the-skin with a seasonal tropic print. Make 
sure you stand out on the beach. Other features: Fashion one-piece 
shape; High support; Removable pads; Best suited to cup sizes A/B/C; 
Printed texture fabric; High neckline; Back entry with YKK zipper

Size: XS . S . M . L . XL | Materials: 82% Polyester . 
18% Elastane . YKK Zipper 

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - 
HORIZON SHORTS
Our easy-going touring PFD and a firm favourite for a wide range of 
watersports. Lightweight and slimline, the Meander is easy to use, 
with a simple zip entry, secure waist buckle closure and a useful 
zipped pocket for your belongings.

Sizes: (men’s) XS/S (45 N) . M/L (50 N) . XL/XXL 
(55 N) | Colors: Olive . Cobalt . Flame . Harelequin  
| Sizes: (women’s): WXS/S (40 N) . WM/L (45 N) . 
WXL/XXL (50 N) | Colors: Teal . Purple . Flame

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

NEW
2023

AZTRON - CHANGE JACKET - 
PURPLE/BLACK
On the water or the beach, our newest Change Jacket serves as an 
additional warming layer on windy days and now you can use it to 
change out of your wetsuit. A breathable nylon fabric and windproof 
design, as well as a teddy lining inside, provide a snug and cosy 
feel. The generous length comes down to your knees and provides 
optimal insulation even in colder weather. A must-have for avid water 
sports lovers.

Size: 48/S . 50/M . 52/L . 54/XL | Color: Purple . 
Black | Materials: 100% Nylon . Cotton Lining | 
Suggestion: Cold, 0°C-9°C/32°F-48°F

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

AZTRON - 
TAHITI BIKINI SET
Vacation mode on, the swimwear collection is here for the 
beloved. This line combines function and fashion in sporty 
style with ultimate sun protection UPF 50+. The TAHITI bikini 
set is made with LYCRA® fabric that’s stretchy, breathable, 
and soft next-to-the-skin with a seasonal tropic print. Make 
sure you stand out on the beach.r

Size: XS . S . M . L . XL | Materials: 82% 
Polyester . 18% Elastane

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

https://nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://aztronsports.com
https://aztronsports.com
https://aztronsports.com
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SIC - SLASH
The Slash range in carbon construction (mast 
and wings) is all about maximum glide, high-
speed, and hard carving for those who want 
to push Wing Foiling to the maximum. New & 
innovative flipping central fuselage: allowing 
you to trim your foil performance simply 
by flipping the orientation of the fuselage. 
Adjustment towards manoeuvrability or 
pumping.

Mast: 90 cm | Stab: 250 cm² | 
Fuselage: 73 cm | FW: 1200cm2 
| Material: Aluminium + Carbon

SICMAUI.COM

SIC - FLITE
The Flite range with aluminum mast and fuselage, focuses on 
the key discovery & progression phase, where plug-and-play 
accessibility, take off and stability in flight will get you addicted to 
the thrill of Wing Foiling quickly

Mast: 75 cm | Stab: 300 cm² | Fuselage: 85 cm | 
FW: 1500 cm² | Material: Aluminium + Carbon

SICMAUI.COM

TAHE - TECHNO 
WIND FOIL OD
A high performance foil which is also easy to 
use and robust. The mast and fuselage are 
made from aluminium for high resistance 
and value for money. The G10 front wing 
gives a great combination of strength and 
performance. 

Mast: 90 cm | Stab: 260 cm² 
| Fuselage: 91 | FW: 850 | 
Material: Carbon + Aluminium

TAHESPORT.COM

TAHE - AQUILON 
FOIL 1500
Complete package foil with aluminium 
fuselage and carbon front wing and 
stabiliser. Easy take-off and great stability at 
high speed.

Mast: 75 cm | Stab: 450 cm² 
| Fuselage: 85.5 | FW: 1500 | 
Material: Aluminium + Carbon

TAHESPORT.COM

FINS AND WINGS USED TO REPLACE OR UPGRADE YOUR FOIL BOARDING SET UP.FOILS & WINGS |

AZTRON - ROCKET FOIL 
1450H/1800H 
The ROCKET High Aspect range 1450H and 1800H are total carbon 
high-performance foils designed to be the fastest and most efficient 
foils for upwind and downwind. In this new season, the 1450H has 
undergone a radical evolution - a higher aspect ratio front wing, 
combined with a more powerful profile, ensures maximum efficiency. 
We have also changed the fuselage to a shorter and thinner style 
and made it tight fit onto the wings. All these changes have allowed 
us to improve all of the characteristics of the original ROCKET 1450 
literally. 

Front Wing Size: 1450H / 1800H cm² | Back wing 
size: 320H / 310H cm² | Mast length: ALU 60 / 70 
cm | Mounting: Track Foil Mount | Front Wing Screws: 
M8 x 30mm / M6 x 30mm | Rear Wing Screws: M8 
x 12mm / M6 x 28mm | Weight: 3.8 . 4 kg

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

AZTRON - ROCKET FOIL 
1650/2000
The ROCKET 1650 and 2000 show incredible manoeuvrability and 
maximum stability at high speed, making them faithful companions 
for the riders in the early and progressing foiling stage. The fuselage 
and base plate were re-engineered for the new season. Combined 
with the advanced prepreg carbon construction, the overall setup 
promises the lightest combination with maximum control and 
speed. As the larger size in the range, the ROCKET 1650 and 2000 
guarantee great stability and a smooth and comfortable riding 
experience.

Front Wing Size: 1650 / 2000 cm² | Back wing size: 
450 / 450 cm² | Mast length: ALU 70 / 70 cm | 
Mounting: Track Foil Mount | Front Wing Screws: M6 
x 42mm / M6 x 40mm | Rear Wing Screws: M6 x 
28mm / M6 x 28mm | Weight: 4.2 / 4.3 kg

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

INDIANA - 
DOCKSTART 1200 H-AR 
COMPLETE (CARBON 
MAST)
The new High Performance Foil Series also comes in complete 
sets to make every foilers life easier. With this setup you’re 
perfectly equiped for the next Dockstart adventure and don’t 
have to think about all the separate parts individually. And 
the best part is, you can use this set up also for wingfoiling. 
If wanna add more agility just exchange the 420 stab for a 
520 stab. 

Frontwing: 1200H-AR | Flat Surface: 1658 cm² | 
Full Surface: 1954 cm² | Span: 1200mm | Chord: 
185mm | Profile Depth: 28.5mm | Aspect Ratio: 
8.68 | Weight: 1150 g . Material: 100% Carbon 
. PVC Foam. Epoxy | Production Technique: Mold 

INDIANA-PADDLESURF.CH/EN

FOIL EQUIPMENT

https://sicmaui.com
https://sicmaui.com
https://tahesport.com
https://tahesport.com
https://aztronsports.com
https://aztronsports.com
https://indiana-paddlesurf.ch/en
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AZTRON - SOAR AIR WING 
3.0/4.0; AIM AIR WING 
4.0/5.0/6.0 
AZTRON’s new Air Wings have arrived for the 2023 season! 
Compared to the previous version, we break the wings into two 
ranges - SOAR 3.0/4.0 and AIM 4.0/5.0/6.0 to the collection. 
The SOAR 3.0 and 4.0 are created specifically for entry-level 
riders who pursue stable and effortless drift. The design goal 
of the new AIM wings was simple, a high-performance wing 
structure with innovative material technology and improved 
design such as increased segments, upgraded fabric and better 
wing span for free riding, cruising or rotational freestyle moves.

Size: 3 / 4 / 4 / 5 / 6 m² | Wind Range: 22-35 / 
15-27 / 15-27 / 12-25 / 10-19 KTN | Handles: 
4 / 4 /4 / 4 / 5 | Window: 2 / 2 / 2 / 2 / 2 | 
Pressure: 6 / 6 / 6 / 6 / 6 psi | Weight: 2.2 / 2.5 
/ 2.5 / 3.1 / 3.5 kg 

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

AQUATONE - SLICE AIR 
WING 5.0/4.0 
The brand-new SLICE Air Wing is here, and it is another 
ambitious design by the aquatone Team. Comes in two sizes 
- 4.0 and 5.0, the SLICE wings are made with lightweight 
construction and offer the easiest take-off and a very stable 
flying experience. We’ve added reinforced tapes on the 
segmented edges that require more power and canopy tension. 
Strategically placed grab handles also bring great power with 
ease of use, delivering a light feel when flying over the water.

Size: 5 / 4 m² | Wind Range: 12-25 / 15-27 KTN 
| Handles: 4 / 4 | Pressure: 6 / 6 psi | Weight: 
2.5 / 2.2 kg 

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

NEW
2023

AZTRON - 4.0 / 5.0 
WINDSURF SAIL 
The 4.0  & 5.0 SAIL are the best companion for the AZTRON 
Inflatable Windsurf SUPs - SOLEIL 11’0’’ & SOLEIL XTREME 
12’0’’.

The 4.0 & 5.0 SAIL are the best companion for 
the AZTRON Inflatable Windsurf SUPs - SOLEIL 
11’0’’ & SOLEIL XTREME 12’0’’.

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

NEW
2023

NEW
2023

TAHE - ALIZÉ WING 4.0
Just like the warm, steady winds that blow in the tropics, the Alizé Wing is light and stable. Guaranteed 
take-off! Easy to control, its compact design allows you to enjoy your ride without touching the water. 
Its rigidity makes sailing simple and reduces the risk of flapping. Available in 5 sizes..

TAHESPORT.COM

SIC - RAPTOR WING 4.0
The SIC Raptor Wing has been designed and rigorously tested by the team on Maui and Europe.The 
wing’s leading edge utilizes a ultra-rigid, non-stretch, Dacron. Wich improves airflow, flight stability, 
and prevents seam bulging on the leading edge. Expect snappy turns, explosive lift, and smooth 
sailing upwind.

SICMAUI.COM

https://aztronsports.com
https://aztronsports.com
https://aztronsports.com
https://tahesport.com
https://sicmaui.com
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EQUIPMENT TO MAKE PADDLING AS SAFE AS POSSIBLE.SAFETY ITEMS |

LEVEL SIX - QUICKTHROW 
PRO
The Quickthrow Pro is a regulation throw bag designed for 
quick deployment in the case of an emergency. The Quickthrow 
Pro features a static Dyneema rope with a glow-in-the-dark 
polypropylene sheath. This 3/8’’ 20 M rope features an 11% stretch 
threshold and boasts a 1700KG breaking strength. The mesh panels 
allow quick draining and drying, and the gusseted opening system 
makes re-packing your throw bag quick and easy. The Quickthrow Pro 
is an excellent tool for river rescue scenarios like Z-drags and boat 
retrievals where a strong rope is needed, in any rescue scenario.

Length: 20 m/65’ | Material: 3/8’’ static Dyneema 
core with a polypropylene sheath 14% elongation 
16.7 KN (3745 lbs) breaking strength

LEVELSIX.COM

LEVEL SIX - COMPACT 
QUICKTHROW
The Compact Quickthrow is a small throw bag designed for quick 
deployment in the case of an emergency. The Compact Quick 
Throw features tougher 16 M 1/4’’ dynamic rope with a 24% stretch 
threshold and boasts a 300KG breaking strength. The mesh panels 
allow quick draining and drying, and the gusseted opening system 
makes re-packing your throw bag quick and easy.

Length: 16 m/52.4’ | Material: 5/16’’ (7.9mm) 
dynamic polypropylene floating rope 24% 
elongation 3.2 KN (705 lbs) breaking strength

LEVELSIX.COM

UPDATED

PALM EQUIPMENT - ARC 
THROWLINE
A compact, speedy low-profile throwline with 8 mm rope and quick 
clip attachment.

Length: 12.5 m | Color: Ocean + Lime

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - QUICK 
SUP BELT
A quick-release belt for attaching a SUP leash, that’s comfortable to 
wear all day and adaptable. The dedicated attachment loop neatly 
connects a Quick SUP leash and the belt can also be used with 
conventional ankle leashes. MOLLE webbing lets you customise your 
waistbelt with pouches and accessories, or keep the belt simple and 
low profile. Palm sponsored research into safety harnesses found 
quick release webbing tethers set at 3 cm length guarantee a correct 
release. Our clean tail safety release system separates the quick 
release and the waist adjustment buckle, so that the quick release 
tail is always the right length and the belt can be easily adjusted for 
large or small people with the spare webbing neatly coiled away.

Size: One size | Color: Jet grey

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - QUICK 
SUP LEASH
An elasticated 3 metre SUP leash with a breakaway safety system. 
Mounting your leash to a quick release waistbelt is important around 
currents and moving water, in estuaries, harbours and rivers. Being 
able to reliably disconnect from your leash can save you from 
becoming entangled. This leash adds a failsafe to your ability to 
detach from your leash under load. By setting the amount of velcro 
in contact at both ends of the leash you can choose the strain that 
is required for the leash and SUP to break away from you. With the 
velcro fully attached the leash will break-away at 0.5 kN. Compatible 
with the Quick SUP belt, Quick Rescue belt and the Quick Pro belt.

Size: One size, Colour: Flame

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

NRS - 
SLIQ TWIST LOCK CARABINER
The NRS Sliq Twist Lock Carabiner offers auto-locking security 
and single-hand operation. This multi-purpose workhorse strikes 
the ultimate balance of strength and durability in a lightweight 
package. Features hot-forged aluminum alloy construction for 
reliable safety without the heft; anodized finish provides years of 
lasting performance. Easy-to-hold asymmetrical D shape functions 
like a classic D-shape without the weight. Large gate opening for 
easily clipping in or attaching to gear. Twist lock disengages with 
a quick twist to open.

Size: 98 mm L x 60 mm W | Gate opening: 18 mm | 
Weight: 55 g | Strength (closed): 25 kN = 2550 kg | 
Strength (open): 9 kN = 918 kg | Material: Anodized 
aluminum allowy AL 7075 . Stainless rivers and 
wires | Colors: Black . Bright/Blue . Red/Silver | 
Certifications: CE EN362 . EN12275  

NRS.COM

https://www.levelsix.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://nrs.com
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NRS - 
CO-PILOT KNIFE
The Pilot Knife now has a little brother - the NRS Co-Pilot. An 
excellent knife for freshwater boating and rescue with smooth 
and serrated cutting edges, blunt safety tip, bottle opener, etc. The 
compact design fits on your PFD; The sheath clip attaches firmly to 
a PFD lash tab. Our unique sheath firmly locks the knife in place 
and only lets it go when you squeeze both sides of the release.

Length: 14.6 cm | Blade length: 5.7 cm | Weight: 
130 g | Material: 420 HC stainless steel . Glass-
reinforced polypropylene with TPR over mold  | 
Colors: Yellow . Green . Black . Purple

NRS.COM

NRS - 
VOSS KNIFE
Named for the cascading rivers of Voss, Norway, our Voss combines 
the convenience of a folding knife with the functionality of a full-
size rigid blade. It deploys one-handed and securely locks open; 
just flick your wrist, and the NRS Voss Knife transforms from its 
easy-to-carry folded position into a rescue-ready lock-blade knife. 
Smooth and serrated blade edges for efficient cutting of different 
materials, and a blunt safety tip doubles as a flat screwdriver. The 
contoured handle fits comfortably into your hand and keeps fingers 
away from the blade. Securely stash in a pocket or your PFD using 
the spring-steel clip. 

Length: 17 cm | Blade length: 7 cm | Weight: 85 g | 
Material: 420 HC stainless steel . Glass-reinforced 
polypropylene with TPR over mold 

NRS.COM

RIVERS AND FISHING SPECIFIC SFATEY KNIVES OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES.KNIVES |

SWEET PROTECTION - 
ELBOW GUARDS LIGHT
The Elbow Guards Light are highly ventilated, minimalistic and light 
protection. Designed for endless hours on the river as they offer 
optimal comfort. These Elbow Guards Light are part of our new line 
of joint protectors, where we have 1) increased comfort through a 
softer Visco-Elastic material with improved ventilation 2) used new 
perforated and highly ventilated materials throughout 3) used lighter 
material for optimal performance, and 4) created better articulation 
to save energy while making sure the protection stay put.

Features: 3S™ Visco-elastic pad - hardens upon 
impact . Durable pad pocket in front |  
Materials: Elastic and ventilated fabrics

SWEETPROTECTION.COM

NEW
2023

NRS - TITANIUM PILOT KNIFE
The NRS Titanium Pilot Knife features the same time-tested, 
professional-trusted design of the original Pilot Knife in corrosion-
resistant titanium for use in salt water.

Length: 19 cm/7.38’’ | Material: Titanium Alloy

NRS.COM

SWEET PROTECTION - 
ELBOW PADS
The Elbow Pads offer all-day comfort with impressive multi-impact 
shock-absorbing properties. With a 3D anatomical shape and 
adjustable straps, these pads ensure the perfect fit for optimal 
protection. Combined with elastic and breathable materials, they 
also offer high durability and comfort.

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL

SWEETPROTECTION.COM

SWEET PROTECTION - 
KNEE PADS
The Light Knee Pads are low on volume and lightweight but still 
provide impressive multi-impact shock-absorbing properties. The 
pads are ergonomically designed motion with a 3D anatomical 
shape and adjustable straps. Combined with elastic and breathable 
materials, these Knee Pads allow you to explore all day long without 
noticing you have them on.

Sizes: XS . S . M . L . XL

SWEETPROTECTION.COM

PROTECTION | PROTECTIVE PADDLING SO YOU CAN KEEP PADDLING IN STYLE, WITHOUT LOSING THE HUMOR.

https://nrs.com
https://nrs.com
https://www.sweetprotection.com
https://nrs.com
https://www.sweetprotection.com
https://www.sweetprotection.com
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AZTRON - 
DRY BACKPACK 15L
Performance Features:
- Tarpaulin waterproof fabric
- Roll up closure system
- Adjustable clip-on shoulder strap - Welded seams
- Front nylon strap with loop
for hanging elements

Size: 30 x 57 x 19 cm | Weight: 450 g/1.0 lb | 
Volume: 15 L | Materials: Waterproof Tarpaulin

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

TAKE THE GEAR YOU NEED WITH YOU— ON AND OFF THE WATER.BAGS & CASES |

PALM EQUIPMENT - RIVER 
TREK DRYBAG
With a heavy duty padded shoulder harness the River Trek is 
comfortable to carry fully loaded. It has an adjustable backpack 
shoulder system. It is PVC free, made of supple, hard-wearing 420D 
fabric and has welded seam construction.

Sizes: 50 L . 75 L . 100 L . 125 L | Colors: 
Chilli+Jet Grey

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

LEVEL SIX - BAD HASS 
BARREL HARNESS
The Bad Hass barrel pack is the perfect tool for keeping your gear 
dry on your water-based expeditions. It features a fully integrated 
harness system, air mesh padding throughout, and a structured 
shoulder harness and waist belt. The Harness is fully adjustable for 
compatibility with both 30L and 60L barrels. The Bad Hass barrel 
pack is as versatile as you are..

Size: Fits 30 L and 60 L Barrelsh

LEVELSIX.COM

UPDATED

LEVEL SIX - PORTER DRY 
DUFFEL
The porter drybag is designed to be your go to 100% dry and durable 
duffel whether you’re wearing it as a waist pack repelling down a 
canyon wall, lashing it to your raft, cramming it in the back of your 
creek boat, or under your sup bungees. This bag is extremely versatile 
and ready to carry extra clothing, lunch, first aid kit, and maybe even 
some post activity beverages! 

Sizes: 20 L | Color: Black

LEVELSIX.COM

NEW
2023

LEVEL SIX - ALGONQUIN 
WATERPROOF CANOE 
TRIPPING PACK
Inspired by Canada’s beautiful Algonquin Provincial Park, the 
Algonquin canoe pack is a modern take on a timeless piece of 
gear. This 95-liter pack includes air mesh back padding, a molded 
hip belt and a sternum strap for comfort while portaging. The pack 
also includes multiple webbing handles to help make unloading 
your canoe a much simpler task. The Algonquin canoe pack is the 
ultimate pack for any canoe enthusiast embarking on multi-day trips.  
Includes 2 waterproof internal roll top dry bags..

Size: 90 L

LEVELSIX.COM

UPDATED

KOKATAT - DIRT BAG GEAR 
BAG
The 90-liter Dirt Bag has plenty of room and organization for all of 
your paddling gear. It has a large main compartment with a mesh lid, 
separate vented shoe compartment, separate insulation compartment, 
and an internal pocket for smaller items. The top grab handle converts 
into backpack straps for comfortable transportation. There are grab 
handles on each end and compression straps. The included changing 
mat stores in a pocket on the bottom of the gear bag.

Size: 90 L | Color: Red

KOKATAT.COM

https://aztronsports.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://www.levelsix.com
https://kokatat.com
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PADDLE PEOPLE - 
°HF PADDLE BAG 205
The °hf Paddle Bag 205 holds up to 3 paddles with a maximum 
length of 2.05m.

Size: 205 x 35 x 5 cm

EASTPOLEPADDLES.COM

AZTRON - 
DRY BACKPACK 40L
Performance Features:
 - Tarpaulin waterproof fabric
- Roll up closure system
- Padded back panel with lumbar support 
- Front water resistant zip pocket
- Padded air-mesh shoulder strap
- Chest strap and waist strap
- Front compression strap with buckle

Size: 43 x 71 x 17cm | Weight: 1000 g/2.20 lb | 
Volume: 40 L | Materials: Waterproof Tarpaulin

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

EASTPOLE PADDLES - 
3-LAYER PADDLE BAG FOR 
GREENLAND PADDLES
A 3-layer paddle bag that has good protection against impacts 
during the transportation.

Length: M 210-220 cm . L 220-230 cm . XL 230-
240 cm

EASTPOLEPADDLES.COM

EASTPOLE PADDLES - 
3-LAYER PADDLE BAG 
FOR 2-PIECE GREENLAND 
PADDLES
A 3-layer paddle bag that has good protection against impacts 
during the transportation.

Length: One size 115-120 cm

EASTPOLEPADDLES.COM

AZTRON - 
DRY BACKPACK 22L
Performance Features:
- Tarpaulin waterproof fabric
- Roll up closure system
- Padded back panel with lumbar support 
- Front water resistant zip pocket
- Padded air-mesh shoulder strap
- Chest strap and waist strap

Size: 40 x 60 x 15 cm | Weight: 841 g/1.8 lb | 
Volume: 22 L | Materials: Waterproof Tarpaulin

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

AZTRON - 
SWIRL DRY BACKPACK 25L
This is an ultimate 25L Dry Backpack with a supreme waterproof 
TIZIP® Zipper to keep your belongings dry. Conscientiously made 
with 100% waterproof and durable polyvinyl fabric with double-
sided TPU coating and welded seams. The bag will keep your assets 
protected from all elements. Front waterproof zipped pocket and 
interior pockets for laptop and tablet are all-welded to the main 
vessel. Extra cam straps and D-ring connectors are placed on the 
front for all the extra attachments. Cheer!... In the city or on the 
beach.

Size: 45H x 27W x 20Dcm / 17’’H x 10.6’’W x 
7.9’’D | Weight: 1045 g/2.30lb | Volume: 25 L | 
Materials: 100% Waterproof TPU / TIZIP® Zipper

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

https://eastpolepaddles.com/
https://aztronsports.com
https://eastpolepaddles.com/
https://eastpolepaddles.com/
https://aztronsports.com
https://aztronsports.com
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KAYALU - 
KAYALITE
The Kayalite is a rugged, bright white, dual-LED light, secured to 
a kayak deck using Kayalu’s patented ’’Secure-Attach’’ mounting 
system, more durable and reliable than suction cups and fixed 
pole mounts. Virtually loss-proof and indestructible, the Kayalite 
is capable of flexing during a self-rescue; surviving from a direct 
impact by a paddle or branch; and recovering from a capsize or 
roll in shallow surf. The Kayalite is buoyant and waterproof, depth 
rated (IPX8) to 1,000 feet (300 m) below sea level. 3 AA alkaline 
batteries (included) provide 100+ hours of service. Made in USA 
of premium grade materials including 1/8’’ (3 mm) wall ABS and 
stainless steel hardware.

KAYALU.COM

KAYALU - 
KAYALU CAMERA MOUNT
The Kayalu Locking Suction Camera Mount for a GoPro Hero is a 
ruggedized camera mount compatible with all GoPro Hero models, 
mating to any non-porous surface using a power-locking suction 
cup manufactured by RAM Mounting Systems. The mount provides 
height and flexibility using a Kayalu Toughbar arm — a stainless 
steel, aerodynamic extension arm articulated by two RAM Mounts 
couplers. Built for use in harsh environments and climates, Kayalu 
camera mounts are manufactured using premium, marine-grade 
hardware. 

Height: 38 cm/15’’. 43 cm/17’’ (43 cm)

KAYALU.COM

KAYALU - 
KAYALITE XT
The Kayalite XT is a rugged, bright white, dual-LED light, attaching to 
a kayak, sit-on-top, canoe or stand-up paddleboard using Kayalu’s 
patented ’’Secure-Attach’’ mounting system, more reliable than 
fixed pole mounts. The Kayalite XT is user-assembled to a height 
of 21’’ (53 cm) or 28’’ (71 cm). The Kayalite XT is waterproof, depth 
rated (IPX8) to 1,000 feet (300 m) below sea level. 3 AA alkaline 
batteries (included) provide 100+ hours of service. Made in USA 
of premium grade materials including 1/8’’ (3 mm) wall ABS and 
stainless steel hardware.

KAYALU.COM

KAYALU - 
KAYALU R25 ELECTRIC TORCH
The Kayalu R25 Electric Torch is a hand-held 360-degree, bright 
white, dual-LED light for  display by paddlers and rowers operating 
in the dark or in conditions of limited visibility such as rain, fog, 
sleet or snow. Meeting USCG and SOLAS 72 Navigation Rule 25 
for visibility of any ’’vessel under oars,’’ the R25 provides over 100 
hours of service on a single set of 3 AA alkaline batteries (included). 
The R25 is waterproof, depth rated (IPX8) to 1,000 feet (300 m) 
below sea level..

KAYALU.COM

KAYALU - 
KAYALITE-SUP
The Kayalite-SUP is a rugged, bright white, dual-LED light, attached 
to a stand-up paddleboard using Kayalu’s patented ’’Secure-Attach’’ 
mounting system, more durable and reliable than suction cups and 
fixed pole mounts. The Kayalite-SUP can be secured to a D-ring, FCS 
plug, eyelet or other improvised point of attachment. The Kayalite-
SUP is buoyant and waterproof, depth rated (IPX8) to 1,000 feet 
(300 m) below sea level. 3 AA alkaline batteries (included) provide 
100+ hours of service. Made in USA of premium grade materials 
including 1/8’’ (3 mm) wall ABS and stainless steel hardware.

KAYALU.COM

KAYALU - 
WATERTORCH XT
The WaterTorch XT is a rugged, bright white, dual-LED light for 
paddlers and rowers, mounting to all smooth, non-porous surfaces 
using a power-locking suction cup manufactured by RAM Mounting 
Systems. The WaterTorch XT is user-assembled to a height of 13.5’’ 
(34 cm), 20.5’’ (52 cm) or 27.5’’ (70 cm). The WaterTorch is 
waterproof, depth rated (IPX8) to 1000 feet (300 m) below sea level. 
3 AA alkaline batteries (included) provide 100+ hours of service. 
Made in USA of premium grade materials including 1/8’’ (3 mm) 
wall ABS, rubber o-rings and stainless steel hardware.

Height: 34 cm/13.5’’ . 52 cm/20.5’’ . 70 cm/27.5’’

KAYALU.COM

TO SEE OR TO BE SEEN IN LOW LIGHT CONDITIONS— ON AND OFF THE WATER.

https://kayalu.com
https://kayalu.com
https://kayalu.com
https://kayalu.com
https://kayalu.com
https://kayalu.com
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ACCESSORIES TO EASILY TRANSPORT YOUR GEAR OR KAYAK TO THE RIVER, SEA OR OCEAN.TRANSPORT |

CARRY FREEDOM - 
THE Y
The original Y-Frame trailer is one of the biggest selling load trailers 
in the world. You have used it to haul your supermarket goods, for 
your trip across Africa and to go kayaking with your friends at the 
weekend. The Y-Frame did it all. Now it’s time for a re-vamp. Without 
changing the original idea of a multifunctional load-platform, we 
have added compatibility to interface with a lot more options, like 
flag and light holders, surfboard carriers and give you better tie-
down options as well. The Y exists in 3 different sizes, for all needs! 

Sizes: Small (580 x 380 mm) . Large (700 x 500 
mm) . X-Large (900 x 600 mm) | Wheels: 20’’ 
| Features: Lollipop Hitch . Light / Flag Holder . 
High-quality IGUS Bearings | Weight: Small 7.9 
kg - Large 10.1 kg . X-Large 12.9 kg 

CARRYFREEDOM.COM

CARRY FREEDOM - 
THE LEAF
The LEAF is a folding trailer that has been designed for modern city 
mobility. The trip to the supermarket or the garden centre is easy 
with this flexible trailer. A folding trailer for shopping, travelling and 
city life, ideal for people living in apartments. The LEAF quickly folds 
flat for compact storage and can carry a week’s shopping. Large 
wheels make going up and down stairs easy. The trailer is compact 
and manoeuvrable for use in crowded markets and streets.

Size: 595 x 422 x 288 mm | Wheels: 16’’ | Carrying 
Load: 45 kg | Weight: 10.4 kg | Features: Lollipop 
Elastomer Hitch . 1 Hitch Bracket for Seat Post 

CARRYFREEDOM.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT - ROOF 
RACK PADS
A pair of roof rack pads to protect and secure your boats and 
boards on your vehicle. They fit a wide range of bar shapes. Made 
from tough ballistic fabric with wrap around securing straps. 
Available in 50 cm and 80 cm lengths.

Size: 50 cm . 80 cm | Colour: Jet grey

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

RIBER - 
PARTICLE
The Riber Particle Sit on Top Kayak Trolley has a sleek design 
to ensure maximum usage with minimum storage. Its robust, 
puncture-proof, rubberised wheels make for a smooth ride and 
easy manoeuvrability. The compact box size ensures the Particle 
Trolley is easy to ship and store.

RIBERPRODUCTS.COM

NRS - 
YAK YAK BOAT CART
Let the NRS Yak Yak haul your boat to the water. This little 
powerhouse saves your back with sand-conquering tires, element-
resistant materials, and weighing in 30% lighter than other boat 
carts. Rubber wraps around the heavy-duty plastic wheel for a 
smooth ride on hard surfaces. The kickstand holds the cart steady 
while loading, then flips up out of the way when you’re moving. The 
8 cm wide rim on the 23 cm diameter wheel gives good support 
on soft surfaces. The bearing-less, smooth-rolling wheels are easily 
removed, allowing the compact Yak Yak to slip into most kayak 
hatches. Comes with two 6’ NRS Loop Straps with Buckle Bumper. 

Size (collapsed): 58 cm L x 25 cm W x 9 cm H | 
Weight: 2 kg/4.4 lb | Load capacity: 68 kg/149.6 
lb | Material: Anodized aluminum 

NRS.COM

NRS - 
BUCKLE BUMPER STRAPS
Protect your boat, truck, trailer or ATV while securing loads with 
the NRS Buckle Bumper Strap. The removable rubber guard adds 
bounce to the buckle to prevent unhappy accidents without 
interfering with its operation. Beneath the bumper is the same 
burly NRS cam buckle that has set the standard for strength and 
reliability since 1978. All sizes are sold in pairs.

Sizes: 9’ pair . 12’ pair . 15’ pair . 20’ pair Maximum 
breaking strength: 680 kg/1496 lb | Working load 
limit: 227 kg/499.4 lb | Material: Polyurethane | 
Colors: Iconic Blue . Stealth Black

NRS.COM

https://carryfreedom.com
https://carryfreedom.com
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://riberproducts.com
https://nrs.com
https://nrs.com
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www.S PA D E K AY A K S .com

F U L L  H O U S E
Half a decade after we entered the game, we‘re happy  

and proud to show our hand. Choose your game-changer on  
www.spadekayaks.com

BLACK JACK: perfectly
bridges the gap between a
river runner and a creeker.

ROYAL FLUSH: fast and ultra-
dynamic characteristics that are 

not afraid of steeper runs.

QUEEN: bringing light paddlers 
and youngsters the performance 

of the Jack & Flush.

JOKER: agile and responsive 
river runner with a little play 

thrown in.

BLISS: a downriver freeride
machine. Splat, surf, squirt, 

repeat!

STARFIRE
STARFIRE

B
A
R
R
A
C
U
D
AFULL HOUSE GETTING FULLER

NEW FOR 2023: Starfire & Barracuda

http://spadekayaks.com
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AQUAGLIDE - PRESS-
FIT FINS
The Press-Fit Fins have a Glass Flex Construction. 
They are lightweight, rigid, and durable.

Features: Press - Fit Attachment . 
Removable Stoppers

AQUAGLIDE.COM

AZTRON - RACE FIN 
10.0’’ 
Pure, speed and tracking, introducing the 10.0’’ 
Air Race Fin. Thanks to the streamlined and 
progressive outline, it helps riders maintain drive 
and hold through a turn. This versatile fin is made 
of durable reinforced nylon which gives it excellent 
stability and tracking. It will be your ideal choice for 
use in the race, flat water and even open ocean.

Depth: 25.5 cm/10’’ | Base: 31 
cm/12.2’’ | Set Up: US Fin/Air SUP 
(Standard for METEOR & METEORLITE) 
| Material: Reinforced Nylon

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

AZTRON - RACE PRO 
GLASS FIN 8.3’’ 
The 8.3’’ Fiberglass Race Fin is equipped for the 
Race SUP and built with a US fin base. It is also 
built with our fan-favourite outlook - Astronaut 
Graphic. The fibreglass material offers lightweight 
and better tracking performance.

Depth: 21 cm/8.3’’ | Base: 16 cm/6.3’’ 
| Set Up: US Fin/Composite SUP | 
Material: Fiberglass Honeycomb/ 
Astronaut Graphic

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

NEW
2023

FINS| SUP FINS USED TO REPLACE OR UPGRADE YOUR CURRENT FIN. SPECIFIC FOR STAND UP PADDLES BOARDS.

VENTURE CANOES - 
CANOE SKEG
When we introduced skegs to kayak designs 
beyond the sea kayak realm, we did so to help 
ease the learning curve for those developing their 
forwards paddling and trying to go in a straight 
line; a skeg in this context makes even more sense 
on a canoe. A skeg for a canoe is also relevant 
in the same ways as it is for a sea kayak (i.e. 
to counteract lee cocking or weathercocking), 
and thanks to the fact that most canoes can be 
paddled facing in either direction, in an even more 
versatile manner.

VENTUREKAYAKS.COM

SCOPREGA -  
GE 22 CAPRI
The GE 22 CAPRI is the result of long research that aimed 
to create an efficient and highly performing inflator for SUP 
boards. A further and fundamental feature for those who 
want to enjoy the best of an outdoor experience, namely: 
silence. Thanks to the completely innovative inflation system, 
the noise of this inflator has been reduced to less than 75 
dB.It’s an extraordinary result for an inflator that still reaches 
1250 mbar with a capacity of 170l/min. The GE 22 CAPRI is 
supplied with a Lithium battery able to inflate 3 SUP boards 
of 265 liters at 1250 mbar, with one charge. Average inflation 
time: 7 minutes

Size: 18 x 12 x 38 cm | Weight: 4 kg | Colors: 
BLACK, or Scoprega Red 2 | Max. Pressure: 
1250 mbar | Noise level: <75 dB

SCOPREGA.IT

OUTDOOR MASTER - 
SHARK II
The Outdoor Master Shark II is one of the fastest electric 
pumps for stand up paddle boards. The pump uses a 
patented cooling system, which makes inflating multiple 
boards an easy job! The pump comes with multiple nozzles 
for complete adaptability. 

Size: 31x26,5x18 cm | Weight 1.57kg 
| Pressure Range: 20 psi | Max Energy 
Consumption: 10a, 120w (12volt) 

MOVEMENTFORSPORTS.COM

OUTDOOR MASTER - 
WHALE
Like the Outdoor Master Shark II, this pump has dual stage 
motors, thanks to the dual motors you can inflate almost every 
infatable product within no-time!  Thanks to the patented 
cooling system you don’t have to worry about overheating 
while pumping. The big advantage is that the outdoor master 
whale can go anywhere and is completely wireless!

Size: 40,5x28,5x18,5 cm | Weight 2.68kg 
| Pressure Range: 16 psi | Max Energy 
Consumption: 10a, 120w (12volt) 

MOVEMENTFORSPORTS.COM

FOR QUICK, EASY INFLATATION SO YOU CAN SAVE YOUR ENERGY FOR WATER.PUMPS |

https://aquaglide.com
https://aztronsports.com
https://aztronsports.com
https://venturekayaks.com
https://scoprega.it
https://movementforsports.com
https://movementforsports.com
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OTHERS | ALL THE BITS AND BOBS YOU NEED FOR ADVENTURE.

KAJAK SPORT - FOOTREST 
AND STEERING SYSTEM 2
The new Footrest and Steering System 2 is a modern and stylish 
footrest system. It is very comfortable with or without shoes. A well-
designed rod allows easy adjustment by hand even while seated. 
The rail is optimized to have a long adjustment margin. The rope 
line is straight and easy to install and remove if necessary. The 
footrest system is made of premium materials for light yet durable 
construction.

n/a

KAJAKSPORT.FI

SCUBAJET - 
SCUBAJET PRO OVERWATER 
KIT
Let it take you there on its own. Or let it assist you. Or leave it off 
and paddle hard and far, knowing you can always get back. The 
purpose of SCUBAJET is to help people go beyond their limits. The 
jet engine has a power of 1000 W that you can easily control with 
the RC – Remote Controller™. 200Wh of power packaged in airline-
compliant SMART BATTERIES (yes, you can take your SCUBAJET PRO 
as a carry-on) provide you with up to 2 hours of battery life.

Weight: 3.2 kg/7.1 lb | Maximum Thrust 15 kg/33.1 
lb | :Performance: 1000 W | Buoyancy: 1 kg/2.2 lb 
| Length: 42 cm | Speed Overwater: up to 7mph/11 
kmh | Battery Type: Lithium Ion | Battery Capacity: 
2x 100Wh = 200Wh (airline-compliant and 
stackable) B

SCUBAJET.COM

SCUBAJET - 
SCUBAJET PRO ALL-IN-ONE 
KIT
The SCUBAJET PRO All-in-One kit allows you to explore every 
Playground on the planet: Swimming, Snorkeling, Diving, SUP, Foil, 
Kayak, Canoe, you name it! No technical skills are needed at any 
point and the innovative adapter system can be switched easily 
within seconds. The 1,000 W jet engine will help you to reach 
11km/h (7mph) in the water. The kit also includes airline-compliant 
SMART BATTERIES™ (200 Wh) that provide you with up to 2 hours 
of battery life..

Weight: 3.2 kg/7.1 lb | Maximum Thrust 15 kg/33.1 
lb | Performance: 1000 W | Buoyancy: 1 kg/2.2 lb | 
Length: 42 cm

SCUBAJET.COM

SCOPREGA -  
VA NX
The VA NX is smaller than other inflation valves currently available 
on the market. The valve body can be replaced regardless of the 
inflatable to which it is applied. It will be available in various colors, 
and it will also be possible to customize the logo on the cap. 
Together with the standard version it will also be possible to order 
the version with mesh, VA NX-M. Furthermore, the valve nut can be 
ring-type or it can be welded to the fabric of the inflatable.

Size: 69 x 42 mm | Fabric Hole Diameter: 43 mm 
| Fabric Thickness: 0,5 mm –3,5 mm  | Nominal 
flow: 2000 l/min | Reference Standard: ISO no. 
15738_2019

 SCOPREGA.IT

PALM EQUIPMENT - DELUXE 
BACKREST
A high back deluxe sit-on-top backrest made from thermoformed 
foam with a built in contoured seat pad for comfort and a reinforced 
back section. It snaps into the D-ring attachment points on the deck 
of your sit-on-top kayak with corrosion resistant steel clips, mounted 
at four points for stability. The seat angle can be adjusted by the 
webbing straps.

Size: One size

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

WATERSPORT CONCEPT - 
INFLATABLE KAYAK POLO GOAL
Inflatable goals are ideal to offer kayak polo during training or events. 
Its spaced structure allows the goalkeeper to slip easily under the 
goal. 4 Sizes are available to best fit your needs. Its PVC construction 
and reinforced double welds give it excellent strength and durability 
over time. It is lightweight and inflatable in less than 5 min. The 
handles allow easy carrying, and its 7 stainless steel rings offer 
numerous anchor points and balanced. Its net is held by robust rings.

Goal Size: 150 x 100 cm

WATERSPORTCONCEPT.COM

https://kajaksport.fi
https://scubajet.com
https://scubajet.com
https://scoprega.it
https://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://watersportconcept.com
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Kokatat
Level Six
NRS
Palm Equipment
Prado sportswear
HELMETS
Aztron
Palm Equipment
Peak Paddlesport

Sweet Protection
WRSI
PFDS
Angry Mullet
Aquadesign
Aquaglide
Aztron
Baltic Safety
Hiko Sport
Kokatat
NRS
Palm Equipment
Peak Paddlesports
Secumar
SPRAYDECKS
Angry Mullet
Level Six
Paddle people
Palm Equipment
Peak Paddlesports
Stormm ride
FOOTWEAR
Aztron
Kokatat
Level Six
NRS
Palm Equipment
EYEWEAR
Bartz optics
Sweet Protection
PROTECTION
Sweet Protection
LIFESTYLE & BEACHWEAR
Aquatone
Aztron
NRS
Palm Equipment
Spade Kayaks
Sweet Protection
FOIL BOARDS
Aquatone
Aztron
Indiana
SIC MAUI
Tahe
ACCESSORIES
Aquaglide
Aztron
Eastpole paddles
Carry Freedom
Kayak Sport
Kayalu
Kokatat
NRS
Level Six
Outdoor Master
Paddle people
Palm Equipment
Peak Paddlesports
Riber
Scoprega
Scubajet
Sweet Equipment
Venture canoes
Watersport concept

| dag-kayak.com
| dagger.com
| islanderkayaks.com
| jacksonadventures.com
| prijon.com
| pyranha.com
| rainbowkayaks.com
| riberproducts.com
| riotkayaks.com
| polyrotogroup.com
| rtmkayaks.com
| tahe.com
| wagabondkayaks.com

| abstract-sport.com
| aquadesign.eu
| aquaglide.com
| aquamarina.com
| aquatone.com
| gumotexboats.com
| hobie.com
| jaws-packraft.com
| jbay.zone
| kayak-innovations.com
| kokopelli.com
| moaiboards.com
| nautiraid.com
| spinera.com
| tahe.com
| veranowatersports.com
| zelgear.eu

| aquaglide.com
| bigmamakayak.it
| hobie.com
| jacksonadventures.com
| rtmkayaks.com
| tahe.com

| dag-kayak.com
| dagger.com
| designkayaks.com
| dragorossi.com
| lettmann.de
| norsekayaks.com
| phseakayaks.com
| prijon.com
| polyrotogroup.com
| rotoattivo.eu

| armerlite-canoes.com 
| canoebeaver.com
| gatz.com
| rotoattivo.eu
| polyrotogroup.com
| rtmkayaks.com
| vogueur.com

| dag-kayak.com
| dagger.com
| wagabondkayak.com
| jacksonadventures.com
| lettmann.de
| prijon.com
| pyranha.com
| soulwaterman.com
| spadekayaks.com
| wagabondkayak.com
| zet-kayaks.com

| aquamarina.com
| aquaglide.com
| aquatone.com
| aztronsports.com
| cafeboards.com
| delta-paddle.com
| indiana-paddlesurf.ch
| jbay.zone
| kokopelli.com
| levelsix.com
| mintlama.ch
| moaiboards.com
| rtmkayaks.com
| sicmaui.com
| spinera.com
| stxparts.com
| tahesport.com
| wildsup.eu

| aquamarina.com
| aquatone.com
| aztronsports.com
| cafeboards.com
| fanatic.com
| aquaglide.com
| levelsix.com
| moaiboards.com
| sicmaui.com
| spinera.com
| stxparts.com

| aquaglide.com
| aquamarina.com
| aquatone.com
| aztronsports.com
| corransup.fun
| rtmkayaks.com
| watersportconcept.com 

| aquamarina.com
| aquatone.com
| aztronsports.com
| indiana-paddlesurf.ch
| mintlama.ch
| rtmkayaks.com
| sicmaui.com
| stxparts.com
| tahesport.com

| aquatone.com
| aztronsports.com
| indiana-paddlesurf.ch
| sicmaui.com
| tahesport.com

| aquatone.com
| aztronsports.com
| hobie.com

| aztronsports.com

| aquabound.com
| aquaglide.com
| eastpolepaddles.com

| egalis.com
| kajaksport.fi
| lettmann.de
| palmequipmenteurope.com
| select-paddles.com
| tahe.com
| tnp.cz
| vepaddles.com
| wavedesign.com

| bendingbranches.com
| wernerpaddles.com

| bendingbranches.com
| palmequipmenteurope.com
| vepaddles.com
| wavedesign.com

| aquabound.com
| aztronsports.com
| gpowersport.com
| select-paddles.com
| sicmaui.com
| wavedesign.com

| aquabound.com
| gpowersport.com
| lettmann.de
| palmequipmenteurope.com
| select-paddles.com
| soulwaterman.com
| tnp.cz
| vepaddles.com
| wavedesign.com

| aquadesign.eu
| aztronsports.com
| hikosport.com
| kokatat.com
| levelsix.com
| nrs.com
| palmequipmenteurope.com
| peakuk.com
| sandiline.com
| levelsix.com
| palmequipmenteurope.com

| aztronsports.com
| hikosport.com
| levelsix.com
| nrs.com
| palmequipmenteurope.com
| peakuk.com
| pradosportswear.com
| sandiline.com

| aztronsports.com
| kokatat.com
| levelsix.com
| nrs.com
| palmequipmenteurope.com
| pradosportswear.com

| aztronsports.com
| palmequipmenteurope.com
| peakuk.com

| pradosportswear.com
| nrs.com

| soulwaterman.com
| aquadesign.eu
| aquaglide.com
| aztronsports.com
| baltic.se
| hikosport.comm
| kokatat.com
| nrs.com
| palmequipmenteurope.com
| peakuk.com
| secumar.com

| soulwaterman.com
| levelsix.com
| paddle-people.com
| palmequipmenteurope.com
| peakuk.com
| stormmride.com

| aztronsports.com
| levelsix.com
| kokatat.com
| nrs.com
| palmequipmenteurope.com

| bartzoptics.com
| sweetprotection.com

| aztronsports.com

| aquatone.com
| aztronsports.com
| nrs.com
| palmequipmenteurope.com
| spadekayaks.com
| sweetprotection.com

| aquatone.com
| aztronsports.com
| indiana.com
| sicmaui.com
| tahe.com

| aquaglide.com
| aztronsports.com
| eastpolepaddles.com
| carryfreedom.com
| aztronsports.com
| kayalu.com
| kokatat.com
| nrs.com
| levelsix.com
| movementforsports.com
| paddle-people.com
| palmequipmenteurope.com
| peakuk.com
| riberproducts.com
| scoprega.it
| scubajet.com
| sweetequipment.com
| venturekayaks.com
| watersportconcept.com
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http://aquatone.com
http://aquatone.com
http://aquatone.com
http://aquatone.com
http://aquatone.com
http://aquatone.com
http://aquatone.com


https://www.paddlerguide.com


https://www.paddlerguide.com


palmequipmenteurope.com

gear for paddlers
– SINCE 1979 –

PALM SOLO VEST

http://palmequimenteurope.com


http://levelsix.com

